ON THE p-ADIC THEORY OF LOCAL MODELS
JOHANNES ANSCHÜTZ, IAN GLEASON, JOÃO LOURENÇO, TIMO RICHARZ
Abstract. We prove the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture on the existence and uniqueness of local models of
local Shimura varieties and the test function conjecture of Haines–Kottwitz in this setting. In order to achieve
this, we establish the specialization principle for well-behaved p-adic kimberlites, show that these include the
v-sheaf local models, determine their special fibers using hyperbolic localization for the étale cohomology of
small v-stacks and analyze the resulting specialization morphism using convolution.
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1. Introduction
The general theory of Shimura varieties has been developed by Deligne [Del71, Del79] in the seventies. It
generalizes classical objects such as modular curves, moduli spaces of principally polarized abelian varieties or
Hilbert modular varieties. Shimura varieties naturally occur in the search for higher reciprocity laws within the
Langlands program [Lan79]. Their arithmetic properties are encoded in the reduction to positive characteristic
p > 0 and have contributed to spectacular developments in number theory and arithmetic geometry in the past
decades.
Local models are flat projective schemes over complete discrete valuation rings of characteristic (0, p) that
are designed to model the singularities of Shimura varieties arising in the completion at p. Starting from the
pioneering works [DR73, Rap90, CN90, dJ93, DP94], the theory is formalized to some extend in the book of
Rapoport–Zink [RZ96] for those Shimura varieties arising as moduli problems of abelian varieties with extra
structures. The geometric properties of the corresponding local models are studied in a series of works notably
by Faltings, Görtz, Pappas and Rapoport [Fal97, Fal01, Pap00, Gör01, Gör03, Fal03, PR03, PR05, PR08, PR09],
see the survey article [PRS13] for details and further references. A breakthrough is due to Pappas and Zhu
[PZ13, Zhu14], who gave a purely group-theoretic construction of (flat) local models, later refined by Levin
[Lev16] and the third named author [Lou19]. Roughly, the local models in this approach are constructed as
flat, closed subschemes in a power series affine Grassmannian, which depends on certain auxiliary choices,
see Section 7.3. A more functorial approach (without ad hoc choices) was initiated by Scholze–Weinstein
[SW20], who constructed small v-sheaves inside mixed characteristic Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannians by
taking closures of partial flag varieties. Unfortunately, the approach has the drawback of not producing schemes,
at least a priori.
The aim of the present manuscript is to connect the scheme-theoretic local models to Scholze–Weinstein’s
p-adic approach. More precisely, we prove the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture [SW20, Conjecture 21.4.1] on the
existence and uniqueness of (weakly normal) local models, representing minuscule portions of the parahoric
Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian. Our methods allow us to prove, furthermore, the test function conjecture
of Haines–Kottwitz [Hai14, Conjecture 6.1.1] for these local models in full generality, expressing the trace of
Frobenius function on the nearby cycles sheaf in terms of spectral data.
These local models are intimately related with moduli spaces of p-adic shtukas by [SW20, Lecture XXV].
Recently, progress in their study was made by Pappas–Rapoport [PR21] in the Hodge type case, partially relying
on a positive solution of the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture as given here. Let us now discuss our results in more
detail.
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1.1. Main results. Fix a prime number p. Let G be a connected reductive Qp -group and G a parahoric Zp model in the sense of Bruhat–Tits [BT84].1 Let µ be a conjugacy class of geometric cocharacters in G. Denote
by E/Qp its reflex field with ring of integers OE and finite residue field k.
Scholze–Weinstein [SW20, Section 20.3] introduced the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian GrG → Spd Zp
+
which is representable in ind-(proper, spatial diamonds). Its generic fiber is the BdR
-affine Grassmannian GrG
♦
and its special fiber is the v-sheaf F`G associated to the Witt vector partial affine flag variety. Attached to the
pair (G, µ) is the v-sheaf local model
MG,µ ⊂ GrG |Spd OE
(1.1)
defined as the v-closure of the affine Schubert variety GrG,µ , in analogy to the local models from [PZ13]. If µ is
♦
minuscule2, then the generic fiber MG,µ |Spd E = GrG,µ is canonically isomorphic to FG,µ
, the v-sheaf associated
with the homogenous space FG,µ of parabolic subgroups of type µ. The main result of the present work is the
representability of local models as given by the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture [SW20, Conjecture 21.4.1]:
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 7.21, Theorem 7.23). Let µ be minuscule. Then, there is a unique (up to unique
isomorphism) flat, projective and weakly normal OE -model Msch
G,µ of the E-scheme FG,µ endowable with an
isomorphism
Msch,♦ ∼
(1.2)
= MG,µ
G,µ

∼
of v-sheaves over Spd OE , prolonging
= MG,µ |Spd E . Furthermore, the special fiber of Msch
G,µ is reduced,
in virtually all cases (see below), and then equal to Acan
G,µ , the canonical deperfection of the µ-admissible locus
inside F`G .
♦
FG,µ

Our result provides a functorial and group-theoretic framework for the theory of local models that goes beyond
the previous results [SW20, HPR20, Lou20] for certain pairs (G, µ) of abelian type using Hodge embeddings.
The scheme Msch
G,µ agrees with the local models defined in [PZ13, Lev16, Lou19] whenever p - |π1 (Gder )| and
otherwise with their weak normalization3. The aforementioned works are complemented by the results of
Fakhruddin–Haines–L.–R. [FHLR22] which handles new cases for wildly ramified groups. The upshot is that
we are able to show reducedness of the special fiber of Msch
G,µ (and other geometric properties such as CohenMacaulayness) for all pairs (G, µ) except possibly if the adjoint group Gad contains one of the following non-split
Q̆p -factors: for p = 2 an odd unitary group defined by a ramified, quadratic root-of-unit extension; for p = 3 the
triality defined by a ramified, cubic non-(root-of-a-prime) extension. In particular, our result is complete for all
primes p ≥ 5 and, up to the two non-split examples, also for p = 2, 3. In addition, we conjecture that Msch
G,µ
always has reduced special fiber equal to Acan
G,µ and, furthermore, that its singularities are pseudo-rational, see
Conjecture 7.25 and Conjecture 7.27. We remark that the schemes Msch
G,µ seem not to admit moduli-theoretic
interpretations in general, see, however, [Pap00, Gör01, Gör03, PR03, PR05, PR09] for interesting special cases.
As a cohomological application, we prove the test function conjecture for MG,µ , all primes p and all pairs
√
(G, µ), see Section 8. Namely, fix an auxiliary prime ` 6= p, a square root q of the residue cardinality of E and
√
an embedding E ,→ Q̄p . Put Λ = Q` ( q) which we will use as sheaf coefficients. Let Γ be the absolute Galois
group of E with inertia subgroup I, and fix a lift Φ ∈ Γ of geometric Frobenius. Let E0 = W (k)[ p1 ] be the
maximal unramified subextension of E/Qp . Let ICµ be the intersection complex on GrG,µ with Λ-coefficients
Φ
as in [FS21, Chapter VI] normalized to be of weight zero as in (8.1). The function τG,µ
: G(E0 )/G(OE0 ) → Λ is
defined, up to sign, by the alternating trace of Φ on the nearby cycle stalks
X

Φ
τG,µ
(x) = (−1)h2ρ,µi
(−1)i trace Φ | Ri ΨMG,µ (ICµ )x̄ ,
(1.3)
i∈Z

if x ∈ MG,µ (Spd k) and 0 else. Here MG,µ (Spd k) is viewed as a subset of F`G (k) = G(E0 )/G(OE0 ), and
the trace is well-defined by Theorem 1.8, proving that the nearby cycles are constructible in this setting. The
Φ
Φ
function τG,µ
is left-G(OE0 )-invariant and supported on finitely many orbits, hence τG,µ
∈ H(G(E0 ), G(OE0 ))Λ
naturally lies in the parahoric Hecke algebra of Λ-valued functions.
Φ
Theorem 1.2 (Lemma 8.4). The function τG,µ
lies in the center of H(G(E0 ), G(OE0 ))Λ . It is characterized as
the unique function in the center that acts on any G(OE0 )-spherical smooth irreducible Λ-representation π by
the scalar



trace sΦ (π) Vµ ,

(1.4)

b I o Φ]ss /G
b I is the Satake parameter for π and Vµ the representation of the L-group G
b o Γ of
where sΦ (π) ∈ [G
√ h2ρ,µi Φ
√
highest weight µ. Moreover, ( q)
τG,µ takes values in Z and is independent of ` 6= p, q and E ,→ Q̄p .
1For simplicity of exposition, we assume the base field to be Q in the introduction. In the main body of the text, we allow
p
more general p-adic base fields.
2This means hµ, ai ∈ {0, ±1} for every root a of G . In particular, we include central cocharacters.
Cp
3Passing to the weak normalization is necessary, in general, due to the existence of non-normal Schubert varieties, see [HLR18].
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The theorem is a solution to the test function conjecture of Haines–Kottwitz [Hai14, Conjecture 6.1.1] for
v-sheaf local models. This is new when µ is non-minuscule: then MG,µ is not representable by a scheme
due to the theory of Banach–Colmez spaces and, hence, not related to their schematic counterparts defined
in [PZ13, Lev16, Lou19, FHLR22]. If µ is minuscule, then the analogue of Theorem 1.2 holds for Msch
G,µ as
well, using Theorem 1.1. In this case, we can work purely algebraically and replace ICµ by the constant sheaf
Q` on the smooth E-scheme FG,µ . Here, our result is new for the wildly ramified groups that were excluded
in previous work [PZ13, HR20, HR21]. With a view towards applications, say, to point counting formulas in
the context of the Langlands–Kottwitz method, we have an analogous result where E is replaced by a finite
unramified extension, and correspondingly E0 by its unramified subextension. Also, Theorem 1.2 easily implies
the version for the semi-simple trace by averaging over the Frobenius Φ, see [HR20, Appendix].
1.2. Strategy of proof. The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are purely group-theoretic and do not
rely on the classification of reductive groups over local fields. Our method is inspired by a conjecture of
He–Pappas–Rapoport [HPR20, Conjecture 2.13] of which we prove a variant, see Theorem 7.12. Following a
suggestion in [Lou20, Introduction], we approach MG,µ by studying its generic fiber, its special fiber and the
specialization morphisms between them. The basic idea is that the data should characterize MG,µ , making the
comparison with the to-be-constructed Msch
G,µ possible. Once there is enough progress towards Theorem 1.1,
the proof of Theorem 1.2 roughly follows the method from [HR21], and the reader is referred to Section 8 for
details. Along the way, we address further questions and conjectures in the field, notably Zhu’s conjecture
[Zhu17a, Appendix B, Conjecture III] on the geometry of deperfections of affine Schubert varieties in the Witt
vector affine flag variety.
To make the above ideas precise, there are several technical difficulties to overcome. The most basic is the
determination of the underlying topological space |MG,µ |, that is, to show the density of |GrG,µ | inside |MG,µ |.
In the following, all v-stacks will be on the category Perf Fp of perfectoid spaces over Fp :
Proposition 1.3 (Lemma 2.7, Proposition 2.8). Let X be a small v-stack with underlying topological space |X|.
Then Z 7→ |Z| defines a bijection between the set of closed sub-v-stacks of X and the set of weakly generalizing
closed subspaces of |X|, with inverse S 7→ S ×|X| X.
Recall that MG,µ ⊂ GrG |Spd OE is defined as the v-closure of GrG,µ . So Proposition 1.3 implies that |MG,µ |
agrees with the weakly generalizing closure of |GrG,µ |, a first step towards showing the density. We warn the
reader that density of v-closures fails in easy examples (see Example 2.5) and are a feature of the situation at
hand. More precisely, we show in Proposition 4.14 that MG,µ satisfies the assumptions of the following theorem
which is one of our main tools towards Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 2.36). The functor sending a well-behaved p-adic kimberlite over Spd OE (see Definition 2.35) to its specialization triple

X 7→ Xη , Xs , spX
(1.5)
is fully faithful.
Kimberlites are introduced by the second named author in [Gle20] and are a certain class of v-sheaves
(containing the v-sheaves associated to flat, projective OE -schemes) that admit a well-behaved theory of specialization maps, see Section 2.3 for details. A similar result for the functor X 7→ X ♦ from weakly normal flat
projective OE -schemes to v-sheaves over Spd OE is shown by the third named author in [Lou20]. Theorem 1.4
is key for us because MG,µ are only v-sheaves, a priori. In order to apply the theorem, we need to establish an
isomorphism between the specialization triples for MG,µ and for Msch,♦
G,µ when µ is minuscule. The generic fiber
sch,♦
of MG,µ is GrG,µ by definition, and likewise for MG,µ . In Section 1.3 and Section 1.4 below, we explain how
to determine the special fibers in both cases, and in Section 1.5, how to control the associated specialization
maps. The final Section 1.6 concludes with a more detailed version of Theorem 1.1.
1.3. Special fibers of v-sheaf local models. The Witt vector partial affine flag variety F`G is the increasing
union of perfect projective varieties F`G,w indexed by the double coset of the Iwahori–Weyl group, see [Zhu17a,
BS17]. The µ-admissible locus AG,µ in the sense of Kottwitz–Rapoport is defined as the k-descent of the
F̄p -reunion
[
AG,µ,F̄p =
F`G,F̄p ,λI (p) ,
(1.6)
λ

where λ runs over all Weyl conjugates of µ and λI (p) denotes the associated translation in the Iwahori–Weyl
group of GQ̆p , see Definition 3.11.
Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 6.16). The special fiber of MG,µ is the v-sheaf A♦
G,µ associated with the µ-admissible
locus inside F`♦
.
G
The difficulty in determining the special fiber lies in the rather abstract definition of MG,µ via closure
operations inside GrG . In a different context, [HR21, Theorem 6.12] determines such special fibers based on
cohomological considerations by calculating the support of the nearby cycles ΨMG,µ ICµ appearing in (1.3). A
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key input is the study of Gm -actions on GrG coming from the choice of a cocharacter λ : Gm → G. Let M,
respectively P the closed subgroup scheme of G with Lie algebra the subspace of Lie G with weights λ = 0,
respectively λ ≥ 0. This induces maps M ← P → G of Zp -group schemes and, by functoriality, also on the
associated Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannians. The geometric input towards Theorem 1.5 is the following result
which extends [FS21, Chapter VI.3] beyond the case where G is reductive:
Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 5.2). The G♦
m -action on GrG induced by λ admits a commutative diagram of ind-(spatial
Z♦
p -diamonds)
GrM

GrP
0

GrG
id
GrG ,

+

(GrG )

(GrG )

(1.7)

of attractors and fixers such that the vertical arrows are open and closed immersions that induce isomorphisms
over Spd Qp , and if G is special parahoric over Z̆p (for example, reductive), then also over Spd Fp .
If λ is regular, then the special fiber of (GrG )+ consists of the v-sheaves associated to the semi-infinite orbits
Sw inside F`G indexed by certain cosets of the Iwahori–Weyl group, see (5.12). In comparison, GrP corresponds
to those semi-infinite orbits attached to translation elements. The following proposition generalizes the closure
relation of semi-infinite orbits and the equi-dimensionality of Mirković–Vilonen cycles [MV07, Theorem 3.2]
from split groups to twisted groups, questions left open in the context of the ramified Satake equivalence
[Zhu15, Ric16]:
Proposition 1.7 (Proposition 5.4, Lemma 5.5). For a regular coweight λ and the induced semi-infinite orbits,
there is an equality inside F`G :
[
Sw =
Sv ,
(1.8)
v

where v runs through all elements less than or equal to w in Lusztig’s semi-infinite Bruhat order. If G is very
special (for example, reductive), then the non-empty intersections SνI ∩F`G,µI are equi-dimensional of dimension
hρ, ν + µi.
Let us explain the cohomological results going into Theorem 1.5. As there is no general theory of nearby
cycles for v-sheaves, we develop the foundational results for the Hecke stack. Fix a prime number ` 6= p and
let Λ be one of the rings Z/`n , Z` or Q` for some n ≥ 0. For a small v-stack X, let D(X, Λ) be the derived
category of étale Λ-sheaves on X as defined in [Sch17], where for Λ = Q` we additionally invert ` in the adic
formalism developed in [Sch17, Section 26]. We consider the inclusion of the geometric generic, respectively
geometric special fiber into the integral Hecke stack
j

i

HkG |Spd Cp −
→ HkG |Spd OCp ←
− HkG |Spd F̄p .

(1.9)

The following result is inspired by work of Hansen–Scholze [HS21] for schemes and proves constructibility of
nearby cycles in our context:
Theorem 1.8 (Proposition 6.7, Proposition 6.12). The pullback functor


j ∗ : D HkG |Spd OCp , Λ → D HkG |Spd Cp , Λ

(1.10)

induces and equivalence on the full subcategories of universally locally acyclic sheaves with bounded support,
with inverse given by the derived push forward Rj∗ . Consequently, the nearby cycles ΨG := i∗ ◦ Rj∗ restrict to
a functor
bd,ula
bd,ula
D HkG |Spd Cp , Λ
→ D HkG |Spd F̄p , Λ
.
(1.11)
Furthermore, the target category is equivalent to the derived category on the schematic Witt vector Hecke stack
bd
Dcons Hksch
of perfect-constructible sheaves with bounded support (see Section A).
G |Spec F̄p , Λ
The intersection complex ICµ descends along GrG → HkG and defines an object in D(HkG |Spd Cp , Λ)bd,ula . So
Theorem 1.8 implies constructibility of ΨMG,µ ICµ . To compute the support, we use that nearby cycles commute
with the constant term functors defined by the generic and special fibers of diagram (1.7):
CTP ◦ΨG ∼
= ΨM ◦ CTP ,

(1.12)

see Proposition 6.13 for details. If λ is regular, then M is the connected Néron model of a torus so that the right
hand side of (1.12) can be computed in representation theoretic terms using the geometric Satake equivalence
+
for the BdR
-affine Grassmannian [FS21, Chapter VI]. In down to earth terms, we are able to determine the
compactly supported cohomology of ΨMG,µ ICµ on the stratification given by the semi-infinite orbits. For
carefully chosen λ (see Lemma 5.3), this is enough to deduce Theorem 1.5, see Theorem 6.16.
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1.4. Special fibers of schematic local models. In this subsection, we assume that µ is minuscule. The
construction of schematic local models [PZ13, Lev16, Lou20, FHLR22] relies on Breuil–Kisin type lifts of G to
a group scheme G over Z̆p [[t]] equipped with isomorphisms
G ⊗Z̆p [[t]],t7→p Z̆p ' G ⊗ Z̆p ,

G ⊗ Q̆p [[t − p]] ' G ⊗ Q̆p [[t − p]].

(1.13)

sch
Let us temporarily denote by NG,µ
the weak normalization of the closure of FG,µ |Spec Ĕ inside the schematic
Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian GrG |Spec OĔ attached to G, a weakly normal, flat, projective OĔ -scheme.
As we explain in Section 1.5, this is isomorphic to the base changed local model Msch
G,µ |Spec OĔ appearing in
Theorem 1.1, in virtually all cases in the above sense. The most general group lifts G are constructed in
[FHLR22], based on [Lou20], under the following assumption:

Assumption 1.9. If p = 2, then Gad has no odd unitary Q̆2 -factors.
The reason for its appearance is the difficult structure of the integral root groups inside G ⊗ Z̆p in the wildly
ramified, odd unitary case. More precisely, quadratic field extensions of Q̆2 fall into two classes: square roots
of uniformizers and of units. The first class is handled in [Lou20], leading to the milder assumption for p = 2
in Theorem 1.1, and it is the second class that appears most difficult.
sch
The determination of the special fiber of NG,µ
relies on the coherence conjecture of Pappas–Rapoport proved
by Zhu [Zhu14]. The following result is the version in our context, and moreover, confirms [Zhu17a, Appendix
B, Conjecture III] for the Schubert varieties in the µ-admissible locus:
Theorem 1.10 (Theorem 3.16). Under Assumption 1.9, the canonical deperfection Acan
G,µ of the µ-admissible
locus is Cohen–Macaulay and its components are compatibly Frobenius-split. Moreover, for every ample line
bundle L on Acan
G,µ , there is an equality
0
dimk H0 (Acan
G,µ , L) = dimE H (FG,µ , O(c)),

(1.14)

where c denotes the central charge of L.
The canonical deperfection of AG,µ is induced from the Greenberg realization of the Witt vector loop groups,
see Section 3.3. The proof of Theorem 1.10 proceeds by comparing the p-adic admissible loci to their analogues
in equicharacteristic, and ultimately relies on the normality of Schubert varieties [Fal03, PR08] where we use
[FHLR22] for wildly ramified groups. We first compare the perfect(ed) Demazure resolutions and then apply
Bhatt–Scholze’s h-descent results [BS17] to the ample line bundles on the resolutions. A key ingredient is He–
Zhou’s calculation [HZ20] of the Picard group of F`G as the free Z[p−1 ]-module dual to the lines stable under
a fixed Iwahori dilated from G.
Theorem 1.11 (Lemma 3.15, [FHLR22]). Under Assumption 1.9, there is an isomorphism of F̄p -schemes
sch
NG,µ
|Spec F̄p ' Acan
G,µ |Spec F̄p .

(1.15)

sch
Hence, NG,µ
is normal, Cohen–Macaulay and has reduced special fiber.

The theorem holds, more generally, under the milder assumption explained above when p = 2 by [Lou20].
The reader is referred to [FHLR22] for a finer study of the singularities of the local models.
1.5. Specialization maps. We continue to assume that µ is minuscule and focus on the v-sheaf local models
MG,µ . The study of specialization maps for MG,µ is challenging. A basic problem is that, beyond rare
exceptions, the set of G(OCp )-orbits in FG,µ (Cp ) is infinite. However, we understand relatively well the reduction
of Spd OCp -valued points lying in a certain cohomologically smooth sub-v-sheaf
M◦G,µ ⊂ MG,µ ,

(1.16)

given as the Spd OE -descent of the G -semi-orbit of the Spd OĔ -sections rationally conjugate to µ. Unfortunately, M◦G,µ alone does not afford sufficiently many integral points. Even varying (G, µ) barely improves the
situation. Here we resort to variants of the splitting models of Pappas–Rapoport [PR05] in our situation, that is,
we use convolutions to partially desingularize the local models. For a sequence µ• = (µ1 , . . . , µn ) of minuscule
coweights with pairwise disjoint supports, we consider the sub-v-sheaf
♦

˜ . . . ×Gr
˜ G,
MG,µ• ⊂ GrG ×

(1.17)

♦
♦
♦
˜ . . . ×F
˜ G,µ
defined as the v-closure of FG,µ
= FG,µ
×
inside the convolution Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian,
•
1
n
see Section 7.1. Most of the notions discussed before have their convolution counterparts. It then becomes true
that functoriality in (G, µ• ) is enough to control the specialization map:

Theorem 1.12 (Theorem 7.12). The specialization maps
spG,µ• : FG,µ• (Cp ) → AG,µ• (F̄p )

(1.18)

for all pairs (G, µ• ) as above are the only functorial collection of continuous maps whose restrictions to the sets
M◦G,µ• (Spd OCp ) agree with the natural reduction maps.
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The theorem is a result of our reflections on the He–Pappas–Rapoport conjecture [HPR20, Conjecture 2.12],
which roughly states that the local model MG,µ should be uniquely recovered from its fibers equipped with the
G-action. The key calculation concerns the case where all non-zero components of µ• have irreducible support
and G is a restriction of scalars along E/Qp of a split group. Applying the Iwasawa decomposition and an
induction on the number of non-zero components, we see FG,µ• (E) = M◦G,µ• (Spd OE ), that is, all rational
points of the flag variety extend to integral points of the semi-orbit. Then functoriality forces uniqueness for
all remaining cases.
1.6. Conclusion. The formulation of Theorem 1.12 requires functoriality of local models in (G, µ). This is true
sch
for MG,µ but, a priori, problematic for its schematic version NG,µ
. We need to impose the following assumption
which relates to functoriality problems with the association G 7→ G of Breuil–Kisin lifts:
Assumption 1.13. If p = 3, then Gad has no triality Q̆3 -factors.
The following result answers [SW20, Conjecture 21.4.1], except for very few cases when p ≤ 3. More precisely,
It shows that [Lou20, Conjecture IV.4.18] holds in full generality, whereas for [Lou20, Conjecture IV.4.19] to
hold, we only have to impose the extremely mild restrictions4 of Assumption 1.9 and Assumption 1.13:
Theorem 1.14. There is a unique flat, projective and weakly normal OE -model Msch
G,µ of the E-scheme FG,µ
endowable with an isomorphism of v-sheaves
♦ ∼
(Msch
(1.19)
G,µ ) = MG,µ ,
♦ ∼
prolonging FG,µ
= MG,µ |Spd E . Under Assumption 1.9 and Assumption 1.13, there is a unique isomorphism

∼ sch
Msch
G,µ |Spec OĔ = NG,µ |Spec OĔ

(1.20)

inducing the identity on generic fibers. So (Theorem 1.11), Msch
G,µ is normal, Cohen–Macaulay and has reduced
♦
can
special fiber equal to AG,µ . Furthermore, the isomorphisms (1.19) and (1.20) are equivariant for GO
, respectively
E
for GOĔ .
The unique scheme Msch
G,µ satisfying the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture is the weak normalization of the closure
of FG,µ inside the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian attached to a Breuil–Kisin lift of ResOK /Zp H, where K is
the splitting field of G and H the parahoric OK -model of the split Chevalley form. The required functoriality
can be enforced by choosing further Breuil–Kisin lifts accordingly, so that the analogue of Theorem 1.12 holds
true for Msch
G,µ . By a careful analysis, we get an isomorphism between the relevant specialization triples, which
is enough to conclude by Theorem 1.4.
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2. v-sheaf theory
Our main reference for the theory of diamonds, v-sheaves and v-stacks is [Sch17]. Here we gather some
complementary results in the geometry of these objects that we will need later on.
2.1. Closures. In this subsection, we discuss closures of small v-stacks. Let Perf Fp be the v-site of perfectoid
spaces of characteristic p. All the small v-stacks in the following will be stacks on Perf Fp .
Let X be a small v-stack and let Y ⊂ X be a sub-v-stack, by which we mean a monomorphism of small
v-stacks Y → X, that is, a morphism whose diagonal
∆

Y −→ Y ×X Y

(2.1)

is an isomorphism. Just as in [Sch17, Definition 10.7], we say that Y is a locally closed sub-v-stack if, for every
totally disconnected perfectoid space S → X, the pullback Y ×X S → S is representable by an immersion of
perfectoid spaces, see [Sch17, Definition 5.6]. It is called a closed, respectively open immersion, if so are the
respective pullbacks.
4The assumptions in Theorem 1.14 can be weakened as in Theorem 1.1 by resorting to [Lou20].
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This admits a simpler description for closed sub-v-stacks.
Lemma 2.1. A morphism Y → X of small v-stacks is a closed immersion if and only if Y → X is a
quasi-compact monomorphism and the induced map |Y | ⊂ |X| is a closed embedding.
Proof. Assume Y → X is a closed immersion and let f : S → X be a surjection from a disjoint union of totally
disconnected perfectoid spaces. By assumption Z := Y ×X S is representable and Z → S is a closed immersion,
in particular it is quasi-compact. By [Sch17, Proposition 10.11 (o)], the map Y → X is then quasi-compact as
∆
well. We may check that Y −→ Y ×X Y is an isomorphism after base change to S. This amounts to verifying that
∆
Z −→ Z ×S Z is an isomorphism which follows from the fact that closed immersions are monomorphisms [Sch17,
Definition 5.6]. The inclusion |Z| ⊂ |S| is a closed subset and equal to |f |−1 (|Y |). Indeed, if s ∈ |S| \ |Z|, y ∈ |Y |
and we let s̃ : Spa(Cs , Cs+ ) → S and ỹ : Spa(Cy , Cy+ ) → Y represent s and y respectively, then s̃ ×X ỹ = ∅. So
s and y map to different points in |X|. As |f | is a quotient map [Sch17, Proposition 12.9], this implies that
|Y | ⊂ |X| is a closed embedding.
Conversely, assume that Y ⊂ X is a quasi-compact monomorphism and induces a closed embedding of
underlying topological spaces. Let f : S → X be a map from a totally disconnected space S. The base change
Y ×X S → S is still a quasi-compact monomorphism of v-sheaves. By [Sch17, Corollary 10.6, Lemma 7.6] the
v-sheaf Y ×X S is representable by a pro-constructible generalizing affinoid subset of S, and |Y ×X S| carries
the subspace topology of |S|. Arguing as above, the image of |Y ×X S| in |S| is |f |−1 (|Y |) which is closed
by assumption. This implies that the morphism Y ×X S → S is a closed immersion in the sense of [Sch17,
Definition 5.6].

We now define the v-sheaf closure, or v-closure, of a sub-v-sheaf.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a small v-stack and Y ⊂ X a sub-v-stack Y ⊂ X. We define the v-closure Y cl in X
as the limit (in the 2-category of v-stacks) of all closed sub-v-stacks of X containing Y .
The sub-v-stack Y cl ⊂ X is a closed sub-v-stack. Indeed, we can verify this after base change by a totally
disconnected perfectoid space and use [Sch17, Proposition 6.4 (o)] to conclude.
Next, we discuss the relation between the topological space |Y cl | of the v-closure Y cl and the topological
closure |Y |cl of the image of |Y | in |X|.
Definition 2.3. Let S ⊂ |X| be a subset.
(1) We call S weakly generalizing if, for any perfectoid field C with open and bounded valuation subring
C + ⊂ C, and every morphism Spa(C, C + ) → X, the induced morphism | Spa(C, C + )| → |X| factors
over S if and only if the closed point of | Spa(C, C + )| maps into S.
(2) The weakly generalizing closure S wgc of S is defined as the intersection of all closed, weakly generalizing
subsets S 0 ⊂ |X| containing S.
We note that if X is (the v-sheaf associated to) a perfectoid space, then a subset S ⊂ X is weakly generalizing
if and only if it is generalizing. Indeed, for each analytic adic space specializations happen only at the same
residue field.
The images of morphisms of small v-stacks are weakly generalizing as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 2.4. For every morphism f : X → X 0 of small v-stacks, the image of |f | : |X| → |X 0 | is weakly
generalizing in |X 0 |.
Proof. Let C be a perfectoid field with open and bounded valuation subring C + ⊂ C. Assume that the
morphism
Spa(C, C + ) → X 0
(2.2)
sends the closed point of Spa(C, C + ) into f (|X|). This means that the above morphism factors through X after
possibly enlarging (C, C + ), see [Sch17, Proposition 12.7]. But then the full image of | Spa(C, C + )| in |X 0 | will
factor through f (|X|) and this shows that f (|X|) is weakly generalizing.

In particular, the topological space of the v-closure Y cl of some sub-v-stack Y ⊂ X is always weakly generalizing. Thus, the topological space of the v-closure does not coincide, in general, with the topological closure.
Example 2.5. As a concrete example, consider the inclusion
♦
D♦
C → BC := Spd(ChT i, OC hT i)

(2.3)

cl
of the open unit ball into the closed unit ball over a perfectoid base field C. Then |D♦
C | is the complement
♦
±1
±1
of the torus |TC | = Spd(ChT i, OC hT i), hence not weakly generalizing, as it misses the Gaußpoint but
contains a rank 2 specialization thereof.
wgc
The weakly generalizing closure |D♦
is given in turn by the complement of every open unit ball D♦
C|
x,C
♦
centered around x ∈ TC (C). This will give rise to the v-closure of D♦
inside
B
,
see
Proposition
2.8.
C
C
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Let us recall that, for every small v-stack X, there is the canonical morphism
X → |X|, (f : T → X) 7→ (|f | : |T | → |X|)

(2.4)

of v-stacks where |X| denotes the v-sheaf represented by the topological space |X|, that is, it is given by
|X|(T ) = Homcts (|T |, |X|) for each T ∈ Perf Fp .
Remark 2.6. We warn the reader that |X| is not small whenever |X| fails to satisfy the separation axiom T 1.
Indeed, if |X| is a trait then |X|(R, R+ ) is the set of closed subsets of | Spa(R, R+ )|, and for each fixed κ, there
is | Spa(R, R+ )| large enough so that not all closed subsets come from pullback of κ-small ones.
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a small v-stack, and S ⊂ |X| be a weakly generalizing closed subset. Then Y := S ×|X| X
is a small closed sub-v-stack satisfying |Y | = S and, moreover, every closed sub-v-stack is of this form.
Proof. By [Sch17, Proposition 10.11], we may check that Y ⊂ X is a closed sub-v-stack after pullback along a vcover f : Z → X with Z a disjoint union of totally disconnected perfectoid spaces. Then Y ×X Z = |f |−1 (S)×|Z| Z
and note that |f |−1 (S) ⊂ |Z| is closed as |f | is continuous. Moreover, |f |−1 (S) is weakly generalizing, and thus
generalizing because Z is a perfectoid space. Consequently, |f |−1 (S) is representable by a perfectoid space by
[Sch17, Lemma 7.6]. Its v-sheaf coincides with Y ×X Z by [Sch17, Lemma 12.5], so Y ⊂ X is a closed immersion
by Lemma 2.1. Clearly, we also have |Y | = S as |f | is surjective.
Now assume that Y ⊂ X is a closed sub-v-stack and let Y 0 = X ×|X| |Y |. The identity Y = Y ×X Y 0 is easy
to verify (by base change to totally disconnected S and [Sch17, Proposition 5.3.(iv)]), so the map Y → Y 0 is a
closed sub-v-stack with the same underlying topological space. By [Sch17, Lemma 12.11], Y → Y 0 is a surjetive
map of v-stacks and consequently an isomorphism.

Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.7 characterize closed weakly generalizing subsets S ⊂ |X| as exactly those closed
subsets S ⊂ |X| for which the inclusion
S ×|X| X ⊂ S
(2.5)
is an equality. Note that the v-sheaf Y := S ×|X| X may even be empty if S is not weakly generalizing. For
example, this happens if S = {s} for s ∈ Spa(C, C + ) the closed point of a perfectoid field C with C + ( OC ⊂ C
an open and bounded valuation subring of rank > 1.
Proposition 2.8. Let X be a small v-stack, and let Y ⊂ X be a sub-v-stack. Let Y cl ⊂ X be the v-closure of
Y in X. Then
Y cl = |Y |wgc ×|X| X
(2.6)
as sub-v-stacks of X. Hence, |Y cl | ⊂ |X| is the weakly generalizing closure |Y |wgc of |Y | in |X|.
Proof. Set Y 0 := |Y |wgc ×|X| X. Then Y 0 is a closed sub-v-stack of X containing Y and |Y 0 | = |Y |wgc by
Lemma 2.7. Therefore, the v-closure Y cl is contained in Y 0 . But conversely, the topological space |Y cl | must
contain |Y |wgc by Lemma 2.4. Since Y cl = |Y cl | ×|X| X again by Lemma 2.7, we conclude that Y 0 ⊂ Y cl and
thus they coincide as desired.

The next result will turn out to be a useful tool later on when computing v-closures.
Corollary 2.9. The formation of v-closures commutes with base change by partially proper morphisms that are
also open maps.
Proof. In the following, we identify open substacks of small v-stacks with open subsets of their topological
space, see [Sch17, Proposition 12.9]. By Proposition 2.8, we need to verify the corresponding assertion at the
topological level. Let f : Z → X be an open and partially proper morphism between small v-stacks and set
g := |f |. Let S ⊂ |X| be a subset, clearly g −1 (S)wgc ⊂ g −1 (S wgc ). Let T := g −1 (S)wgc ⊂ |Z|. Its complement
V is an open subset of |Z|, and the map V → Z is partially proper because T is weakly generalizing. Since the
map Z → X is open, the subset U := g(V ) is also open. Since V → Z is partially proper, the map U → X
is partially proper as well. The complement F ⊂ |X| of U is closed and g −1 (F ) ⊂ T . Also, F is weakly
generalizing since U is partially proper. This implies S wgc ⊂ F and consequently g −1 (S wgc ) ⊂ T , as we wanted
to show.

2.2. The two different diamond functors. Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with perfect residue
field k of characteristic p, and assume that O is flat over Zp , that is, p-torsion free. Let π ∈ O be a uniformizer.
If X is a pre-adic space over O, we can attach to it a v-sheaf X ♦ over Spd O5 as in [SW20, Section 18].
Namely, if S ∈ Perf Fp , then
X ♦ (S) = {(S ] , ι, f )}/isom.
(2.7)
]
]
with (S , ι) an untilt of S and f : S → X a morphism of pre-adic spaces (and the obvious notion of isomorphism
between these triples). On the other hand, given an algebra A over O there are two different ways to associate
a v-sheaf to Spec(A).
5Whenever R+ = R, we simply write Spd(R) for Spd(R, R) following [SW20].
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Definition 2.10. Let A be an O-algebra.
(1) We let Spec(A) denote the functor
(R, R+ ) 7→ {(R] , ι, f )}/isom.
where (R , ι) is an untilt over O and f : A → R
(2) We let Spec(A)♦ denote the functor
]

],+

(2.8)

is a ring homomorphism.

(R, R+ ) 7→ {(R] , ι, f )}/isom.

(2.9)

where (R] , ι) is an untilt over O and f : A → R] is a ring homomorphism.
Both of these constructions are compatible with localization and glue to functors from the category of schemes
over O to the category of v-sheaves over Spd O. Indeed, given g ∈ A, the open subscheme Spec(A[1/f ]) is sent
to the open subfunctors of Spec(A) , respectively Spec(A)♦ defined by the conditions f (g) ∈ (R] )× , respectively
f (g) ∈ (R],+ )× , that is, by the open loci {|g| 6= 0} ⊂ Spa(R] , R],+ ), respectively {|g| = 1} ⊂ Spa(R] , R],+ ). We
still denote these functors on SchO by  and ♦.
Remark 2.11. For schemes locally of finite type over O both functors admit a two step construction.
b and X an with an adic structure map to Spa(O) that
We can first associate to a scheme X adic spaces X
♦

an ♦
♦
♦
b
satisfy X = X and (X ) = X (with (−) the diamond functor on pre-adic spaces). This is the approach
b is easy to describe, for X = Spec(A) we have X
b = Spa(A,
b A)
b where
taken in [Gle20, Section 2.2.2]. The space X
an
b denote the p-adic completion of A. On the other hand, the construction of X is more subtle and
we let A
goes back to work of Huber [Hub94, Proposition 3.8]. In general, even if X is affinoid X an might not be affinoid
and very often the structure map X ♦ → Spd O is not quasi-compact. Now, for X = Spec(A), not necessarily
of finite type, and π = 0 in A we have X ♦ = Spd(Aperf , k), where k denotes the integral closure of k in the
perfection Aperf of A and both rings are given the discrete topology.
Put differently, there is an adjunction
SchO

(-)ad

DiscAdSpOdisc

(-)ad/O

from the category of schemes over O to the category of discrete adic spaces over Odisc characterized by the
formulas on affinoids, respectively affines:
e
Spa(A, A+ ) 7→ Spec(A), Spec(A)ad = Spa(A, A), Spec(A)ad/O = Spa(A, O),
e is the integral closure of O in A. Then, for a scheme X locally of finite type over O, the pre-adic space
where O
b respectively X an is the base change of X ad , respectively X ad/O along Odisc → O.
X,
Let X be an O-scheme. There is an evident natural transformation X  → X ♦ . If X is separated over O, this
map is a monomorphism of small v-sheaves, and an open immersion if X is also locally of finite type over O. If
X is proper over O, then the open immersion X  → X ♦ is an isomorphism because it is surjective on points by
the valuative criterion for properness. Therefore we will abuse notation and let X ♦ denote the common value
X  = X ♦ whenever X is proper over O.
The two diamond functors play different roles in the following sections: the “analytic” functor (-)♦ is the
most natural to study Gm -actions and nearby cycles while the “formal” functor (-) carries a specialization map
which we will exploit.
A natural question is to what extent the associated v-sheaves X  and X ♦ reflect the geometry of X. In
general, neither of the functors is full or faithful. For example, if A is any O-algebra and Â its π-adic completion,
then the natural morphism
Spec(Â) → Spec(A)
(2.10)
],+
is an isomorphism (because R
is π-complete by uniformity of affinoid perfectoid spaces). In particular, if F
is the fraction field of O, and A an F -algebra, then Spec(A) = ∅. If A = F [t], then
♦
Spec(F [t])♦ = (A1,ad
F )

(2.11)

is the rigid-analytic affine line over F , which has many non-algebraic automorphisms.
When we restrict to schemes over O for which π = 0, the situation is more clear. Both  and ♦ are fully
faithful on perfect schemes and if we let Y denote the perfection of X, then X  = Y  and X ♦ = Y ♦ [SW20,
Proposition 18.3.1], [Gle20, Theorem 1.2.32]. That is, up to a fully faithful embedding, both functors are the
perfection functor. Nevertheless, we stress again that the essential images of the functors (-) , (-)♦ on (perfect)
schemes over k are different.
To prove the Scholze-Weinstein conjecture we need to work with schemes that are proper and flat over O,
and their associated small v-sheaves. Therefore, we have to relate these two notions.
The functor X 7→ X  (= X ♦ if X is proper) from the category schemes over O to small v-sheaves over Spd O
factors as the composition of the functor
c : SchO → fSchO , Y 7→ Ybπ
(-)
(2.12)
π
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of π-adic completion, the functor sending (locally) a formal scheme Spf(A) over Spf(O) (with locally finitely
generated ideal of definition) to the (pre-)adic space Spa(A), and then the functor (-)♦ on pre-adic spaces over
Spa(O). Let us abuse of notation and denote for a formal scheme Y (admitting locally a finite ideal of definition)
by Y ♦ the v-sheaf for the pre-adic space associated with Y .
c of π-adic completion is fully faithful
On the category of schemes which are proper over O, the functor (-)
π
by Grothendieck’s existence theorem [Sta21, Tag 08BF] or [Gro61, Théorème 5.4.1]. Let us note that π-adic
completion maps schemes, which are flat over O, to formal schemes, which are flat over O.
The first thing to note is that for any formal scheme Y over O (locally admitting a finite ideal of definition),
the small v-sheaf Y ♦ only depends on the absolute weak normalization6 of Y , see Lemma 2.13.
Let us review the following terms.
Definition 2.12 ([Sta21, Tag 0EUL]). A ring A is called semi-normal if for all a, b ∈ A with a3 = b2 there
exists a unique c ∈ A with a = c2 and b = c3 . Similarly, A is called absolutely weakly normal if it is semi-normal
and if, for any prime ` and elements a, b ∈ A with `` a = b` , there exists a unique c ∈ A with a = c` and b = `c.
Note that the last property is automatic for any prime `, which is invertible in A, and that each semi-normal
ring is reduced.
Since ring localizations preserve semi-normality or absolute weak normality, they can be generalized to
schemes, see [Sta21, Tag 0EUN]. Moreover, given any scheme X, there exists an initial morphism X sn → X
(respectively, X awn → X) from a semi-normal (respectively, absolutely weakly normal) scheme, which is called
the semi-normalization (respectively, absolutely weak normalization) of X, and which is also the initial morphism
Y → X, which is a universal homeomorphism inducing isomorphisms on each residue field (respectively, universal
homeomorphism), see [Sta21, Tag 0EUS]. If A is an Fp -algebra, then A is absolutely weakly normal if and only
if A is perfect [Sta21, 0EVV], and thus the absolute weak normalization agrees with the perfection of schemes
over Fp . From the universal property of X awn and the fact that universal homeomorphisms are integral, radicial
and surjective [Sta21, Tag 04DF], it is clear that normal, integral schemes X with perfect function field are
absolutely weakly normal.
Lemma 2.13. Let Y = Spf(A) be an affine formal scheme over O, and let I ⊂ A be a finitely generated ideal of
awn be the I-adic completion of the absolute weak normalization of A. Then the natural
[
definition. Let B := A
I
map
Spf(B)♦ → Spf(A)♦
(2.13)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let Spa(R, R+ ) → Spa(A) be a morphism from some affinoid perfectoid space over O. Then R+ is
automatically I-adically complete. By the universal property of the absolute weak normalization and the fact
that Spf(B)♦ , Spf(A)♦ are v-sheaves it suffices to see that every affinoid perfectoid space admits a v-cover
by one of the form Spa(R, R+ ) with R+ absolutely weakly normal. We can always choose (R, R+ ) so that
R+ equals a product of perfectoid valuation rings with algebraically closed fraction fields. In this case, R+ is
absolutely weakly normal because the conditions in Definition 2.12 can be checked in each factor. Indeed, it is
clear that any such factor is a normal, integral domain with algebraically closed, in particular perfect, fraction
field.

Definition 2.14. We will work with formal schemes X that are “weakly normal” flat and “topologically of finite
type”7 over O. By this we mean formal schemes that are locally of the form Spf(A) where A is a weakly normal,
flat and π-adically complete topological algebra of the form OhT1 , . . . , Tn i/I for some ideal I ⊂ OhT1 , . . . , Tn i.
To justify Definition 2.14, we need to prove that “weak normality” glues and localizes for the formal schemes
that we work with. This is the content of the next statement.
Proposition 2.15. Assume that A is flat and topologically of finite type over O. Let ∅ 6= Ufi ⊂ Spf(A) with
i ∈ {1 . . . , n} be an open cover by distinguished open subsets with Ui = Spf(Bi ). Then A is weakly normal if
and only if all of the Bi are weakly normal.
Proof. Since weak normality is compatible with localization A is weakly normal if and only if all of the A[fi−1 ]
are weakly normal. Now, Bi is the π-adic completion of A[fi−1 ], in particular flat over it. We claim that
Q
A[fi−1 ] → Bi is a regular map [Sta21, Tag 07BZ] and that A → i Bi is regular and faithfully flat. Given these,
the statement follows directly from [Man80, Proposition III.3] since a regular map is a reduced and normal map.
Let us prove the claim. Observe that all of the rings are Noetherian and excellent because they are obtained
6We do not define absolute weak normalizations of formal schemes though and stick to the more concrete statement in

Lemma 2.13.
7Recall that in the context of adic spaces there are two related notions for Huber rings over O: namely, “topologically of finite
type” O-algebras and “strictly topologically of finite type” O-algebras [Wed19, Section 6.6]. We only need to work with O-algebras
that, in the adic space lingo, are called strictly topologically of finite type. Nevertheless, we adopt the formal schemes convention
in which these same algebras are called topologically of finite type instead.
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from O by adding variables, taking quotient by ideals, completing or localizing. By [Sta21, Tag 07C0], we may
check regularity after localizing at a maximal ideal m ⊂ Bi . Consider the following maps of rings:
\
[
A(m) → (Bi )(m) → (A
(m) )π → (A)m

(2.14)

[
They are all faithfully flat. Since A is excellent, the map A(m) → (A)
m is regular. By [Sta21, Tag 07QI], we
conclude A(m) → (Bi )(m) is so as well.

We prove that the diamond functor is fully faithful on absolute weakly normal formal schemes that are locally
topologically of finite type over O. Variants of this statement already appear in [SW20, Proposition 18.4.1] and
[Lou20, IV, Theorem 4.6]. The precise form is as follows:
Theorem 2.16. The functor X 7→ X ♦ from the category of absolute weakly normal formal schemes flat,
separated and topologically of finite type over O, to v-sheaves over Spd O is fully faithful.
Proof. We begin by proving the case in which X and Y are affine formal schemes. Confusing a formal scheme
with its associated adic space we may assume that X = Spa(A), Y = Spa(B) with A, B absolutely weakly
normal flat and topologically of finite type over O. Faithfulness follows from the fact that B admits an injection
(as it is reduced) into a product of perfectoid valuation rings. For fullness, let f : X ♦ → Y ♦ be a morphism of
small v-sheaves. We are seeking a morphism ψ : X → Y such that ψ ♦ = f . Let K = O[π −1 ] be the fraction field
of O. As A, B are π-adic the generic fibers Xη , Yη are given by Spa(A[π −1 ], A0 ), Spa(B[π −1 ], B 0 ) with A0 , B 0 the
integral closure of A, B in A[π −1 ], B[π −1 ]. The localizations A[π −1 ] and B[π −1 ] are absolutely weakly normal
by [Sta21, Tag 0EUM], and thus semi-normal. By [SW20, Proposition 10.2.3], we get a morphism ψη : Yη → Xη ,
so that ψη♦ = fη . Because A, B are topologically of finite type over O and reduced, the rings A0 , B 0 are finite
over A, B, and thus in particular the subspace topology coming from A[π −1 ], B[π −1 ] is π-adic on A0 , B 0 . In
particular, A0 , B 0 are Huber. By definition the map ψη : Yη → Xη induces a morphism ψ 0 : Y 0 := Spa(B 0 ) → X
over O, so that ψη0 = ψη . Denoting by B 00 ⊂ B 0 the (automatically closed as B is noetherian and B 0 finite over
b O B in B[π −1 ], we even get ψ 00 : Y 00 := Spa(B 00 ) → X such that the morphism Y 00 → X ×O Y
B) image of A⊗
is a closed embedding of formal schemes. It is easy to see that (Y 00 )♦ → (X ×Spa(O) Y )♦ ∼
= X ♦ ×Spd O Y ♦ is
a closed immersion of v-sheaves. Inside X ♦ ×Spd O Y ♦ , we then have two closed sub-v-sheaves, namely Y 00♦
induced by ψ 00♦ and Y ♦ ' Γf induced by the graph of f . In both of these closed sub-v-sheaves, the generic fiber
is dense by Lemma 2.17 below (applied to B and B 00 ), and they carry the same generic fiber. Therefore, the
finite birational morphism Y 00 → Y induced by the inclusion B ⊂ B 00 becomes an isomorphism in the category
of v-sheaves. Passing to special fibers, this implies that Spec(B 00 /π)perf → Spec(B/π)perf is an isomorphism
[SW20, Proposition 18.3.1]. As B 00 [π −1 ] ∼
= B[π −1 ] we can conclude that Spec(B 00 ) → Spec(B) is a universal
00
homeomorphism. Indeed, B → B is integral, radicial (as can be checked on each fiber over Spec(O)) and
surjective. Since B is absolutely weakly normal, we get B 00 = B and thus (ψ 00 )♦ = f .
We now extend the argument to the general case. To verify faithfulness one can easily argue locally on X and
Y because if X = ∪i∈I Xi is an open cover by formal schemes, then ∪i∈I Xi♦ is an open cover of X ♦ . Proving
fullness is more subtle since one has to justify that for a map f : X ♦ → Y ♦ and an open subset U ⊂ Y with
U = Spf(A), the pullback f −1 (U ♦ ) ⊂ X ♦ is “classical”. In other words,
f −1 (U ♦ ) = V ♦

(2.15)

for some open immersion of formal schemes V ⊂ X. Now, by [SW20, Proposition 18.3.1] the special fiber map
perf
perf
perf
f ×Spd O Spd k is induced by a map of perfect schemes fred : Xred
→ Yred
. Identifying |X|, |Y | with |Xred
|
perf
−1
and |Yred |, we can construct V as fred (Ured ). That the identity in Equation (2.15) holds will follow from
functoriality of the specialization map considered in [Gle20]. Indeed, U ♦ = sp−1
(Ured ).

Y♦
We used the following lemma. Here, for a Huber pair (A, A+ ) over O the notation Spd(A, A+ ) is a shorthand
for Spa(A, A+ )♦ .
Lemma 2.17. Suppose that B is a π-adically complete flat and topologically of finite type O-algebra, let B 0
denote the integral closure of B in B[π −1 ]. Then the generic fiber Spd(B[π −1 ], B 0 ) is a dense open subset of
Spd(B).
Proof. Let X = Spa(B) with B given the π-adic topology. Let Y be the punctured open unit ball over X. That
is, Y = {y ∈ Spa(B[[t]]) | |t|y 6= 0}, where B[[t]] is endowed with the (π, t)-adic topology. The map Y ♦ → X ♦
is a v-cover so it is enough to prove |Yη♦ | is dense in |Y ♦ |. Now, Y is the diamond associated to an analytic
adic space so |Y | = |Y ♦ | by [SW20, Proposition 10.3.7]. Let Spa(R, R+ ) ⊂ Y be a non-empty affinoid rational
subset (with (R, R+ ) a complete Huber pair). Since B[[t]] is noetherian, flat over B, and rational localizations
are flat for Huber pairs admitting a noetherian ring of definition, we can conclude that R is flat over O. Now
Spa(R, R+ ) is a pseudorigid space over Spa(O) in the sense of [Lou17], and thus in particular R is a Jacobson
ring [Lou17, Proposition 3.3.(3), 4.6]. By flatness of R over O we get that π is not nilpotent in R. There is
a maximal ideal m ⊂ R with π ∈
/ m as R is a Jacobson ring. By [Hub94, Lemma 1.4] there is an element
x ∈ Spa(R, R+ ) whose support ideal is m. In particular, this point lies in Spa(R, R+ ) ∩ Yη 6= ∅, which finishes
the proof.
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The following consequence is the main statement we need from this chapter.
Proposition 2.18.
(1) Let X be a proper, flat scheme over O. Then the absolute weak normalization
X awn → Spec(O) is proper and flat, and the canonical morphism
(2.16)

(X awn )♦ → X ♦

is an isomorphism
(2) The functor X 7→ X ♦ is fully faithul when restricted to proper, flat and absolutely weakly normal
schemes over O.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.16 and Grothendieck’s existence theorem as explained before there remain two statements to check: firstly that X awn → Spec(O) is locally of finite type, and secondly that π-adic completion
preserves absolute weak normality of O-algebras of finite type. The first follows from the fact that X is excellent (implying finiteness of the normalization of the reduction of X), and that the absolute weak normalization
of an integral domain with field of fraction of characteristic 0 embeds into its normalization. The second follows
by stability of absolute weak normality under regular ring homomorphisms, see [GT80, Proposition 5.1] and
[Man80, Proposition III.3].

2.3. π-adic kimberlites. As in Section 2.2, we let O be a complete discrete valuation ring, which is flat over
Zp , with perfect residue field k (of characteristic p) and uniformizer π ∈ O. We let F denote its fraction field
and C a completed algebraic closure of F .
In [Gle20], the second named author introduced a set of axioms for a v-sheaf to have a well behaved specialization map to its reduced locus. The v-sheaves satisfying these axioms are called kimberlites [Gle20, Definition
1.4.16] and they mimic the behavior of formal schemes. Actually (under the very mild conditions of being
separated and locally admitting a finitely generated ideal of definition), the v-sheaves associated to a formal
scheme are always kimberlites [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.23] and the specialization map of the kimberlite attached
to the formal scheme agrees with the traditional one.
On the other hand, in [Lou17] the third named author considers the functor from the category of formal
schemes X over O to the category C of specialization triples (Xη , Xs , sp) where Xη is a rigid analytic space over
F , Xs is a scheme over k and sp : |Xη | → |Xs | is a continuous map. This functor turns out to be fully faithful
when one restricts to X locally formally of finite type8, normal and flat over O, see [SW20, 18.4.2].
In this section we take this approach to study π-adic kimberlites. That is, to a π-adic kimberlite X over
Spd O we attach a specialization triple (Xη , Xs , sp) where now Xη a diamond over Spd(F ), Xs a perfect scheme
over Spec(k) and sp : |Xη | → |Xs | a continuous map. More importantly, we discuss some conditions on X that
make this functor fully faithful.
We start by giving a small review of the theory of specialization for kimberlites. Set SchPerf k as the v-site
^ k the associated topos.
of perfect schemes over k 9, and SchPerf
Definition 2.19 ([Gle20, Definition 1.3.13]). Given a v-sheaf X on Perf Fp over Spd O, we define X red as the
functor on SchPerf k given by Y 7→ Hom(Y  , X).
Thus, if Y = Spec(A) is an affine perfect scheme, then X red (Spec(A)) = X(Spd(A)). By [Gle20, Proposition
1.3.8], X red is in fact a small v-sheaf on SchPerf k . The functor (-) : Spec(A) 7→ Spd(A) extends to small
scheme-theoretic v-sheaves and the pair (, (-)red ) forms an adjunction, see [Gle20, Definition 1.3.13].
For formal schemes over O, the reduction functor is simply the functor that assigns the perfection of the
reduced locus [Gle20, Proposition 1.3.20]. More precisely, if (B, B) is a formal Huber pair over O, that is B is
a complete I-adic O-algebra (with I finitely generated), then Spd(B)red = Spec(B/I)perf .
Definition 2.20.
Cartesian:

(1) A map of v-sheaves X → Y is said to be formally adic if the following diagram is
(X red )

X

(Y red )

Y

(2) We say that a v-sheaf over Spd O is π-adic if the structure morphism X → Spd O is formally adic.
If Spa(A, A+ ) is an affinoid adic space, we let Spd(A, A+ ) denote the associated v-sheaf given by homomorphisms to untilts, see [SW20, Subsection 18.1]. If A = A+ , we abbreviate this by Spd(A).
Definition 2.21. Given a v-sheaf X, we say that a map f : Spa(R, R+ ) → X from an affinoid perfectoid space
formalizes if it factors through a map g : Spd(R+ ) → X. Any such g is called a formalization of f . We say that
f v-formalizes if there is a v-cover h : Spa(S, S + ) → Spa(R, R+ ) such that f ◦ h formalizes.
Proposition 2.22. For a small v-sheaf X, the following are equivalent:
8That is, locally of the form O[[T , . . . , T ]]hX , . . . , X i/I for some ideal I.
n
m
1
1
9Subject to the usual set-theoretic constraints of fixing some cut-off cardinal.
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(1) There is a set I, a family of formal Huber pairs (Bi , Bi ){i∈I} and a v-cover
a
Spd(Bi ) → X.
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(2.17)

i∈I

(2) There is a set J, a family of perfectoid Huber pairs (Rj , Rj+ ){j∈J} and a v-cover
a
Spd(Rj+ ) → X.

(2.18)

j∈J

(3) For any perfectoid Huber pair (R, R+ ) all the maps f : Spa(R, R+ ) → X v-formalize.
Proof. This is [Gle20, Lemma 1.4.8].



Any v-sheaf satisfying the conditions in Proposition 2.22 is said to be v-locally formal or alternatively vformalizing.
Definition 2.23. A v-locally formal v-sheaf X separated over Spd O is a π-adic kimberlite if the structure map
X → Spd O is formally adic, the generic fiber Xη is a locally spatial diamond and if X red is represented on
SchPerf k by a perfect scheme.
The more general definition of a kimberlite is given in [Gle20, Definition 1.4.18], and we justify below why
π-adic kimberlites are a special type of kimberlite. For this reason, in our context, we can take Definition 2.23
as our definition.
Proposition 2.24. A v-sheaf X equipped with a separated morphism X → Spd O is a π-adic kimberlite if and
only if X is a kimberlite and the map X → Spd O is formally adic.
Proof. Formal adicness implies that X an = Xη and (X red ) = X ×Spd O Spd k. From this it is clear how one
definition translates to the other except that to prove X is a kimberlite we need to justify why it is formally
separated. Now, the argument given in [Gle20, Proposition 1.3.31] applies with the role of Zp exchanged for
O.

If f : S → T is a map of locally spectral spaces, then we call f spectral if for any quasi-compact open
U ⊂ S, V ⊂ T with f (U ) ⊂ V the induced map f : U → V of spectral spaces is spectral, that is, quasi-compact.
Proposition 2.25. If X is a π-adic kimberlite, then there is a continuous and spectral specialization map
spX : |Xη | → |X red |. Moreover,
X 7→ (Xη , X red , spX )
(2.19)
is functorial when X varies along π-adic kimberlites.
By construction, the specialization map is the restriction to |Xη | of a continuous map |X| → |X red |.
Proof. This is [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.20] specialized to the π-adic case considered here.



One of the main features of kimberlites is that, as with formal schemes, they come with a notion of tubular
neighborhoods (or completion at a point).
Definition 2.26 ([Gle20, 1.4.24]). Given a π-adic kimberlite X and a locally closed subset S ⊂ |X red |, we
b/S as the v-sheaf making the following diagram Cartesian
define X
b/S
X

X

|S|

|X red |

Here, the right vertical arrow is the composition of the natural map X → |X| and the map |X| → |X red |
mentioned in Proposition 2.25. We will mostly use tubular neighborhoods when S = {x} is a closed (and
constructible) point in X red .
Remark 2.27. In general,
b/S | ⊂ sp−1 (S),
|S  | ⊂ |X
X
but more often than not neither of the equalities hold.

(2.20)

Example 2.28. Let X = Spd(A) with A a perfect k-algebra and let S ⊂ Spec(A) = X red the Zariski closed
subset defined by a finitely generated ideal I ⊂ A with generators a1 , . . . , an . Then S  is the locus in Spd(A)
b/S is the (open) locus in Spd(A, A) where a1 , . . . , an are all topologically nilpotent
where a1 = · · · = an = 0, X
−1
and spX (S) is the closed subset of points for which |ai | < 1. With this description it is immediate to verify
b
the containment of eq. (2.20). Now, the complement sp−1
X (S) \ |X/S | consists of those higher rank points
−1
+
◦
+
(A, A) → (C, C ), for which at least one of ai ∈ C \ C . Note the associated point (A, A) → (C, C ◦ ) is not
−1
in sp−1
X (S). In particular, spX (S) is usually not weakly generalizing and does not define a closed subsheaf.
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b/S → X is an open immersion.
Proposition 2.29. If S ⊂ |X red | is locally closed and constructible then X
Proof. This is proved in [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.29].



We now introduce a weak form of flatness over O for π-adic kimberlites.
Definition 2.30. A π-adic kimberlite X over Spd O is said to be flat if there is a set I, a family of F -perfectoid
Huber pairs {(Ri] , Ri]+ )}i∈I and a v-cover over Spd O
a
Spd(Ri]+ ) → X.
(2.21)
i∈I

We now construct our first examples of flat π-adic kimberlites.
Proposition 2.31. Let f : A → B be a map of complete π-adic algebras that are flat over O. Suppose that A
is integrally closed in A[π −1 ] and that Spd(B[π −1 ], B) → Spd(A[π −1 ], A) is a v-cover. Then Spd(B) → Spd(A)
is also a v-cover. In particular, for any such A the v-sheaf Spd(A) is a flat π-adic kimberlite.
Proof. By [Gle20, Lemma 1.2.26], the map Spd(B) → Spd(A) is quasi-compact, so it is enough to prove
| Spd(B)| → | Spd(A)| is surjective by [Sch17, Lemma 12.11]. Surjectivity on the generic fiber follows from the
hypothesis. On the special fiber, we use [Gle20, Lemma 1.3.5, Proposition 1.3.8] to prove instead that the map
Spa(B/π) → Spa(A/π) is surjective.
Let x ∈ Spa(A/π) and let Spa(k(x), k(x)+ ) → Spa(A/π) the affinoid residue field map. Let px ∈ Spec(A/π)
denote the support ideal of x. Since A is integrally closed in A[π −1 ], the pair (A[π −1 ], A) is a complete
Tate Huber pair and we have a surjective specialization map spA : Spa(A[π −1 ], A) → Spec(A/π) by [Gle20,
Proposition 1.4.2], [Bha17, Remark 7.4.12]. Let y ∈ Spa(A[π −1 ], A) with spA (y) = px . We obtain a map
Spa(R[p−1 ], R) → Spa(A[π −1 ], A) with R := k(y)+ . The residue field of R is k(x) and we can consider R+ ⊂ R
defined as R ×k(x) k(x)+ . This promotes to a map Spa(R+ ) → Spa(A). As Spd(B[π −1 ], B) → Spd(A[π −1 ], A)
is a v-cover we can find a v-cover of Spa(C, C + ) → Spa(R[π −1 ], R+ ) with (C, C + ) a perfectoid field and a
commutative diagram
Spa(C + )

Spa(R+ )

Spa(B)

Spa(A).

The map Spa(C + ) → Spa(R+ ) is easily seen to be surjective since it is an extension of valuation rings. So x
lies in the image of Spa(B/π) as we needed to show.
That Spd(A) is a kimberlite for A as above follows from [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.23]. Now, we may always
find a cover by an affinoid perfectoid space Spd(P, P + ) → Spd(A[p−1 ], A) by [Sch17, Lemma 15.3]. What we
have shown so far implies that Spd(P + ) → Spd(A) is also a v-cover. This finishes the proof.

Proposition 2.32. If A is the π-adic completion of a flat and finite type algebra over O, then Spd(A) is a flat
π-adic kimberlite.
Proof. We may assume that A is reduced as passing to the absolute weak normalization does not change Spd(A)
by Theorem 2.16 and Proposition 2.18. As A is noetherian and quasi-excellent, the integral closure of A in its
total ring of fractions is therefore a finite A-module. In particular, the integral closure A0 of A in A[p−1 ] is finite
over A. Thus, we can conclude that Spd(A0 ) (with A0 given the π-adic topology) is flat by Proposition 2.31
and the map Spd(A0 ) → Spd(A) is a v-cover since it is isomorphism over Spd(F ) (this uses that the π-adic
topology on A0 agrees with the subspace topology on A[π −1 ]) and the map Spec(A0 /π) → Spec(A/π) is proper
and surjective (here we use again [Gle20, Lemma 1.3.5, Proposition 1.3.8] as in Proposition 2.31).

Remark 2.33. A careful inspection of the proof of Proposition 2.31 above allows us to conclude that a π-adic
formal Huber pair (A, A) will give rise to a flat π-adic kimberlite Spd(A) if and only if the specialization map
spA : {x ∈ Spa(A) | |π|x 6= 0} ⊂ Spd(A) → Spec(A/π)

(2.22)

is surjective. The hypothesis taken in Proposition 2.31 are easy to verify assumptions that ensure this happens.
Without assuming flatness of A, this might not hold since for a discrete and perfect O-algebra A in characteristic
p, the v-sheaf Spd(A) is a π-adic kimberlite that is not flat.
We can relate flatness for π-adic kimberlites to surjectivity of the specialization map.
Proposition 2.34. Let X be a π-adic kimberlite over Spd O.
(1) If X is flat, then the specialization map sp : |Xη | → |X red | is surjective.
(2) Conversely, if X → Spd O is proper and sp : |Xη | → |X red | surjective, then X is flat over Spd O.
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Proof. The first statement reduces to the case X = Spd(Ri]+ ) for (Ri] , Ri]+ ) a perfectoid Huber pair over F ,
where it follows from [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.2]. Let us prove the second. It follows from the hypothesis that
Xη is quasi-compact over Spd F , and thus we may find a v-cover Spa(R, R+ ) → Xη by affinoid perfectoid.
Refining the cover if necessary we may assume this map factors through a map Spd(R+ ) → X because X is
v-formalizing. Since X is quasi-separated over Spd O and Spd(R+ ) is quasi-compact over Spd O (see [Gle20,
Lemma 1.2.26]), we may conclude that Spd(R+ ) is quasi-compact over X. To prove it is a v-cover, it is therefore
enough to prove that the map of topological spaces is surjective. On the generic fiber this is clear. Using [Gle20,
Lemma 1.3.5, Proposition 1.3.8], we need to show Spec((R+ /π)perf ) → X red is a scheme-theoretic v-cover, or
equivalently that the map of the associated adic spectra induced by the morphism of schemes is surjective.
The proof now follows a similar argument to the one given in Proposition 2.31. Given a point x ∈ |(X red )ad |
in the adic spectrum of X with affinoid residue field Spa(k(x), k(x)+ ) we consider the point in px ∈ |X red |
corresponding to the support of x. By surjectivity of the specialization map there is a point y ∈ |Xη | with
spX (y) = px . Represent y by a map Spa(C, C + ) → Xη with (C, C + ) a perfectoid affinoid field over F . Replacing
Spd(C, C + ) by a v-cover we may assume this map factors over a map Spd(C + , C + ) → X. In particular, it
promotes to a map Spd(C + ) → X. The closed point of Spd(C, C + ) specializes to a point with the same support
as x. Let κ(y) be the residue field of C + . Then κ(y) is a field extension of k(x), and we can find a valuation ring
κ(y)+ ⊂ κ(y) making κ(y)+ /k(x)+ an extension of valuation rings. By pullback along the surjection C +  κ(y)
we may construct from κ(y)+ an open and bounded valuation C1+ ⊂ C + . Since Xη is partially proper we may
extend Spd(C, C + ) to a map Spd(C + , C1+ ) → Xη . After possibly replacing Spa(C, C1+ ) by a v-cover, we may
assume it factors through Spa(R, R+ ). Then the map extends to Spd(C1+ ) → Spd(R+ ) → X. The map of
adic spectra Spec((C1+ /π)perf )ad = Spa((C1+ /π)perf , (C1+ /π)perf ) → (X red )ad has x in its image as we wanted to
show.

We now discuss some ad hoc hypothesis on π-adic kimberlites that allow us to recover them from their
specialization triple.
Definition 2.35. We let K denote the category of flat π-adic kimberlites X that are quasi-compact and
separated over Spd O and satisfy the following properties:
(1) The Spd C-valued points of X define a dense subset of |XC |.
(2) The reduction X red is a perfect k-scheme perfectly of finite type.
(3) Every section Spd C → XC formalizes to a map Spd OC → XOC .
Our main theorem about the category K is the following.
Theorem 2.36. When restricted to the category K of Definition 2.35, the functor sending a π-adic kimberlite
to its generic fiber is faithful and the functor that sends it to its specialization triple
X 7→ (Xη , X red , spX )

(2.23)

is fully faithful.
Proof. Let us prove faithfulness. Let f, g : X → Y be two maps such that fη = gη . Since X is flat and
quasi-compact we may replace it by a cover of the form Spd(R+ ). Since Y is separated and π-adic the map
∆ : Y → Y ×Spd O Y is formally adic and a closed immersion. The pullback of ∆ by (f, g) is closed and formally
adic subsheaf of Spd(R+ ) with the same generic fiber. We may finish by arguing as in the proof of [Gle20,
Proposition 1.4.10].
Let us prove the map is full. Fix a map f := (fη , f red ) of triples
f : (Xη , X red , spX ) → (Yη , Y red , spY )

(2.24)

and let W = X ×Spd O Y . Let g : Spa(R, R ) → Xη be a formalizable v-cover which extends to a surjection
Spd(R+ ) → X and for which f ◦ g is also formalizable (this is possible using Proposition 2.31). Let (g, f ◦
g) : Spd(R+ ) → W be the induced map and define Z as the sheaf-theoretic image of (g, f ◦ g) in W . We have
a projection map Z → X and we wish to prove that it is an isomorphism. Observe that the graph morphism
(id, fη ) : Xη → Wη already identifies Xη with Zη . In particular, Z(C) is dense inside |ZC | by our assumption
on X.
By construction Z is v-locally formal since Spd(R+ , R+ ) surjects onto it. Moreover, since Z ⊂ W and W is
separated over O, we see that Z is also separated over O. Let us prove that Z if formally π-adic and that Z red
is isomorphic to X red .
We claim that Zs ⊂ Ws = (W red ) factors through the graph of (f red ) . Indeed, since XOC and YOC formalize
C-sections, for any map q : Spd C → Zη we obtain maps qxred : Spec(k̄) → X red and qyred : Spec(k̄) → Y red
intertwinned under f red (because |f red | ◦ spX = spY ◦ |fη | by assumption), in other words spW (q) ∈ Γ(f red ). In
particular, spW (|Zη |) ⊂ spW (Z(C)) ⊂ |W red | is contained in Γ(f red ). By [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.2], we know
that the specialization map Spd(R, R+ ) → Spec((R+ /π)perf ) is surjective. Because (g, fη ◦g) : Spd(R, R+ ) → W
has image |Zη | (on topological spaces), this implies by naturality of the specialization map that the morphism
g red : Spec(R+ /π)perf → W red factors through Γ(f red ) as well. Consequently, Zs → Ws factors through Γ(f red ) .
+
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On the other hand, since Spd(R+ ) → X is surjective the projection map
(2.25)

(Spec(R+ /p)perf ) → (X red )

is a surjection. This implies that the morphism Spec((R /π) ) → Ws surjects onto Γ(f ), and this in turn
implies that Zs → Γ(f red ) is an isomorphism, as it is a monomorphism and surjective. In particular, we get
that Zs ∼
= (Z red ) , that is, Z is formally π-adic.
As we have seen the map Z → X is an isomorphism on the generic fiber and on the special fiber. Since
Spd(R+ ) → Z is surjective Z is quasi-compact over Spd O, which is enough to conclude Z → X is an isomorphism (by [Sch17, Lemma 12.5], note that Z → X is quasi-compact, as X is qcqs over Spd O).

+

perf

red

It is also relevant to relate this to a notion of topological flatness that appears in [PR21].
Lemma 2.37. Let X be a proper p-adic kimberlite over Spd O satisfying conditions (1)-(3) of Definition 2.35.
If |Xη | is a dense open10 of |X|, then X is flat, thus lies in K.
Proof. By [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.20], the specialization map is a spectral map of spectral spaces, and by [Gle20,
Lemma 1.4.43], the map is specializing. In particular, it sends closed subsets to closed subsets. Since X red is
perfectly of finite type, it suffices to prove surjectivity of the map X(Spd C) → X red (k̄) induced by sp.
b/x over a closed point x of the reduction, which can
For this, take the associated tubular neighborhood X
red
be represented by Speck̄ → X
uniquely up to Galois automorphisms. It is a non-empty open by [Gle20,
Proposition 1.4.29]. Hence, it must have topologically dense generic fiber, which is in particular non-empty. By
hypothesis, we can find a C-valued point mapping to x.

The following statement gives a v-sheaf theoretic criterion to determine when a weakly normal scheme is
already normal.
Proposition 2.38. Let A be a flat, weakly normal and topologically of finite type π-adically complete domain
\ )η
over O. Suppose that A[π −1 ] is normal and that, for every closed point x ∈ Spec(A/π), the diamond (Spd(A)
/x
11
is connected . Then A is normal.
Proof. Let B denote the integral closure of A in A[π −1 ]. Since A[π −1 ] is normal, B is also normal and B is a
finite A-algebra. We claim that f : Spd(B) → Spd(A) is an isomorphism, so that A = B by Theorem 2.16. By
quasi-compactness, it is enough to check this on the generic and special fibers. The generic case follows from
the definition of B. We need to prove Spec(B/π)perf ∼
= Spec(A/π)perf which amounts to proving that the fibers
at closed points consists of singletons. Let x ∈ Spec(A/π) denote a closed point. By [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.26],
we have an identification
\ −1 )η ∼
\ )η
(Spd(B)
(2.26)
= (Spd(A)
/f (x)
/x
`
\ )η ∼
\ −1 )η . By Proposition 2.32 and Proposition 2.34 for
In turn we also have y∈f −1 (x) (Spd(B)
= (Spd(B)
/y
/f (x)
\ )η is a non-empty open subset of (Spd(A)
\ )η . Since we
all y ∈ f −1 (x) the tubular neighborhood (Spd(B)
/y

assumed this to be connected we can conclude f −1 (x) contains a unique element.

/x



3. The affine flag variety
In this section, we discuss some relevant material on perfect schemes and Witt vector affine flag varieties.
Namely, we review the calculation of the Picard group by He–Zhou [HZ20], the definition of canonical finite type
deperfections of Schubert perfect schemes and apply a Stein factorization argument to construct a comparison
isomorphism between the p-adic canonical deperfections of depth 0 Schubert perfect schemes with the corresponding weakly normal Schubert schemes in equicharacteristic. In particular, we prove [Zhu17b, Conjecture
III] on their singularities in this case.
3.1. Perfect schemes. Here, we present some facts on perfect schemes that we will need later. Let p be a
prime number. All our schemes in this subsection will be assumed to lie over Fp .
The basic theory of perfect schemes is discussed in [Zhu17a, A.] and [BS17, Section 3]. In particular, we will
use the notions of a perfectly finitely presented map between qcqs perfect schemes [BS17, Proposition 3.11] of
a perfectly proper morphism [BS17, Defintion 3.14], [Zhu17a, Appendix A.18] and, if k is a perfect field, we
occasionally call a separated, perfectly finitely presented scheme X over k a perfect k-variety [Zhu17a, Remark
A.14].
A morphism Y → X of perfect schemes is called perfectly smooth if, étale locally on Y , there exists étale
morphisms to the perfection of some relative affine space over X, see [Zhu17a, Definition A.25].
Given any normal finite type k-scheme Y , its perfection Yperf is normal as it is a filtered colimit of normal
schemes along affine transition maps. Conversely, if X is a qcqs normal perfect scheme perfectly of finite type,
10The converse, however, fails. Indeed, let Ohti ⊂ V be a higher rank valuation ring endowed with its π-adic topology. Then

Spd(V ) is a flat π-adic kimberlite. Using the olivine spectrum [Gle20, Definition 1.2.1, Proposition 1.2.17], one can prove that the
locus Nt1 where t is topologically nilpotent is an open of | Spd(V )| that does not meet the generic fiber.
11Instead of tubular neighborhoods, one could use formal completions at closed points to get a more classical formulation.
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then using [Sta21, Tag 01ZA] (and finiteness for integral closures of schemes of finite type over a field), then we
can write X as the filtered colimit of perfections of normal schemes Yi , i ∈ I, which are of finite type over k.
The following result gives a topological criterion for normality of perfect schemes. We stress that perfectness
is crucial as one sees, for example, by looking at the normalization morphisms of the cuspidal curve.
Lemma 3.1. Let f : Y → X be a surjective, perfectly proper morphism between qcqs integral perfect schemes.
Assume that Y is normal and f birational. Then X is normal if and only if the geometric fibers of f are
connected.
Proof. If all geometric fibers of f are connected, then the natural map OX → f∗ OY is an isomorphism, see
[BS17, Proposition 6.1], [Zhu17a, Lemma A.21]. Thus,
OX (U ) ∼
= OY (f −1 (U )),
for any open affine U ⊂ X. As OY (V ) is a normal ring for any open subset V ⊂ Y , the claim follows (here we
use that Y is integral [Sta21, Tag 0358]).
Conversely, we can write f as the perfection of a proper, finitely presented morphism f0 : Y0 → X by [BS17,
Proposition 3.13, Corollary 3.15]. Let g0 : Y0 → Z0 = Spec((f0 )∗ (OY0 )) be the Stein factorization of f0 , see
[Sta21, Tag 03H2]. Perfecting again, we get a factorization f = h ◦ g with g : Y → Z := (Z0 )perf having
connected geometric fibers, and h : Z → X an integral, dominant morphism of integral schemes inducing an
isomorphism at generic points (because f is birational). As X is normal we obtain that X ∼
= Z, which implies
the claim.

We now turn to Picard groups of perfect schemes. Given any qcqs perfect k-scheme X, we have Pic(X) ∼
=
Pic(X0 )[1/p] for any preferred choice of finite type deperfection X0 , cf. [BS17, Lemma 3.5]. In particular, the
Picard groups of perfect schemes are always uniquely p-divisible.
If X is perfectly finitely presented over some perfect field k and X0 → Spec(k) a finitely presented model for
X, then the localized Weil divisor class group Cl(X0 )[1/p] only depends on X and not on X0 , and we set
Cl(X) := Cl(X0 )[1/p].

(3.1)

If X is normal, then by [Sta21, 0BE8] (and passage to the limit over Frobenius for some normal model) there
exists a natural, injective map
Pic(X) ,→ Cl(X).
(3.2)
Let us recall that a line bundle on a (qcqs) scheme is semi-ample if some positive power of it is globally
generated.
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a perfectly proper perfect k-scheme and L be a semi-ample line bundle on X. There
is a unique perfectly proper surjection X → Y of perfect k-schemes with connected geometric fibers such that all
sufficiently divisible powers of L descend uniquely to ample line bundles on Y .
Proof. By semi-ampleness of L, we can take X0 to be a finite type deperfection of X over k, and let L0 be a
base point free line bundle on X0 whose pullback to X is a power of L. Let Y0 be the Stein factorization of the
canonical morphism
X0 → Z0 ⊂ P(Γ(X0 , L0 )),
(3.3)
where Z0 is the (scheme-theoretic) image of X0 . Clearly, L0 descends by construction to an ample line bundle
on Y0 , pulling back O(1) on the right side of (3.3). After taking perfections, we get X → Y with the desired
properties (see [BS17, Proposition 6.1] for unique descent of line bundles).
In order to prove uniqueness of Y , we proceed as in [BS17, Proof of Theorem 8.3]. The morphism X → Y is
a v-cover (by properness), hence Y is determined by the closed subscheme X ×Y X ⊂ X ×Spec(k) X. To identify
this closed (and necessarily reduced) subscheme it suffices to identify the geometric fibers of the map X → Y
in terms of L, and we only have to argue on k-valued points as these are dense inside X ×Y X. We claim that
two k-rational points of X lie in the same fiber over Y if and only if both points can be linked by a chain of
closed integral perfect k-curves C, such that the restriction L|C is torsion in Pic(C).
By connectedness of the fibers and the definition of X → Y , every two points in it can be linked by such a
chain of integral perfect k-curves C on which L is torsion. Conversely, given an integral perfect k-curve C ⊂ X
whose image in Y is not a point, all sufficiently large powers of L restrict to an ample line bundle on C. Indeed,
after passing to a finitely presented deperfection of C over k the morphism C0 → Y is finite and pullback of
ample line bundles along affine morphisms are ample.

Next, we discuss finite type deperfections. Let k be a perfect field and let X be a qcqs perfect k-scheme of
perfectly finite presentation. For each of the finitely many generic points η ∈ X, fix a subfield k(η0 ) ⊂ k(η),
which is finitely generated over k and has perfection k(η). Then there exists a unique (up to unique isomorphism)
weakly normal12 finite type k-scheme X0 such that (X0 )perf ∼
= X and for each generic point η0 ∈ |X0 | ∼
= |X|
the function field of X0 at η0 identifies with k(η0 ), see [Zhu17a, Proposition A.15]. Note that X0 also reflects
normality of X, that is, X normal implies X0 normal.
12A finite type reduced k-scheme Y is called weakly normal if every finite birational universal homeomorphism Z → Y with Z
reduced is an isomorphism.
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For group actions we can draw the following consequence.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be an affine perfect k-group of perfectly finite presentation and X a qcqs perfect
k-scheme of perfectly finite presentation equipped with a G-action with finitely many orbits.
(1) Any reduced deperfection G0 of G is a smooth affine k-group.
(2) For such G0 , there are unique weakly normal deperfections X0 with G0 -action, whose generic fixers are
also smooth.
Proof. The first item is [Zhu17a, Lemma A.26]. For the second item, we notice that X has a dense open subset
U consisting of the disjoint union of its maximal orbits, cf. [Zhu17a, Proposition A.32]. Having constructed
the unique deperfection U0 with the desired properties, it has a unique extension to a deperfection X0 of X by
[Zhu17a, Lemma A.15]. Furthermore, the action map G × X → X also deperfects, because it does so over a
dense open (and X0 is weakly normal).
Therefore, we may and do assume that X = G/H is a single orbit around a certain k-valued point x. But
then taking H0 ⊂ G0 to be the unique reduced closed subscheme whose perfection recovers H ⊂ G, we get a
G0 -orbit X0 = G0 /H0 deperfecting X with smooth fixers. Uniqueness is clear.

Proposition 3.3 will be useful for constructing finite type deperfections for Schubert varieties in Witt vector
affine Grassmannians, see Section 3.3.
3.2. Affine flag varieties. We now study the geometry of Witt vector affine flag varieties. Assume that k is a
perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and that F is a complete discretely valued field with residue field k and ring
of integers O. Exceptionally, we allow F ∼
= k((π)) to be a Laurent series field, since it is needed in Section 3.3.
We denote by Algperf
the
category
of
perfect
k-algebras. For R ∈ Algperf
, we denote by WO (R) the associated
k
k
ring of O-Witt vectors, see [FF, Section 1.2.1]: if O is p-adic, then WO (R) = W (R) ⊗W (k) O; if O ∼
= k[[π]], then
∼
b
WO (R) = R⊗k O = R[[π]].
Moreover, we fix a (connected) reductive F -group G and a parahoric O-model G in the sense of Bruhat–Tits.
We note that, over the completion F̆ of the maximal unramified extension of F , the group GF̆ is automatically
quasi-split by Steinberg’s theorem, see [Ser94, Chapitre III.2.3]. We let Gk = G ⊗O k be the special fiber of G.
Recall the definition of the Witt vector affine flag variety associated to G.
Definition 3.4.

(1) The loop group of G is the functor
Lk G : Algperf
→ (Sets), R 7→ G(WO (R) ⊗O F ).
k

(3.4)

(2) The positive loop group of G is the functor
perf
L+
→ (Sets), R 7→ G(WO (R))
k G : Algk

(3.5)

(3) The affine flag variety for G is the quotient (for the étale topology)
F`G := Lk G/L+
k G.

(3.6)

Because any G-torsor on WO (R) can be trivialized over WO (R0 ) for some with R → R0 étale, the affine
flag variety F`G is equivalently the functor on perfect k-algebras R that classifies G-torsors P on Spec(WO (R))
together with a trivialization over Spec(WO (R) ⊗O F ).
We have the following crucial representability result, see [BS17, Corollary 9.6].
Theorem 3.5 (Bhatt-Scholze). The functor F`G is representable by an ind-(perfectly projective) ind-(perfect
k-scheme).
Representability as an ind-(perfect algebraic space) was previously proved by Zhu, [Zhu17a], but is not
sufficient for our purpose.
Fix an auxiliary maximal split F -torus A, a maximal F̆ -split F -torus A ⊂ S ⊂ G whose connected Néron
O-model S is contained in G, see [BT84, Proposition 5.1.10]. Let T ⊂ G be the centralizer of S, and let T be
the connected Néron O-model of T . This yields the Iwahori–Weyl group
W̃ := NG (T )(F̆ )/T (Ŏ)

(3.7)

associated with S, see [HR08, Definition 7]. By [HR08, Lemma 14], there exists a short exact sequence
1 → Waf → W̃ → π1 (G)I → 1

(3.8)

with Waf ⊂ W̃ the affine Weyl group, I the absolute Galois group of F̆ , and π1 (G) Borovoi’s algebraic fundamental group of G. The choice of an alcove in the apartment for S yields a splitting Waf o π1 (G)I of the
sequence. By declaring the elements of π1 (G)I to have length 0 and to be pairwise incomparable, we can further
extend the length function and the Bruhat partial order on the Coxeter group Waf to W̃ .
By the Cartan decomposition, we may identify the double coclasses
G(Ŏ)\G(F̆ )/G(Ŏ) ∼
(3.9)
= WG \W̃ /WG
where WG := (NG (T )(F̆ ) ∩ G(Ŏ))/T (Ŏ) is the Weyl O-group of G relative to its maximal O-torus S, see also
[HR08, Proposition 8]. This double coset carries a natural action of the Galois group Gal(F̆ /F ).
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Definition 3.6. Given a finite subset W ⊂ WG \W̃ /WG with reflex field13 kW , we define the associated Schubert
perfect kW -scheme F`G,W ⊂ F`G as the closure of the Schubert perfect orbit F`◦G,W , the étale descent to kW of
the union of the L+
G-orbits of the maximal elements w ∈ W .
k̄
If W = {w}, then these are perfect kw -varieties denoted by F`G,w , respectively F`◦G,w , which are usually
called the Schubert perfect variety, respectively Schubert perfect orbit associated with w. More generally, if we
fix an Iwahori I dilating G and containing S, then its L+
I-orbits are enumerated by W̃ /WG . Given some finite
k̄
subset W ⊂ W̃ /WG , we can define in the same manner
(3.10)

F`◦(I,G),W ⊂ F`(I,G),W

the finite disjoint union of orbits and their closure inside F`G . The latter is called an Iwahori–Schubert perfect
scheme. We observe that Schubert perfect schemes are always Iwahori–Schubert (but the converse is false).
Indeed, given w ∈ WG \W̃ /WG with lift ẇ ∈ W̃ /WG of maximal length, we have
(3.11)

F`(I,G),ẇ = F`G,w .

Here we recall that the length function and Bruhat partial order on W̃ induces one on the cosets WG \W̃ /WG ,
respectively W̃ /WG compatibly with the dimensions and closure relations of Schubert varieties, respectively
Iwahori–Schubert varieties, see [Ric13, Section 1, Proposition 2.8] for details and proofs in equicharacteristic
(the arguments translate literally).
Proposition 3.7. For each w ∈ WG \W̃ /WG , the Schubert perfect variety F`G,w is normal and F`◦G,w is a
perfectly smooth dense open with connected fixers.
Proof. Let B(G, F ) be the Bruhat-Tits building of G, and let f ⊂ B(G, F ) be the facet associated to G, see
[BT84]. Given w ∈ W̃ /WG , the stabilizer of wL+
G ∈ F`G is L+
G ∩ wL+
Gw−1 , which is the positive loop group
k̄
k̄
k̄
associated to the parahoric group scheme, which is the connected fixer of f ∪ w(f ). In particular, this stabilizer
is pro-(perfectly smooth and connected). We deduce that F`◦G,w is perfectly smooth.
+
Fix an auxiliary Iwahori I dilating G and containing S. This yields the subgroup functor L+
k I ⊂ Lk G and,
as explained before, we know that F`G,w = F`(I,G),wf where wf is the maximal lift of w to W̃ /WG . Let f wf be
the minimal lift to W̃ , write it as waf τ with waf ∈ Waf , τ ∈ π1 (G)I , and fix some reduced word ẇ in simple
reflections (along the alcove defined by I) for waf .
After all those combinatorics, we may consider the Demazure variety
+

(3.12)

+

DI,k̄,ẇ := L+
P ×Lk̄ I · · · ×Lk̄ I L+
P /L+
I,
k̄ i1
k̄ in
k̄

where
⊂
are the minimal parahoric overgroups attached to the simple reflections. It follows easily
by induction that the geometric fibers of the birational resolution (induced by multiplication)
L+
I
k̄

L+
P
k̄ ij

(3.13)

πẇ : DI,k̄,ẇ → F`G,w

are perfected projective line fibrations, hence connected. As DI,k̄,ẇ is perfectly smooth over k̄, normality
becomes a consequence of Lemma 3.1.

The Picard group of Schubert perfect schemes over k̄ can be explicitly determined, see [HZ20, Theorem 3.1]
for the case when G = I is Iwahori and W = {w}.
Theorem 3.8 (He–Zhou). The homomorphism
(3.14)

Pic(F`(I,G),k̄,W ) → Pic(F`(I,G),k̄,SW ) ∼
= Z[p−1 ]|SW |

1,perf
is a bijection where SW is the set of all length 1 elements in W ⊂ W̃ /WG . (Note that F`(I,G),k̄SW ∼
if
= Pk̄
SW is a singleton.)

Proof. To reduce the question to Iwahori–Schubert perfect varieties, we contemplate the Mayer–Vietoris sequence
×
×
×
×
1 → OF`
→ OF`
⊕ OF`
→ OF`
→1
(3.15)
(I,G),k̄,W
(I,G),k̄,W
(I,G),k̄,W
(I,G),k̄,W
0

1

2

3

where the subsets Wi are closed for the Bruhat order W0 = W1 ∪ W2 and W3 = W1 ∩ W2 . Since we may and
do assume all these Schubert perfect schemes to be contained in a single connected component of F`G,k̄ (which
implies H 0 (O× ) ∼
= k̄ × by perfectly properness), we get a natural isomorphism
Pic(F`
)∼
) ×Pic(F`
).
(3.16)
= Pic(F`
) Pic(F`
(I,G),k̄,W0

(I,G),k̄,W1

(I,G),k̄,W3

(I,G),k̄,W2

By definition S0 = S1 ∪S3 S2 , which implies that it suffices to show the claim for X = F`(I,G),k̄,w an Iwahori–
Schubert perfect variety.
Injectivity can be reduced to Demazure varieties, see [BS17, Theorem 6.1]. The Demazure varieties DI,k̄,ẇ
are P1,perf
-fibrations and can be handled directly, see [HZ20, Proposition 3.4]. To treat surjectivity, it suffices
k̄
to descend certain line bundles on DI,k̄,ẇ back to the Iwahori–Schubert varieties. By [BS17, Theorem 6.13], it
remains to check that restriction of L to geometric fibers is trivial. For this, see [HZ20, Proposition 3.9].

13Concretely, the residue field defined by the Gal(F̆ /F )-stabilizer of W .
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The choice of a Z[p−1 ]-basis in Pic(F`G,k̄,W ) seems arbitrary, due to p-divisibility. However, using the
deperfection I ⊗O k̄ for the quotient R ∈ Algperf
7→ I(R) of L+
I, the perfect curve F`(I,G),k̄,SW has a canonical
k̄
k̄
equivariant deperfection, see Proposition 3.3, yielding a natural Z-lattice.
Remark 3.9. During the proof, we have also determined the Picard group of the Demazure varieties DI,k̄,ẇ ,
or more generally those of the convolutions
˜ . . . ×F`
˜ I,k̄,Wn−1 ×F`
˜ (I,G),k̄,Wn
F`I,k̄,W1 ×

(3.17)

of Iwahori–Schubert perfect schemes, where at most the last one is not at full level.
Together with Proposition 3.2, this tells us how to recover, for instance, the perfect Schubert variety F`G,k̄,w
just from its Demazure resolution and the sub-Z[p−1 ]-module Pic(F`G,k̄,w ) ⊂ Pic(DI,k̄,ẇ ): take any L on DI,k̄,ẇ
which is the pullback of a line bundle on F`G,k̄,w whose restriction to F`G,k̄,s has positive degree for each s ∈ SW .
We now turn to equivariant automorphisms of (connected) Schubert schemes.
Proposition 3.10. The group of L+
G-equivariant automorphisms of a connected Schubert perfect scheme
k̄
F`G,k̄,W is trivial. In particular, the stabilizers are self-normalizing 14 subgroups of L+
G.
k̄
Proof. We prove the more general statement for Iwahori–Schubert perfect schemes. Consider the disjoint irreducible components in the dense open F`◦(I,G),k̄,W ⊂ F`(I,G),k̄,W . These will be permuted under any equivariant
automorphism σ. Moreover, σ preserves the k̄-valued points of F`(I,G),k̄,W fixed under S(Ŏ). For the entire flag variety, we claim that the S(Ŏ)-fixed points in G(F̆ )/G(Ŏ) lie in the image of N (F̆ ). Indeed, let
[g] ∈ G(F̆ )/G(Ŏ) be a fixed point. Then gf is a S(Ŏ)-stable facet (with f the facet determined by G), hence
contained in A (G, S, F̆ ) by [BT84, Proposition 5.1.37]. Multiplying on the left by a suitable element of N (F̆ ),
we can trivialize [g], that is, [g] ∈ N (F̆ )G(Ŏ)/G(Ŏ).
Now, observe that the L+
I-fixer of some w ∈ W̃ /WG equals L+
I ∩ wL+
Gw−1 , and it suffices to recover w
k̄
k̄
k̄
from this subgroup alone. Indeed, then σ must preserve w, and then F`(I,G),k̄,W pointwise by L+
I-equivariance
k̄
as w ∈ W̃ /WG ∩ F`(I,G),k̄,W was arbitrary. If a is the alcove fixed by I(Ŏ) and w̃ ∈ W̃ the minimal lift of w,
then birationality of the Demazure resolution πẇ implies
L+
I ∩ wL+
Gw−1 = L+
I ∩ w̃L+
I w̃−1 .
k̄
k̄
k̄
k̄

(3.18)

Note that the right side is the Bruhat–Tits group attached to a∪ w̃(a). We need to recover w̃. Moreover, because
F`(I,G),k̄,W was assumed to be connected, all w̃ considered here project to the same constant τ ∈ π1 (G), so it
is enough to get waf ∈ Waf if w̃ = waf τ .
By [BT84, Corollaire 5.1.39], the fixed point set of L+
I ∩ w̃L+
I w̃−1 inside B(G, F ) equals the closed convex
k̄
k̄
hull of a ∪ w̃(a). In turn, every alcove inside this closed convex hull lies in some minimal gallery connecting a to
w̃(a) by [BT72, Lemme 2.4.4]. Since a minimal gallery describes a unique word of simple reflections necessary
to move from one alcove to another, this gives back the affine transformation waf .

Among Schubert schemes, we are especially interested in the µ-admissible locus. Recall that C is a completed
algebraic closure of F and that I denotes the inertia group of F . Moreover, let B ⊂ GF̆ be a Borel containing
TF̆ . Recall that the inverse of the Kottwitz morphism [Kot97, Equation (7.2.1)] induces an isomorphism of the
coinvariants
X∗ (T )I ∼
(3.19)
= T (F̆ )/T (Ŏ), νI 7→ νI (π),
not depending on the choice of uniformizer π ∈ O, under which we may regard the former as the subgroup of
W̃ acting by translation on the standard apartment, see also [HR08, Proposition 13].
Definition 3.11. Let µ be a geometric conjugacy class of cocharacters with reflex field E. The µ-admissible
locus is the Schubert perfect kE -scheme
AG,µ = F`G,{λI (π)} ,
(3.20)
where λ ∈ X∗ (T ) runs over all representatives of µ and λI ∈ X∗ (T )I denotes the associated coinvariant under
I.
Note that AG,µ is geometrically connected because the finite Weyl group acts trivially on π1 (G)I . It does
not depend on the choice of T . By a result of Haines [Hai18, Theorem 4.2], we know that A◦G,µ := F`◦G,{λI (π)} ,
where λ now runs over the rational conjugates of µ, that is, all those which are contained in a closed Weyl
chamber attached to w0 Bw0−1 for some w0 ∈ W0 , the finite Weyl group of GF̆ with respect to SF̆ .
It will turn out that AG,k̄,µ is functorial in (G, µ), as soon as we develop a theory of local models MG,µ ,
see Definition 4.11, and calculate their special fibers, confer Theorem 6.16. The admissible locus also admits
b
the following representation-theoretic interpretation in terms of representations of the Langlands dual group G
b
(here, taken over any algebraically closed field) with dual torus T :
14This is false for general Bruhat–Tits subgroups, for example, consider L+ T · R (L+ G) where R (-) denotes the pro-unipotent
u
u

radical.

k̄

k̄
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bI ∈ X ∗ (TbI ) ∼
b for
Lemma 3.12. Let λ
= X∗ (T )I be running through the set of restrictions of all weights λ
b
b
T occurring in a finite dimensional algebraic representation of G with fixed highest weight µ
b = µ. Then
AG,µ = F`G,{λbI (π)} .
b conjugate to µ
b
Proof. Being a G-representation,
V contains all the weights λ
b under the absolute Weyl group with
∗ b ∼
the same non-zero multiplicity. Under X (T ) = X∗ (T ), these correspond to the conjugates of µ compatibly with
the projection to X ∗ (TbI ) ∼
= X∗ (T )I . Hence, the lemma follows from the definition of the admissible locus. 
Example 3.13. The basic example of the admissible locus occurs for G = GL2 , µ = (1, 0) and G = I an
Iwahori. In this case, AG,µ is the union of two copies of P1,perf
intersecting transversally at a point. More
k
generally, one can enumerate the Iwahori–Schubert orbits of the translated to the neutral component admissible
locus AI,µ in terms of alcoves in the standard apartment A (G, S, F ). For pictures in the case of unitary groups
of split rank 2, the reader is referred to the introduction of [PR09]. For further examples, see the survey [PRS13].
3.3. Canonical deperfections. Now, we wish to introduce equivariant deperfections of the Schubert perfect
schemes F`G,W following Proposition 3.3 and discuss their geometry, at least for certain W . We are especially
interested in admissible loci AG,µ for µ minuscule.
+
First, recall that the congruence quotient L≤n
k G of Lk G has a deperfection Grn G, given by (n + 1)-truncated
≤n
+
Witt vectors and which is called the Greenberg realization. We denote by L>n
k G the kernel of Lk G → Lk G.
Definition 3.14. Let n be the smallest nonnegative integer such that L>n
G acts trivially on F`G,k̄,W and call
k̄
can
15
it the associated depth. The canonical deperfection F`G,W of the perfect Schubert scheme F`G,W is the finite
type kW -scheme with Grn G-action determined by Proposition 3.3.
Assume the L+
G-action on F`G,k̄,W factors through L0k̄ G = Gk̄perf . For V ≤ W , we get a deperfection
k̄
can
F`can
G,k̄,V → F`G,k̄,W

(3.21)

of the closed immersion of perfect Schubert schemes, because the image is a finite type deperfection with smaller
function fields, as it carries a Gk̄ -action.
However, it is not clear that the finite type morphism is a closed immersion. To know more about the
geometry of F`can
G,W , we exploit the picture in equicharacteristic.
Assume G is adjoint, and also Assumption 1.9 for G over F̆ , that is, if p = 2, then G has no odd unitary
factors over F̆ . Then, for every parahoric Ŏ-group G attached to a facet in A (G, S, F̆ ), we find smooth, affine,
fiberwise connected Ŏ[[t]]-lifts G in the sense of [FHLR22, Proposition 2.8]. Note that the k̄[[t]]-reductions G 0 are
parahoric models of some adjoint connected reductive k̄((t))-group G0 attached to a facet in some appartment
A (G0 , S 0 , k̄((t))) ∼
= A (G, S, F ), see [FHLR22, Lemma 2.7].
In particular, these come with isomorphisms
G ⊗ k̄ ∼
k̄,
(3.22)
= G0 ⊗
Ŏ

k̄[[t]]

that are functorial as we vary G among parahoric models attached to a facet in A (G, S, F̆ ), and which we now
exploit to compare their Schubert schemes. Let us note that the loop groups L+
G and its equicharacteristic
k̄
perf ∼ 0,perf
+
0
cousin Lk̄ (G ) admit natural surjections on Gk̄ = Gk̄
. Below, we use subscripts (-)0 to denote the perfections
of the equicharacteristic loop groups and Schubert varieties for G 0 .
Lemma 3.15. Under the above constraints, there are unique equivariant isomorphisms
F`can ∼
= F`can
0
0
G,k̄,W

G ,k̄,W

(3.23)

for all connected F`G,k̄,W of depth 0, that is, whose L+
G-action factors through Gk̄perf .
k̄
Proof. As Gk̄ ∼
= Gk̄0 , it suffices by Proposition 3.3 to produce equivariant isomorphism F`G,k̄,W ∼
= F`G 0 ,k̄,W 0 of
the perfect Schubert schemes. During the proof, we fix an auxiliary Iwahori I dilated from G and consider the
corresponding Iwahori–Schubert perfect scheme F`(I,G),k̄,W .
First assume that W = {w}. The perfect variety F`(I,G),k̄,w can be resolved via a Demazure variety DI,k̄,ẇ .
If s is the first letter of the word ẇ and v̇ is the word obtained from deleting the first letter, we get
˜ I,k̄,v̇
DI,k̄,ẇ = F`I,k̄,s ×D

(3.24)

where L+
I ⊂ L+
P is the minimal parahoric corresponding to s. We claim that the action of L+
I on DI,k̄,v̇
k̄
k̄
k̄
≥1
is trivial when restricted to the normal subgroup Lk̄ P. Otherwise, let α be the negative simple affine root
corresponding to s and observe that L+
U
acts non-trivially on DI,k̄,v̇ . But conjugating by s yields that
k̄ α+1
≥1
+
Lk̄ U−α+1 ⊂ Lk̄ I does not act trivially on DI,k̄,ẇ .
15In equicharacteristic, one recovers the weak normalization of classical Schubert schemes, which turn out to be the classical
ones under Assumption 1.9 and also p - |π1 (Gder )|, see [FHLR22, Section 3.1] and [HLR18].
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Arguing inductively on ẇ, and exploting the above claim, we reach at an Ik̄perf -equivariant identification of
the Demazure perfect varieties
DI,k̄,ẇ ∼
(3.25)
= DI 0 ,k̄,ẇ0
bounded by ẇ resp. ẇ0 and attached to I, respectively the k̄((t))-reduction I 0 of the Iwahori Ŏ[[t]]-lift. In the
case l(ẇ) = 1, then we get the unique equivariant identification of one-dimensional Iwahori–Schubert perfect
varieties, which are perfected projective lines.
As the Picard group of the Demazure varieties have already been determined, see Theorem 3.8, respectively
[HZ20, Section 3.2] for the equicharacteristic case, the previous isomorphism descends uniquely by Proposition 3.2 to an Ik̄perf -equivariant identification
F`(I,G),k̄,w ∼
= F`(I 0 ,G 0 ),k̄,w0

(3.26)

of the perfect Schubert varieties, see Remark 3.9. If the left side is stable under Gk̄ , then we need to show the
map is not only Ik̄perf -equivariant, but furthermore Gk̄perf -equivariant.
Let Q̄ ⊂ Gk̄ denote the image of Ik̄ . By assumption, the Ik̄perf -action on both sides factors through the
perfection of Q̄. Using the convolution product
perf

GVperf ×Q̄

F`G,k̄,w ,

(3.27)

we get a perfect k̄-variety mapping Ik̄perf -equivariantly to F`G,k̄,w and that can be identified with its equicharacteristic analogue in a Gk̄perf -equivariant fashion. Since Gk̄perf /Q̄perf ⊂ F`I,k̄ is a Schubert perfect variety at
Iwahori level, we know its Picard group by Theorem 3.8 and Remark 3.9. Applying again Proposition 3.2, we
not only recover the original isomorphism, by Proposition 3.10, but also conclude it is Gk̄perf -equivariant and the
unique such map.
For a general W as in the statement, we now can glue the above isomorphism to non-irreducible Schubert
perfect schemes
∼
F`
(3.28)
0
= F` 0
G,k̄,W

G ,k̄,W

appealing again to Proposition 3.10.



From now on G is no longer assumed to be adjoint. We approach the canonical admissible locus Acan
G,µ for
minuscule µ, that is, the canonical perfection of the admissible locus, with our comparison result, describing
its singularities (thereby confirming [Zhu17a, Conjecture III] for Schubert varieties in the admissible locus) and
computing its coherent cohomology.
Theorem 3.16. Let µ be minuscule and assume Assumption 1.9. Then, Acan
G,µ is Cohen–Macaulay and Frobenius
split compatibly with its Gk̄ -stable reduced k̄-subschemes.
Moreover, for every ample line bundle L on F`G,k̄ that descends to Acan
, there is an equality
G,k̄,µ
0
dimk̄ H0 (Acan
G,k̄,µ , L) = dimC H (FG,C,µ , O(cL )).

(3.29)

Here, FG,µ = GE /Pµ− is the classical flag variety attached to µ, the central charge cL ∈ Zrk ΨG −rk ΦG is given
by Kac–Moody coefficients, see [PR08, Section 10] and [BS17, Section 10], and the line bundle O(cL ) is the
corresponding power of the ample generator of Pic(FG,C,µ ).
Proof. We want to apply Lemma 3.15, in order to reduce the statements to equicharacteristic, where we refer
to [FHLR22, Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.1].
∼ Acan
In order to do this, we first notice that there is an equivariant isomorphism Acan
via the natural
G,k̄,µ =
Gad ,k̄,µad
map. Here, µad denotes the composition of µ with GC → GadC . Indeed, this can be checked on perfections and
then at the level of geometric points, where it follows from the assertion that F`G,k̄ → F`Gad ,k̄ is an open and
closed immersion.
We still have to show that Acan
has minimal depth, that is, L+
G acts via Gk̄ . Since L≥1
G is a normal subG,k̄,µ
k̄
k̄
group, it suffices to check that it fixes each of the sections λ defining the admissible locus. By the combinatorial
dictionary, see our proof of Proposition 3.10, it suffices to show that |a(λI )| ≤ 1, that is, the translation λI
moves every affine root to a parallel one at distance at most one. By definition, one has
X
a(λI ) = [K : F̆ ]−1
σã(λ),
(3.30)
σ∈Gal(K/F̆ )

where K is a finite Galois extension of F̆ splitting GF̆ , and ã is an absolute root restricting to a, so its absolute
value is at most 1, since λ is minuscule.
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4. Affine Grassmannians and local models
+
In this section, we start by gathering several basic facts on the BdR
-affine Grassmannian over Spd C. Most of
them were established in [SW20, Lecture XIX] and [FS21, Chapters VI.2, VI.5], but our approach is sufficiently
different and relevant to later sections that it merits some elaboration.
Then, we introduce the main objects of study of this article, to wit the local models

MG,µ ⊂ GrG,OE

(4.1)

defined for every µ ∈ X∗ (T ) via v-closures of Schubert diamonds in a Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian. We
dedicate the rest of the section to showing that MG,µ is an L+
OE G-stable flat, proper p-adic kimberlite with
good finiteness properties. In particular, its special fiber will be shown to be representable by some connected
Schubert perfect scheme F`G,W .
+
4.1. The BdR
-affine Grassmannian. In this section, we fix a complete discretely valued field F/Qp with
perfect residue field k, ring of integers O and uniformizer π, a complete algebraic closure C/F with ring of
integers OC and residue field k̄ = kC . We denote by F̆ ⊂ C the maximal unramified complete subextension
with ring of integers Ŏ and the same residue field k̄ = kF̆ . Further, we fix a (connected) reductive F -group G
and a maximal F̆ -split F -torus S ⊂ G containing a maximal F -split torus, see [BT84, Proposition 5.1.10]. As
G is quasi-split over F̆ by Steinberg’s theorem, the centralizer T of S is a maximal torus. Also, we fix a Borel
subgroup B ⊂ GF̆ containing TF̆ .
+
For any affinoid perfectoid space Spa(R, R+ ) in characteristic p equipped with a map to Spd Zp , let BdR
(R] ),
]
respectively BdR (R ), be the rings of de Rham periods formed using O-Witt vectors. For convenience, we set
+
+
+
BdR
:= BdR
(C) and BdR := BdR (C). The BdR
-loop group of G is the group functor over Spd F given by

LG : (R, R+ ) 7→ G(BdR (R] )),

(4.2)

and the positive loop group is the subgroup functor
+
L+ G : (R, R+ ) 7→ G(BdR
(R] )).

(4.3)

Their v-sheaf quotient

GrG := LG/L+ G
(4.4)
+
+
is called the BdR -affine Grassmannian. Similarly to Section 3.2, GrG (R, R ) parametrizes G-torsors on the spec+
trum Spec(BdR
(R] )) with a trivialization over Spec(BdR (R] )). Here, we are primarily interested in the geometry
and work therefore over Spd C. The base changes are denoted by LC G, L+
C G and GrG,C , for convenience.
As an auxiliary first step, we study the affine flag variety and then translate the results to the affine Grass+
+
mannian. For this, the Iwahori group BdR
-model I is given as the dilatation of G ⊗F BdR
along the subscheme
BC ⊂ GC of its special fiber. Define
+
+
]
L+
C I : (R, R ) 7→ I(BdR (R ))

(4.5)

+
which is a subgroup v-sheaf of L+ G. It gives rise to the BdR
-affine flag variety

F`I,C := LC G/L+
C I,

(4.6)

viewed as a v-sheaf over Spd C.
We recall that GrG,C → Spd C is an increasing union of proper, spatial diamonds by [SW20, Lecture XIX].
The same holds for F`I,C → Spd C, as the projection
F`I,C → GrG,C

(4.7)

is a proper, cohomologically smooth (GC /BC ) -fibration. The following discussion is parallel to parts of
+
+
Section 3.2 but simplified by the fact that we consider G ⊗F BdR
which is a (split) reductive group over BdR
(and not some parahoric group scheme). The geometry of the affine flag variety F`I,C or, better, the v-stack
quotient
+
+
HkI,C := L+
(4.8)
C I\F`I,C = LC I\LC G/LC I
is reflected in the Iwahori-Weyl group
+
W̃ := N (BdR )/T (BdR
),
(4.9)
♦

+
+
where N denotes the normalizer of T in G. There is a canonical map W̃ → F`I,C because T (BdR
) ⊂ I(BdR
).

Lemma 4.1. The map W̃ → F`I,C induces a bijection
W̃ ∼
= |HkI,C |.

(4.10)

Proof. Every point of |HkI,C | is represented by a map Spa(K, K + ) → LC G with K algebraically closed perfectoid. Two K-valued points have the same underlying element in |HkI,C | if, v-locally, they lie in the same
double coset
+
+
I(BdR
(K ] ))\G(BdR (K ] ))/I(BdR
(K ] )).
(4.11)
The identification now follows from the Bruhat decomposition which is independent of K ] .
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Let a ⊂ A (G, S, F ) be the alcove defined by I in the appartment fixed by S of the Bruhat–Tits building.
Let S ⊂ W̃ be the set of simple reflections along the walls bounding a. The affine Weyl group Waf ⊂ W̃ is the
subgroup generated by the elements in S. Then Waf is a Coxeter group, and depends only on the Bruhat–Tits
building of G. There exists a canonical short exact sequence
1 → Waf → W̃ → π1 (G) → 1,

(4.12)

which is naturally split by taking the stabilizer Ωa ⊂ W̃ of the alcove a. Thus, we can write each w ∈ W̃
uniquely as w = waf τ with τ ∈ Ωa and waf ∈ Waf .
Lemma 4.2. Equip π1 (G) with the discrete topology. The morphism
|HkI,C | → π1 (G)

(4.13)

is locally constant, thus underlies a morphism HkI,C → π1 (G) of small v-stacks.
Proof. Here, we follow the argument behind the proof of [PR08, Theorem 5.1]. If G = Gsc is simply connected,
then we see that, for every algebraically closed perfectoid field K/C, the group LC G(K) is generated by its
affine root subgroups LC Ua (K).
But, since LC Ua is connected (choose a pinning), we conclude that LC G, hence also F`I,C and HkI,C are
connected. If G = T is a torus, then we see easily that GrT,C equals the v-sheaf X∗ (T ) compatibly with the
map above.
Now, suppose that Gder = Gsc . Then, π1 (G) identifies with the fundamental group of the abelian quotient
G/Gder , so the claim is clear. Finally, for a general group G, consider the z-extension
1 → Tsc → G̃ → G → 1,

(4.14)

where G̃ is given by the pushout of (Gsc oT ) along the morphism ker(Tsc → T ) → Tsc , where Tsc is the preimage
of the maximal torus T ⊂ G under the map Gsc → G. Using the fact that Tsc is an induced torus, we see that
the Hecke stacks and the π1 ’s lie in a similar exact sequence, which yields the claim.

For τ ∈ π1 (G), we denote by F`τI,C the fiber over τ of the morphism F`I,C → π1 (G). We note that right
translation by a representative of τ in LC G induces an isomorphism
∼
=

F`1I,C −→ F`τI,C .

(4.15)

Moreover, F`1I,C is canonically isomorphic to the affine flag variety F`Isc ,C of the simply connected cover Gsc .
Namely, the transition morphism F`Isc ,C → F`1I,C is bijective by checking on geometric points ([Sch17, Lemma
12.5]) and using the Bruhat decomposition, hence must be an isomorphism as both F`Isc ,C , F`1I,C are ind-proper
over Spd C.
Definition 4.3. Let w ∈ W̃ . The Schubert cell F`◦I,C,w ⊂ F`I,C is the v-sheaf-theoretic image of the orbit map
L+
C I → F`I,C , i 7→ iw.
The Schubert variety is the v-closure F`I,C,w :=

F`◦,cl
I,C,w

(4.16)

in the sense of Section 2.1.

By Proposition 2.8, we know that the underlying topological space of F`I,w is the weakly generalizing closure
of |F`◦I,C,w | inside |F`I,C |. But, F`◦I,C,w is possibly ill-behaved because L+
C I is not quasicompact. As we show
in Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 for the affine Grassmannian, our definition is equivalent to the pointwise
definition in [FS21, Definition VI.2.2]. We start with the case of simple reflections:
Lemma 4.4. Let s ∈ S be a simple reflection. Then there is an isomorphism F`I,C,s ' (P1C )♦ that restricts to
F`◦I,C,s ' (A1C )♦ . In particular, F`◦I,C,s is a topologically dense open subset of F`I,C,s .
+
Proof. Let Ps be the parahoric group scheme over BdR
associated to the wall of a defining s. The maximal
reductive quotient H of its special fiber over C has semisimple rank 1. Using [BT84, Théorème 4.6.33], we
♦
see that L+
under L+ Ps → H ♦ for some Borel subgroup Q ⊂ H. Thus, there are
C I is the preimage of Q
+
+
isomorphisms LC Ps /LC I ' (H/Q)♦ ' (P1C )♦ which can be made explicit via the choice of a pinning. This
implies that the monomorphism
+
L+
(4.17)
C Ps /LC I ⊂ F`I,C
◦
1 ♦
is a closed embedding, as F`I,C is separated and (PC ) is proper over Spd C. The isomorphism F`I,C,s ' (A1C )♦
is now clear, since this is the only non-trivial Q♦ -orbit in (P1C )♦ .


In order to treat more general w = waf τ ∈ W̃ ∼
= Waf o Ωa , we invoke Demazure resolutions as follows. Let
ẇ = s1 . . . sn be a reduced word for waf = wτ −1 with si ∈ S and consider the Demazure variety
+
LC I
DC,ẇ := L+
· · · ×LC I L+
(4.18)
C P1 ×
C Pn /LC I
˜
˜
which will also be denoted by F`I,C,s1 × . . . ×F`I,C,sn . It is connected and cohomologically smooth over Spd C
(being an iterated P1C -fibration), and the twisted product
◦
◦
˜
˜ ◦
DC,
(4.19)
ẇ = F`I,C,s1 × . . . ×F`I,C,sn
+

+
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of the open cells is topologically dense by induction on n, starting with Lemma 4.4 and using that L+
C I is
pro-(cohomologically smooth) over Spd C. It carries, moreover, a natural morphism (induced by multiplication)
(4.20)

πẇ : DC,ẇ → F`I,C

which necessarily maps onto F`I,C,waf , by properness,
and the fact that ẇ maps to w. After
translation by τ , we may regard this as a resolution of F`I,C,w , which is thus in particular connected.
For the next result, we note that W̃ , in analogy to the discussion following (3.8), is equipped with a length
function and Bruhat partial order induced from the quasi-Coxeter structure on W̃ ∼
= Waf o Ωa .
L+
C I-equivariance

Proposition 4.5. Let w ∈ W̃ . Then F`◦I,C,w , respectively F`I,C,w , agrees with the subfunctor of all maps
S → F`I,C such that for all geometric points S 0 = Spa(K, K + ) → S, the induced point S 0 → F`I,C → HkI,C is
given by w, respectively by v for some v ≤ w. In particular, F`◦I,C,w ⊂ F`I,C,w is a topologically dense open.
Proof. Observe that the first assertion cannot be verified at geometric points because L+
C I is not quasicompact.
However, we see from Lemma 4.4 that the result holds for simple reflections. Indeed, we even have by Bruhat–
Tits combinatorics
◦
L+
(4.21)
C Uαs · s = F`I,C,s ,
where αs denotes the positive simple affine root associated to the simple reflection s, and Uαs is the corresponding
+
BdR
-model of the affine root group. Pulling across the reflections si appearing in the convolution product of
◦
DC,ẇ , we see that F`◦I,C,w surjects to the v-sheaf image of DC,
ẇ along πẇ . This v-sheaf image identifies with
◦
the pointwise description of F`I,C,w by quasicompactness of πẇ and bijectivity at geometric points.
Similarly, the v-sheaf image of DC,ẇ along πẇ is a proper closed sub-v-sheaf of F`I,C . By generalities of Tits
system, see [BT72, 1.2.6], this v-sheaf image coincides with the desired pointwise description of F`I,C,w . Pulling
back again via the quotient map πẇ , we see that F`◦I,C,w ⊂ F`I,C,w is a topologically dense open of the closed
v-sheaf image of πẇ .

∼ W̃ from Lemma 4.1 is a homeomorphism where W̃ is
As a corollary, we get that the bijection |HkI,C | =
endowed with order topology via its Bruhat order, and also that π0 (F`I,C ) = π0 (GrG,C ) = π1 (G) via Lemma 4.2.
Now, we apply our results to the affine Grassmannian GrG . Note that there is the group isomorphism
X∗ (T ) ∼
(4.22)
= T (BdR )/T (B + ), χ 7→ χ(ξ)
dR

which is independent of the choice of uniformizer ξ ∈

+
BdR
.

Then the Cartan decomposition induces a bijection
(4.23)

|HkG,C | ' X∗ (T )+ ,

where HkG,C =
denotes the Hecke stack. Therefore, we get a Schubert cell
⊂ GrG,C
defined as the v-sheaf-theoretic image of the orbit map and the Schubert cell GrG,C,µ defined as its closure, for
each µ ∈ X∗ (T )+ , compare with Definition 4.3.
Gr◦G,C,µ

+
L+
C G\LC G/LC G

Corollary 4.6. Let µ ∈ X∗ (T )+ . Then Gr◦G,C,µ , respectively GrG,C,µ agrees with the subfunctor of all maps
S → GrG,C,µ such that for all geometric points S 0 = Spa(K, K + ) → S, the induced point S 0 → GrG,C → HkG,C
is given by µ, respectively by some λ ≤ µ in the dominance order on X∗ (T )+ . In particular, Gr◦G,C,µ ⊂ GrG,C,µ
is a topologically dense open.
Proof. This formally follows from Proposition 4.5 by using the projection F`I,C → GrG,C from (4.7) and noting
that the dominance order on X∗ (T )+ is induced by the Bruhat order, see [Ric13, Corollaries 1.8, 2.10] for similar
arguments. We leave the details to the reader.

We also have the following fact which says that the Spd C-valued points are dense in GrG,C,µ even for the
constructible topology.
Corollary 4.7. Let µ ∈ X∗ (T )+ . The spatial diamond GrG,C,µ has enough C-facets in the sense of [Gle20,
Definition 1.4.38].
Proof. Taking the preimage under the projection F`I,C → GrG,C from (4.7), this reduces to the analogous
assertion for F`I,C,w for some w ∈ W̃ . Since the Demazure resolution is a v-cover, it is enough to prove that
DC,ẇ has enough C-facets. This in turn can be proved inductively on the length of ẇ. If ẇ = s · v̇ then DC,ẇ is
a pro-étale (P1C )♦ -bundle over DC,v̇ . We may find a pro-étale cover
X → DC,v̇

(4.24)

with X ×DC,v̇ DC,ẇ = X ×Spd C (P1C )♦ . Following the arguments given in [Gle20, Lemma 2.2.24, Proposition
2.2.30], we may even assume that X has enough facets over Spd C. By [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.39, 2.], DC,ẇ
also has enough facets.

We conclude with some motivation for our later discussion of representability.
Proposition 4.8. Let µ ∈ X∗ (T )+ . The v-sheaf GrG,C,µ is representable by a projective C-scheme FG,C,µ if
and only if µ is minuscule.
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♦
Proof. If µ is minuscule, then the L+
C G-action factors through GC and the Bialynicki-Birula map gives an
♦
isomorphism GrG,C,µ ' (GC /Pµ ) , see [SW20, Proposition 19.4.2].
Now suppose that µ is not minuscule, that is, hµ, θi ≥ 2 for some root θ of GC . Then the L+
C I-orbit of
the point µ is not representable by a rigid space: This orbit can be filtered by successive smooth rigid spaces,
so taking fiber products appropriately, we would eventually arrive at representability of the Banach-Colmez
+
space BC(BdR
/ξ 2 ). However, this is a non-split self-extension of G♦
a which does not even split étale locally, so
cannot be representable. Indeed, if the extension were split étale locally, it would actually split on the nose, as
H 1 (A1C , O) is trivial. However, if
X := Spa(ChT ±1 i, OC hT ±1 i) ⊂ A1C
(4.25)
+
is the affinoid torus, the element T ∈ A1C (X) does not admit a lift to BC(BdR
/ξ 2 )(X) as we now show. Let
+
0
±1/p∞
±1/p∞
X = Spa(ChT
i, OC hT
i) be the usual perfectoid Zp (1)-cover of X. Elements in BC(BdR
/ξ 2 )(X 0 )
±1/p∞ [
can be represented by [a] + [b]ξ with a, b ∈ (ChT
i) . Assume now that

x := [a] + [b]ξ
maps to T , that means, a = T in
(cf. [SW20, Section 6.2] for the map (−)] ), and assume that x is
invariant under Zp (1). Let g ∈ Zp (1). Then g acts on [a] via multiplication with [g] if we identify Zp (1) ⊂ C [ .
Using the (-)] -map, we get

]
[g] − 1
a]
= b] − g(b] ).
(4.26)
ξ
]

A1C (X 0 )

]
]
But, if g ∈ Zp (1) is a generator, then a] ( [g]−1
ξ ) = cT with c ∈ C non-zero. Writing b as a powerseries in the
g-eigenvectors T n with n ∈ Z[1/p], then shows that (4.26) can not hold because g ∈ Zp (1) fixes T . This finishes
the argument.


4.2. Local models. We continue with the notation of Section 4.1, and additionally let G be a parahoric Omodel of G.
+
We work with the moduli space GrG of G-torsors over Spec(BdR
) trivialized over Spec(BdR ), see [SW20,
Definition 20.3.1], which is the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian over Spd O. A crucial result of Scholze–
Weinstein concerns its ind-properness, see [SW20, Theorems 19.3.4, 20.3.6, 21.2.1].
Theorem 4.9 (Scholze–Weinstein). The structure morphism of the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian
(4.27)

GrG → Spd O
is ind-proper and ind-representable in spatial diamonds.

In [Ans18, Section 12] and then later in [Gle20, Section 2.2], the first named and second named author
respectively constructed and studied the specialization map for GrG , see also [Gle20, Proposition 2.2.5].
Again, we have natural loop groups at hand, namely
LO G : (R, R+ ) 7→ G(BdR (R] ))

(4.28)

+
+
]
L+
O G : (R, R ) 7→ G(BdR (R )),

(4.29)

and

where (R] , R]+ ) denotes an untilt of (R, R+ ) over (O, O) and
the ring of de Rham periods formed
using O-Witt vectors. These define v-sheaves over Spd O and the base changes to Spd F , respectively Spd k
♦
♦
recover the loop groups L+ G ⊂ LG from Section 4.1, respectively the v-sheaves (L+
k G) ⊂ (Lk G) associated
+
with the loop groups from Section 3.2. Their base changes to OC are denoted LOC G, LOC G and GrG,OC .
(+)
BdR (R] )

Lemma 4.10. There is a natural isomorphism
∼
LO G/L+
O G = GrG ,
where the left side is a quotient for the étale topology. In particular, on geometric fibers
∼ GrG ×Spd O Spd F,
∼
GrG =
F`♦
G = GrG ×Spd O Spd k,

(4.30)
(4.31)

where GrG is the affine Grassmannian from Section 4.1 and F`♦
G the v-sheaf attached to the Witt vector partial
affine flag variety from Section 3.2.
Proof. For the uniformization (4.30), see [SW20, Proposition 20.3.2]. The isomorphisms (4.31) are given by
base change from (4.30) by unwinding the definitions.

Let µ be a conjugacy class of cocharacters of GC , with field of definition E ⊂ C. We denote by OE its ring
of integers with residue field kE . We wish to construct a closed sub-v-sheaf
MG,µ ⊂ GrG |Spd OE

(4.32)

prolonging the Schubert diamonds GrG,µ which are the descent to Spd E of the ones we studied in the previous
subsection.
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Definition 4.11. Let µ be a conjugacy class of cocharacters in GC . The local model MG,µ is the v-closure of
GrG,µ inside GrG |Spd OE .
A priori MG,µ does not admit a moduli problem description for general parahoric G, so its structure could
be harder to parse. Let us give some examples where the local model MG,µ is relatively well understood.
Example 4.12. If G is reductive, then MG,µ is the integral Schubert variety over Spd OE and generalizes the
objects introduced in Section 4.1, see [SW20, Proposition 20.3.6] and [FS21, VI.1]. If G = T is a torus, then
the explicit description of GrT furnishes an identity MT ,µ = Spd OE , see [SW20, Proposition 21.3.1].
We need to show permanence of the local model under the L+
O G-action.
Proposition 4.13. The natural action map L+
O G × GrG → GrG restricts, after base change to Spd OE , to a
group action on the closed sub-v-sheaf MG,µ . Moreover, the generic fiber of MG,µ is topologically dense.
Proof. By embedding G in GLn , we may always find a quasi-compact closed subsheaf X ⊂ GrG,OE with MG,µ ⊂
≤N
X, stable under L+
OE G whose action factors through a congruence quotient LOE G, where N is a sufficiently
large positive integer (necessarily at least h2ρ, µi as one sees by restricting to GrG,µ ).
The structure map L≤N
OE G → Spd OE is partially proper, cohomologically smooth and consequently universally
open, see [Sch17, Proposition 23.11]. By Corollary 2.9,
≤N
cl
L≤N
OE G ×Spd OE MG,µ = (LE G ×Spd E GrG,µ )

(4.33)

+
as closed sub-v-sheaves of L≤N
OE G ×Spd OE X. Now, we have seen that LE G respects GrG,µ , so the multiplication
map L≤N
E G ×Spd E GrG,µ → X factors through GrG,µ . This also implies that the integral action map

L≤N
OE G ×Spd OE MG,µ → X
factors through the closure MG,µ , as we desired.
For the last claim, we consider the restricted variant of the Hecke v-stack
 ≤N

Hk≤N
G,µ := LOE G\MG,µ .

(4.34)

(4.35)

Its underlying topological space has the extra special property that every subset is weakly generalizing, since
for every perfectoid affinoid field (K, K + ) the Bruhat decomposition over BdR (K) is insensitive to variation of
K + . Now, the projection map
pr : MG,µ → Hk≤N
(4.36)
G,µ
is cohomologically smooth and consequently open. Therefore, by the same argument of Corollary 2.9, we see
that both the usual topological and the weakly generalizing closure commute with pullback along |pr|. It results
that |GrG,µ | is a dense open of |MG,µ |.

We can now prove the following structural properties of MG,µ .
Proposition 4.14. With notation as in Definition 2.35, MG,µ ∈ K. More specifically, the local model MG,µ
is a flat p-adic kimberlite over OE with enough facets over C and OC -formalizable C-sections. Moreover, the
special fiber
MG,µ,kE := MG,µ |Spd(kE )
(4.37)
red
is of the form F`♦
G,W for a connected perfect Schubert scheme F`G,W . In particular, MG,µ = F`G,W is perfectly
proper and perfectly finitely presented perfect k-scheme.

Proof. Choosing a closed embedding G ,→ GLn , we may find a cocharacter ν of GLn giving rise to a closed
immersion
MG,µ ,→ MGLn ,ν ,
(4.38)
so that local models are proper v-sheaves and, in particular, quasi-compact. By [Gle20, Proposition 1.4.30.(3),
Proposition 2.2.5] to prove MG,µ is a kimberlite, it suffices to prove it is p-adic. By [Gle20, Proposition 1.3.35],
we may reduce to proving that the special fiber of MG,µ is represented by a v-sheaf of the form X  for X a
perfect scheme.
By Proposition 4.13, MG,µ,k̄ , is of the form16 ∪i∈I F`G,k̄,Wi with finite subsets Wi ⊂ W̃ , where we have used

the fact that F`G,W is perfectly proper, in order to deduce F`♦
G,W = F`G,W . By quasi-compactness, we get
MG,µ,kE = F`G,W for some finite subset W ⊂ W̃ , which finishes the proof that MG,µ is a p-adic kimberlite.
That MG,µ has OC -formalizable C-sections is proved in [Gle20, Proposition 2.2.4], see also [Ans18, Section
12]. We explained in Corollary 4.7 that MG,µ has enough C-facets. Together with Proposition 4.13 and
Lemma 2.37, flatness follows. By Proposition 2.34, |F`G,W | = sp(|GrG,µ |) and since GrG,µ is connected F`G,W
is also connected.

16A priori this could be an infinite union.
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Remark 4.15. It follows that the base change MG,µ |Spd OC is still topologically flat, and hence agrees with the
v-closure MG,OC ,µ of GrG,C,µ inside GrG,OC . Indeed, repeating the argument of Proposition 4.13 over Spd OC ,
we see that the special fiber of MG,OC ,µ is represented by a Schubert perfect scheme. But a Spd k-valued point
of MG,µ is a specialization of some Spd C-valued point by Proposition 4.14, hence equality of both closures is
clear.
Next, we analyse some functoriality behavior of MG,µ in the pair (G, µ). Here, by definition, a map (G1 , µ1 ) →
(G2 , µ2 ) is a morphism of O-group schemes G1 → G2 such that the image of µ1 in G2,C lies in the same conjugacy
class as µ2 .
Proposition 4.16. The association (G, µ) 7→ MG,OC ,µ , see Remark 4.15, is functorial, preserves closed embeddings and direct products, and induces isomorphisms MG,OC ,µ ∼
= MGad ,OC ,µad , where µad denotes the composite
of µ with GC → Gad,C .
Proof. Functoriality follows from that of GrG,C,µ and the definition using v-closures, see Remark 4.15. For the
claim regarding closed embeddings and central extensions, we refer to [Lou20, IV, Proposition 4.16, Corollary
4.17]: one checks injectivity at geometric points, using Lemma 4.17. As for direct products, it suffices to check
equality at the level of Spd k-valued points by Proposition 4.14, and this is easy because the generic fiber was
already a product.

Lemma 4.17. The specialization map induces a bijection
∼
=
π0 (GrG,Ŏ ) −→ π0 (F`G,k̄ ) ∼
= π1 (G)I ,

(4.39)

where I is the absolute Galois group of F̆ .
Proof. For the final bijection, see [Zhu17a, Proposition 1.21]. The first is a consequence of proper base change
[Sch17, Theorem 19.2, Remark 19.3] applied to f : GrG,Ŏ → Spd Ŏ and the base change i : Spd k̄ → Spd Ŏ, using
that the 0-th cohomology group computes connected components: for some coefficient ring, say, Λ = Z/` with
` 6= p, we apply the proper base change i∗ R0 f∗ ΛX ∼
= R0 (f 0 )∗ (i0 )∗ ΛX where ΛX is the constant sheaf supported
on increasing closed Ŏ-proper sub-v-sheaves X ⊂ GrG,Ŏ . Passing to global sections, the second computes
Λπ0 (Xk̄ ) by definition whereas the first computes Λπ0 (X) by using the v-cover Spd OC → Spd Ŏ. Finally, we use
[Sch17, Section 27] to pass between F`♦
and F`G,k̄ .

G,k̄
5. Geometry of multiplicative group actions
Our approach to the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture requires determining the special fiber of local models in
terms of admissible loci. We follow the general strategy of Haines and the fourth named author [HR21] of
calculating the support of nearby cycles using hyperbolic localization. This requires translating the results from
[HR21, Section 5] to the v-sheaf Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian. For basic facts pertaining to G♦
m -actions on
small v-stacks, the reader is referred to [FS21, Chapter IV.6].
5.1. Over O. As in Section 4.1, we continue to fix a complete discretely valued field F/Qp with ring of integers
O and perfect residue field k, a complete algebraic closure C/F and a connected reductive F -group G with
parahoric model G over O containing the connected Néron model S of the maximally F -split maximal F̆ -split
F -torus S.
Fix a cocharacter λ : Gm → S ⊂ G defined over O. After base change to F , this induces a Levi M = Mλ with
Lie algebra Lie M = (Lie G)λ=0 , a parabolic subgroup P = Pλ+ with Lie algebra Lie P = (Lie G)λ≥0 and an
unipotent subgroup U = Uλ+ with Lie algebra Lie U = (Lie G)λ>0 fitting in a semi-direct product decomposition
P = M n U . Since λ is defined over O, the decomposition P = M n U extends to O-models P = M n U,
admitting analogous descriptions for their Lie algebras and being equipped with homomorphisms
(5.1)

M ←− P −→ G.

The O-group schemes P, M, U are smooth affine with connected fibers, and M is a parahoric O-model of the
Levi subgroup M , see [HR21, Lemma 4.5] and also [CGP15, Section 2.1], [KP21, Section 6.2] for proofs of these
claims.
By functoriality, (5.1) induces maps of ind-(spatial Spd O-diamonds)
(5.2)

GrM ←− GrP −→ GrG ,

where GrM → Spd O and GrG → Spd O are ind-proper by Theorem 4.9. On the other hand, the cocharacter λ
induces a cocharacter
[-]

L+ λ

(5.3)

O
+
+
G♦
m −→ LO Gm −→ LO G,

where [-] denotes the Teichmüller lift. Thus, we obtain a left action of

G♦
m

Lemma 5.1. The G♦
m -action on GrG satisfies [FS21, Hypothesis IV.6.1].

on GrG .
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Proof. Choosing a closed immersion G ,→ GLn,O of group schemes, we reduce to the case G = GLn,O , using
Theorem 4.9 to see that the induced map GrG ,→ GrGLn,O is a closed immersion. Then the lemma is a special
case of [FS21, Proposition VI.3.1].

Consequently, we obtain a G♦
m -equivariant diagram
(GrG )0 ←− (GrG )+ −→ GrG ,

(5.4)

where (GrG )0 = (GrG )
denotes the fixed points and (GrG )+ the attractor classifying G♦
m -equivariant maps
1 ♦,+
(A )
→ GrG over Spd O, see also (6.3) below. The map (GrG )+ → (GrG )0 is the Bialynicki-Birula map given
by evaluating at the zero section. Our aim is to understand the relation of (5.2) with (5.4). The following result
is the analogue of [HR21, Theorem 5.6, Theorem 5.19] in the context of ind-schemes:
G♦
m

Theorem 5.2. The maps (5.2) and (5.4) fit into a commutative diagram of ind-(spatial Spd O-diamonds)
GrM

GrP

GrG

ι0
(GrG )0

ι+
(GrG )+

id
GrG ,

(5.5)

with the following properties.
(1) The maps ι0 , ι+ are open and closed immersions.
(2) Their base changes ι0F , ι+
F are isomorphisms.
(3) If G is special parahoric (for example, reductive), then ι0 , ι+ are isomorphisms.
In particular, the complements (GrG )0 \ ι0 (GrM ), (GrG )+ \ ι+ (GrP ) are concentrated over Spd k, that is, their
base change to Spd F is empty.
If G is reductive, then Theorem 5.2 is proved in [FS21, Proposition VI.3.1]. Indeed, in this case ι0 , ι+ are
isomorphisms. In general, we follow the strategy of [HR21]:
Proof of Theorem 5.2. First, we construct the maps ι0 , ι+ . The closed subgroup M ,→ G induces a closed
immersion GrM ,→ GrG (using Theorem 4.9) that is G♦
m -equivariant for the trivial action on the source. Thus,
the map factors though the fixed points, defining the necessarily closed immersion ι0 : GrM ,→ (GrG )0 . The
construction of ι+ is more delicate and proceeds as follows. Pick a closed immersion G ,→ GLn,O of O-group
schemes such that the fppf quotient GLn,O /G is quasi-affine, see [PR08, Proposition 1.3]. The cocharacter
λ0 : Gm →λ G ,→ GLn,O induces parabolic subgroup P 0 with Lie algebra Lie P 0 = (Lie GLn,O )λ0 ≥0 . The induced
map on fppf quotients P 0 /P → GLn,O /G is a monomorphism between finite type O-schemes, thus quasi-affine
by Zariski’s main theorem. By functoriality of the construction G 7→ GrG , we obtain a commutative diagram of
ind-(spatial Spd O-diamonds):
GrP
ι+
GrP 0

∼
=

(GrG )+

GrG

(GrGLn,O )+

GrGLn,O

(5.6)

Using Theorem 4.9, the map GrG → GrGLn,O is a closed immersion so that the square is Cartesian. This
proves the existence of ι+ . Furthermore, the displayed map GrP 0 → (GrGLn,O )+ is an isomorphism by [FS21,
Proposition VI.3.1]. As P 0 /P is quasi-affine, so GrP → GrP 0 is a locally closed immersion (compare with the
proof of [Zhu17b, Proposition 1.2.6] and [SW20, Lemma 19.1.5]), the map ι+ is necessarily a locally closed
immersion as well.
Now, part (2) is immediate from our construction and [FS21, Proposition VI.3.1] applied over Spd F . For
part (3), we observe that ι0 , ι+ are bijective on geometric points if G is special parahoric: by (2) for geometric
points lying over Spd F and by the Iwasawa decomposition [KP21, Section 3.3] for geometric points lying over
Spd k. As ι0 , ι+ are locally closed immersions, they must be isomorphisms, so (3) follows.
For (1), it remains to prove that ι0 , ι+ are open immersions for general parahoric group schemes G. For
this, we may and do assume that k is algebraically closed and observe that there are bijections of connected
components
∼
∼
=
=
π0 ((GrG )+ ) −→ π0 ((GrG )0 ) −→ π0 ((F`G )0 ),
(5.7)
where the first holds by general properties of Bialynicki-Birula maps (see the proof of [Ric19, Corollary 1.12])
and the second by proper base change as in the proof of Lemma 4.17. The fixed points (F`G )0 in the Witt vector
partial affine flag variety can be analyzed in analogy to [HR21, Section 4]: concretely, if Psc = Msc n U for
Msc being the corresponding parahoric model of Msc , then there is a disjoint union (on points) into connected
locally closed sub-ind-schemes
[
F`G =
Sw , Sw = Lk Psc · w
(5.8)
[w]
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where [w] runs through the double coset WM,af \W̃ /WG and w denotes the image of a representative under the
embedding W̃ /WG ,→ F`G . The image of F`P ,→ F`G consists of those Sw for [w] lying in WM,af \W̃M /WM .
Passing to fixed points, the image of F`M ,→ (F`G )0 is the union of the Lk Msc -orbits for these [w]. So the map
π0 (F`M ) → π0 ((F`G )0 ) identifies with the injection
(5.9)

WM,af \W̃M /WM ,→ WM,af \W̃ /WG .
CG0 ,

CG+ ,

We let
respectively
be the open and closed sub-v-sheaf of (GrG ) , respectively of (GrG ) , consisting of
those components belonging to im(π0 (F`M ) ,→ π0 (F`G )) under (5.7). Then the maps ι0 , ι+ factor through CG0 ,
respectively CG+ inducing locally closed immersions
0

GrM ,→ CG0 , GrP ,→ CG+ ,
that are bijective on geometric points, hence isomorphisms. The theorem is thus proven.

+

(5.10)


5.2. Semi-infinite orbits. We end this section with a study of the stratification (5.8). Throughout, we assume
that k = k̄ is algebraically closed so that F = F̆ and O = Ŏ. Note that the torus S is then maximal F -split. The
following lemma simplifies some arguments of [HR21, Theorem 6.12] and is used in the proof of Theorem 6.16
given in Section 6.5.
Lemma 5.3. For every w ∈ W̃ /WG , there is an O-cocharacter Gm → S ⊂ G such that for the induced strata
Sw ∩ F`G,w = {w}.
+
Proof. Up to changing the Iwahori L+
k I ⊂ Lk G, we may and do assume that the Iwahori–Schubert variety
◦
F`(I,G),w is a dense open of F`G,w . Notice that the closed complement of that dense open is stable under the
+
Gperf
m -action, so it follows that the connected component of the fixed point w in the attractor F`G cuts F`G,w
◦
inside F`(I,G),w .
The reduced word ẇ = s1 . . . sn determines a minimal gallery Γ = (a0 , a1 , . . . , an ), where ai = s1 . . . si (a),
going from the alcove a fixed by I(O) to its ẇ-conjugate. Let αi be the unique positive affine root such that
∂αi is the wall separating ai−1 and ai . We claim that
+
F`◦(I,G),w = L+
k Uα1 · . . . · Lk Uαn w.

(5.11)

This follows by expanding the Demazure twisted product, pulling across the simple reflections to the right,
compare with Proposition 4.5. Indeed, si−1 . . . s1 (αi ) is by construction the positive simple affine root attached
to si . We need to produce an O-cocharacter Gm → S whose induced Gperf
m -action repels every affine root group
L+ Uαi , because then it would also repel F`◦(I,G),w by (5.11). This follows now by [HN02, Corollary 5.6] but we
give below a quick proof for the reader’s convenience.
Consider the subset ΦG,w ⊂ ΦG of all euclidean roots a = ∇α which are gradients of the prescribed affine
root αi attached to Γ. If b denotes the barycenter of a, then by definition a(ẇb − b) < 0 is stricly negative for
a ∈ ΦG,w . In particular, ΦG,w consists entirely of negative B-roots where S ⊂ B ⊂ G is a Borel subgroup whose
closed Weyl chamber contains the vector ẇb − b. So we may take any B-dominant regular coweight Gm → S
which uniquely extends to the desired Gm → S because S is F -split.

Now assume that λ is regular. Then Mλ = T is a maximal torus, Pλ = B a Borel subgroup with unipotent
radical U defined over F . The stratification (5.8) becomes
[
F`G =
Sw , Sw = Lk U · w
(5.12)
w∈W̃ /WG

and the strata Sw are called semi-infinite orbits, compare with [FS21, Proposition VI.3.1]. Recall that there is
∞
a semi-infinite Bruhat order ≤ 2 on W̃ /WG defined by:
∞

v≤2 w

⇐⇒

∀ νI  0 : νI (π) · v ≤ νI (π) · w

(5.13)

where X∗ (T )I ⊂ W̃ , νI 7→ νI (π) is viewed as a subgroup using the Kottwitz morphism, see (3.19), and where
νI  0 means that νI is sufficiently B-dominant. This order was first introduced by Lusztig in [Lus80] and
depends on the F -Borel subgroup B attracted by λ.
Proposition 5.4. The ind-closure of Sw inside F`G is given by the perfect sub-ind-scheme whose geometric
∞
points factor through some Sv with v ≤ 2 w.
Proof. Let I → G be an auxiliary Iwahori model, fixed for the remainder of the proof. Suppose there is a curve
C ⊂ F`G containing v and whose complement C ◦ := C \ {v} is contained in Sw = Lk U · w. Now, notice that, for
sufficiently dominant νI , one gets the inclusion
νI (π) · C ◦ ⊂ L+
k I · νI (π) · w,

(5.14)

because conjugation by νI (π) moves any given perfect k-subscheme of Lk U inside the Iwahori loop group
∞
+
L+
≤ νI (π)w, and therefore v ≤ 2 w.
k I ⊂ Lk G. This implies the inequality νI (π)v
∞
Conversely, assume that the inequality v ≤ 2 w holds. By definition, for all sufficiently dominant translations
νI ∈ X∗ (T )I , the inequality νI (π) · w ≤ νI (π) · v holds in the Bruhat order. By enlarging νI if necessary, we may
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Q
assume the F`◦(I,G),νI (π)·w is of the form α∈Γ L+
k Uα · νI (π) · w where all of the α ∈ Γ have positive gradient.
There is a curve C in F`(I,G),νI (π)·w joining νI (π) · w to νI (π) · v since νI (π) · v ≤ νI (π) · w. By our assumption on
νI (π), we have C ◦ ⊂ SνI (π)·w for C ◦ := C ∩ F`◦(I,G),νI (π)·w . Now, the map tνI : F`(I,G),w → F`(I,G),νI (π)·w induced
by left translation with νI (π) is an isomorphism and hence induces Sw ∼
= SνI (π)·w . Then the curve t−1
νI (C) joins
−1 ◦
w to v, and tνI (C ) ⊂ Sw .

Next, we extend the equi-dimensionality of Mirković–Vilonen cycles [MV07, Theorem 3.2] (see also [Zhu17a,
Corollary 2.8] and [FS21, Corollary VI.3.8]) from split groups to twisted groups as follows. We continue to
assume that λ is regular and, additionally, that G is special parahoric. Then X∗ (T )I = W̃ /WG and (5.12)
becomes
[
F`G =
SνI , SνI = Lk U · νI (π).
(5.15)
νI ∈X∗ (T )I

If G is reductive, then F`G is the Witt vector affine Grassmannian studied in [Zhu17a]. So, in general, F`G can
be regarded as a twisted version when G is special parahoric. Indeed, F`G = colim F`G,µI where µI runs through
X∗ (T )I,+ , the image of the B-dominant cocharacters under the projection X∗ (T ) → X∗ (T )I equipped with the
induced dominance order and F`G,µI := F`G,µI (π) , as is usual notation for (twisted) affine Grassmannians. Also,
∞
the semi-infinite Bruhat order on X∗ (T )I specializes to the dominance relation, that is, νI0 ≤ 2 νI if and only
if νI − νI0 is a sum of coinvariants of positive roots with non-negative coefficients.
Lemma 5.5. For any νI ∈ X∗ (T )I , the intersection SνI ∩ F`G,µI is non-empty if and only if νI lies in the
WG -orbit of some µ0I ∈ X∗ (T )I,+ with µ0I ≤ µI . In this case, it is affine and equidimensional of dimension
hρG , ν + µi.
Here ρG ∈ X ∗ (T ) denotes the half sum of the B-positive roots. We note that the pairing hρG , ν + µi is
well-defined independently of the choice of lifts ν, µ ∈ X∗ (T ) of νI , µI because ρG is I-invariant.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. The map (F`G,µI )+ → F`G,µI induces an isomorphism (see Theorem 5.2)
G
∼
=
(F`G,µI )+ −→
SνI ∩ F`G,µI .

(5.16)

νI ∈X∗ (T )I

Under (F`G,µI )+ → (F`G,µI )0 , the component SνI ∩ F`G,µI contracts to {νI } = Spec(k). Thus, it is affine
because Bialynicki-Birula maps for schemes are affine by [Ric19, Corollary 1.12]. Also, (F`G,µI )0 identifies with
the constant scheme associated with the subset of νI ∈ X∗ (T )I lying in the WG -orbit of some µ0I ∈ X∗ (T )I,+
with µ0I ≤ µI . So only such νI contribute to (5.16), and as the Bialynicki-Birula map has a section, the non∞
emptiness criterion for SνI ∩ F`G,µI holds true. Furthermore, the union over all SνI0 ∩ F`G,µI with νI0 ≤ 2 νI is
a closed perfect subscheme by Proposition 5.4.
As noted in [FS21, Corollary VI.3.8], the affineness implies the dimension formula once we show that Sµanti
∩
I
anti
F`G,µI is a point where µI is the antidominant element in the WG -orbit of µI . This follows from the proof of
Lemma 5.3.

6. Nearby cycles of étale sheaves
6.1. Recollections. In [Sch17], Scholze constructs a category of étale sheaves
D(X, Λ) := Dét (X, Λ)

(6.1)

for all small v-stacks X. As coefficients Λ, we allow prime-to-p torsion rings or, by the adic formalism of [Sch17,
Section 26], an `-torsion free, complete `-adic ring for ` 6= p, or a ring of the form Λ = Λ0 [`−1 ] where Λ0 is as
in the previous case. In the final case, as this is not covered in [Sch17], we define the triangulated category
D(X, Λ) := D(X, Λ0 ) ⊗Λ0 Λ,

(6.2)

in analogy to the classical definition for schemes, for example, see [KW01, Appendix A]. The adic formalism
of [Sch17, Section 26] carries over to the categories (6.2). Finally, we also allow Λ to be a filtered colimit of
the aforementioned rings, with the obvious definition for the categories. This includes algebraic field extensions
L/Q` and their rings of integers OL .
The categories of étale sheaves are equipped with the usual six functors formalism: the endofunctors ⊗L ,
RH om and functors Rf∗ , f ∗ for a morphism f : X → Y of small v-stacks. If f is compactifiable and representable in locally spatial diamonds with dim.tr f < ∞, we dispose of the functors Rf! , Rf ! , completing the six
functor formalism.
In general, the categories D(X, Λ) and the six functors are rather inexplicit, constructed through v-descent
using Lurie’s ∞-categorical machinery. Nevertheless, whenever f : X → Y is a morphism between locally spatial
diamonds, then X and Y admit a well-defined étale site and Scholze’s operations are very closely related to the
operations that one can construct site-theoretically, see [Sch17, Proposition 14.15, Section 17].
When X and Y are locally spatial diamonds we say that an object A ∈ D(X, Λ) is ULA (=universally
locally acyclic) with respect to f if, for all locally spatial diamonds Y 0 → Y , the pullback A0 ∈ D(X 0 , Λ) is
overconvergent along the fibers of f 0 : X 0 = X ×Y Y 0 → Y 0 and R(f 0 ◦ j 0 )! j 0∗ A is perfect-constructible for all
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separated étale neighborhoods j 0 : U 0 → X 0 for which f 0 ◦ j 0 is quasi-compact, see [FS21, Definition IV.2.1]. If
Λ is `-adic as above, then a complex A ∈ D(X, Λ) is called perfect-constructible if A ⊗LΛ Λ/` is étale locally
perfect-constant after passing to a constructible stratification, equivalently A ⊗LΛ Λ/`n are so for all n ≥ 1.
Finally, if Λ = Λ0 [`−1 ] is as in (6.2), then an object in D(X, Λ) is called perfect-constructible if it admits a
Λ0 -lattice which is so. For X and Y more general v-stacks (and f : X → Y representable in locally spatial
diamonds), we call A ULA if it is ULA after any base change S → Y with S a locally spatial diamond.
Suppose X is a small v-stack proper and representable in spatial diamonds over a base S, and that X is
equipped with an action by G♦
m,S satisfying the conditions [FS21, Hypothesis IV.6.1.]. One can consider the
v-stacks

X ± = HomG♦
(A1 )±,♦ , X
(6.3)
m
which (by hypothesis) are represented by a finite partition of X into locally closed subsets. This also induces
♦
a partition of the fixed-point v-stack X 0 = X Gm into closed and open subsets. We have inclusion maps
q ± : X ± → X and projection maps p± : X ± → X 0 , from that we obtain the hyperbolic localization functor
0
LX/S : D(X/G♦
m,S , Λ) → D(X , Λ),

(6.4)

which can be expressed as R(p )! (q ) or equivalently as R(p )∗ R(q ) by [FS21, Theorem IV.6.5]. This
functor enjoys plenty of compatibilities, in analogy to [Ric19], which we will exploit to compute nearby cycles,
see [FS21, Propositions IV.6.12, IV.6.13, IV.6.14].
+

+ ∗

−

− !

6.2. Over C. We continue with the notation and denote by F/Qp a complete discretely valued field with ring
of integers O and perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0. Also, we fix a complete algebraic closure C/F ,
and a connected reductive F -group G.
In this section, we recall the structure of the categories of monodromic sheaves with bounded support
D(HkG,C , Λ)bd and D(GrG,C , Λ)mon,bd studied in [FS21, Section VI]. As in Section 5, for any cocharacter
λ : Gm → GC , we have the induced G♦
m -action on GrG,C , whose attractors only depend on the attracting
parabolic P ⊂ GC .
In particular, hyperbolic localization gives a constant terms functor
LGr

/

G C
CTP : D(HkG,C , Λ)bd → D(GrG,C , Λ)mon,bd −−−−
−→ D(GrM,C , Λ)

(6.5)

providing the main tool to effectively study the category of derived étale sheaves on HkG,C as in [FS21, Corollary
VI.3.5]. One of the crucial techniques is the following conservativity lemma [FS21, Proposition VI.4.2] whose
proof we sketch for convenience.
Lemma 6.1. Let T ⊂ B ⊂ GC be an arbitrary maximal torus and a Borel containing it.
D(HkG,C , Λ)bd vanishes if and only if CTB (A) ∈ D(GrT,C , Λ) does.

Then A ∈

Proof. The proof is done by considering a maximal strata where A is concentrated. This strata is of the form
[Spd C/(L+
C G)µ ] for the stabilizer of µ ∈ X∗ (T )+ . The attractor of GrG,C,µ at the anti-dominant coweight −µ
with respect to B is an isolated point. Using the R(p+ )! (q + )∗ -version of hyperbolic localization, we see that
the fiber of CTB over µ ∈ GrT agrees with pullback to this point.

This allows us to localize several properties of derived objects in D(HkG,C , Λ)bd . For instance, A is ULA if
and only if CTB (A) which, in turn, is equivalent to [µ]∗ A being a perfect object for all maps [µ] : Spd C → HkG
with µ ∈ X∗ (T ), see [FS21, Propositions VI.6.4, VI.6.5].
Next, we move to the natural perverse t-structure on D(HkG,C,µ , Λ)bd , see [FS21, Definition/Proposition
VI.7.1]. This is given in terms of the following subcategory
p

D≤0 (HkG,C , Λ)bd = {A ∈ D(HkG,C , Λ)bd : jµ∗ A ∈ D≤−h2ρ,µi },

(6.6)

which determines p D≥0 (HkG,C , Λ) uniquely. Intersecting these two, we get the category of perverse sheaves
Perv(HkG,C , Λ).
Thanks to [FS21, Proposition VI.7.4], the t-structure is preserved under and detected by CTB [degB ]. Here,
for any C-parabolic B ⊂ P with Levi quotient M , the degree is the locally constant function on GrP,C induced
by
degP (λ) = h2ρG − 2ρM , λi,
(6.7)
where λ ∈ X∗ (T ) is a coweight and ρM is the half-sum of all B-positive M -roots. The main geometric fact used
in the proof of [FS21, Proposition VI.7.4] is the equidimensionality of semi-infinite orbits.
When working with torsion coefficients, it is convenient to single out flat perverse sheaves, which are those
objects A such that for every Λ-module M the complex A ⊗LΛ M is perverse.
Definition 6.2. The Satake category Sat(HkG,C , Λ) is the full subcategory of flat ULA objects in Perv(HkG,C , Λ).
The Satake category is endowed with a monoidal product
? : Sat(HkG,C , Λ) × Sat(HkG,C , Λ) → Sat(HkG,C , Λ)

(6.8)

e G,C , see [FS21, Proposition VI.8.1]. Due to the fusion
arising from the convolution Hecke stack HkG,C ×Hk
interpretation [FS21, Definition/Proposition VI.9.4], the monoidal structure is naturally symmetric monoidal.
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Taking cohomology of the affine Grassmannian furnishes a fiber functor
(6.9)

F : Sat(HkG,C , Λ) → Rep(Λ)

to the category of Λ-finite locally free modules and the Tannakian formalism gives us an interpretation of these
categories in terms of a group of automorphisms.
Theorem 6.3 (Fargues–Scholze). The automorphism group of F is naturally isomorphic to the Langlands dual
b Λ formed over Λ.
group G
b Λ as combinatorially defined in terms of root data (a priori), or as its correct
One may regard the dual group G
natural definition (a posteriori). The cyclotomic twist in [FS21, Theorem VI.11.1] is not needed, because we
are working over the algebraically closed field C.
6.3. Over k̄. Let G be a parahoric O-model of G. In this section, we look at what happens with the geometric
special fiber Hecke v-stack HkG,k̄ = L+
G ♦ \Lk̄ G♦ /L+
G ♦ . We note that the categories of étale sheaves compare
k̄
k̄
well to their scheme-theoretic companions, see Proposition A.5.
We continue with the notation and, in addition, fix a maximal F̆ -split F -torus S ⊂ G containing a maximal
F -split torus (see [BT84, Proposition 5.1.10]) with centralizer T , which is a maximal F -torus inside G, such
that their connected Néron O-models S ⊂ T embed into G. Each parabolic subgroup P ⊂ GF̆ with Levi M
containing SF̆ extends to a diagram of O-group schemes M ← P → GŎ by taking flat closures. Again, choosing
a cocharacter λ : Gm → SŎ ⊂ GŎ with M = Mλ and P = Pλ+ , the formalism of Section 5 applies to define
♦
G♦
m -actions on the pro-smooth cover GrG,k̄ = F`G,k̄ . This gives rise to constant term functors
CTP : D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd → D(F`0,♦
, Λ)bd ,
G,k̄

(6.10)

not depending on the choice of λ such that M = Mλ and P = Pλ+ . Here, the fixed points F`0G,k̄ contain F`M,k̄
as an open and closed sub-ind-scheme by Theorem 5.2, but are strictly bigger unless GŎ is special parahoric.
As in the previous section, we analyse the key properties ULA, flatness and perversity. The crucial step is
the following conservativity result.
Proposition 6.4. An object A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd vanishes if and only if CTB (A) does for every F̆ -Borel SF̆ ⊂
B ⊂ GF̆ .
Proof. Just like in Lemma 6.1, we argue on a maximal strata of HkG,k̄ where A does not vanish, say one indexed
by some w. In this case, by Lemma 5.3 there is a choice of F̆ -Borel B for which the associated attractor intersects
F`G,k̄,w in an isolated point. In this case, CTB agrees with pullback to this point.

Definition 6.5. An object A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd is ULA whenever its pullback to F`♦
is ULA over Spd k̄.
G,k̄,w
A priori, this notion depends on the choice of left or right trivialization, but it follows a posteriori from
Proposition 6.7 that it does not, see [FS21, Proposition VI.6.2]. The ULA property interacts very well with
constant terms:
Proposition 6.6. If A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd is ULA, then so is CTP (A). Conversely, if CTB (A) is ULA for all
Borel subgroups SF̆ ⊂ B ⊂ GF̆ , then so is A.
Proof. Abusing notation, we also call A the pullback of this object to F`♦
. By [FS21, Theorem IV.2.23], to
G,k̄
prove that for B = A or B = CTP (A), the object B is ULA it is enough to show that
p∗1 D(B) ⊗ p∗2 B → RH om(p∗1 B, Rp!2 B)

(6.11)

is an isomorphism. Now, for any pair of flat closures of parabolics P1 and P2 a direct computation (using
properties of hyperbolic localization, cf. the proof of [FS21, Proposition VI.6.4]) shows that
CTP1 ×P2 (p∗1 D(A) ⊗ p∗2 A) = p∗1 D(CTP − (A)) ⊗ p∗2 CTP2 (A)

(6.12)

CTP1 ×P2 (RH om(p∗1 A, Rp!2 A)) = RH om(p∗1 (CTP − (A), Rp!2 CTP2 (A)))

(6.13)

1

and that
1

where P1− is opposite to P1 . In the forward direction, it is enough to use this for P1 = P − and P2 = P. For the
converse, we let K denote the cone of Equation (6.11). By the conservativity of Proposition 6.4, it is enough to
prove CTB1 ,B2 (K) = 0 for all B1 , B2 since these exhaust the Borel subgroups of of GF̆ × GF̆ . But this follows
from the computation above, [FS21, Proposition IV.2.19] and the hypothesis that CTB1 (A) is ULA.

We prove that ULA sheaves admit an easy description in terms of restrictions to Schubert strata:
Proposition 6.7. The following are equivalent for an object A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd :
(1) A is ULA.
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(2) For all strata of A pullback along [w] : Spd k̄ → HkG,k̄ is a perfect complex17 in
D(Spd k̄, Λ) = D(Λ).

(6.14)

Dcons (F`G,k̄ , Λ)bd ⊂ D(F`♦
, Λ)ula,bd ,
G,k̄

(6.15)

(3) The pullback to F`♦
lies in
G,k̄

where Dcons (F`G,k̄ , Λ)bd is the category of perfect-constructible Λ-sheaves with bounded support on the
ind-scheme F`G,k̄ and the inclusion is the one constructed in [Sch17, Section 27].
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from Proposition A.5, and the fact that the equivalence in Proposition A.5 is compatible with pullback to F`G , respectively to F`♦
G or to strata.
Let jw denote the inclusion of the strata in HkG,k̄ corresponding to w. For proving that (2) implies (1) one
can, as in [FS21, Proposition VI.6.5], reduce to showing that R(jw )! Λ is ULA (for each w). But their pullback
to F`G,k̄ are clearly algebraic and by Proposition A.1 they are also ULA, see also [FS21, Proposition IV.2.30].
Alternatively one can use the Demazure resolution, compare with [FS21, Proposition VI.5.7].
For the converse implication, we induct on the number of strata where A does not vanish and consider the
∗
cone of R(jw )! jw
A → A for a maximal strata w. Indeed, pullback by open immersion preserves being ULA
∗
by [FS21, Proposition VI.2.13.(i)]. Then we apply [FS21, Proposition VI.4.1] to see that jw
A ∈ D(HkG,k̄,µ , Λ)
∗
has a perfect stalk, and use that R(jw )! (jw A) is ULA, by the proven (2) implies (1). Then we can conclude by
induction.

Arguing as in [FS21, Definition/Proposition VI.7.1], we can define a perverse t-structure.
Definition 6.8. The perverse t-structure on HkG,k̄ is the only such that
∗
D≤0 (HkG,k̄ , Λ) = {A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ) : jw
A ∈ D≤−l(w) (HkG,k̄ , Λ)},

(6.16)

!
D≥0 (HkG,k̄ , Λ) = {A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ) : Rjw
A ∈ D≥−l(w) (HkG,k̄ , Λ)}.

(6.17)

p

respectively
p

Perverse sheaves
Perv(HkG,k̄ , Λ) = p D≤0 (HkG,k̄ , Λ) ∩ p D≥0 (HkG,k̄ , Λ)
are the heart of the t-structure. Such an A is flat perverse if in addition A
Λ-modules M .

⊗LΛ

(6.18)

M is in Perv(HkG,k̄ , Λ) for all

We note that, in general, there cannot be any degree shifts such that CTP [degP ] preserves the perverse
t-structure, due to lack of parity. But, we define
degP (λI ) = h2ρG − 2ρM , λi

(6.19)

for translation elements λI ∈ X∗ (T )I . This is useful for the following result:
Proposition 6.9. Assume that GŎ is special parahoric, and let A ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ). Then A is perverse if and
only if CTB (A)[degB ] ∈ Perv(F`♦
, Λ) for all Borel subgroups SF̆ ⊂ B ⊂ GF̆ . The same applies to the flat
T ,k̄
objects.
Proof. It suffices to follow the proof of [FS21, Proposition VI.7.4]. For preserving the t-structure, we use the fact
that the non-empty intersections Sk̄,λI ∩ F`G,k̄,νI are equidimensional of dimension h2ρG , λ + νi, see Lemma 5.5.
The converse then follows from Proposition 6.4.

In particular, it is now permitted to introduce the Satake category at special level. Notice that there is no
hope of such a well-behaved class of objects to exist at arbitrary level, because the quotient W̃ /WG carries no
natural abelian structure.
Definition 6.10. Let GŎ be special parahoric. Then the Satake category Sat(HkG,k̄ , Λ) is the full subcategory
of Perv(HkG,k̄ , Λ) comprised of flat ULA objects.
This category lies within the category of perverse sheaves Perv(Hksch
G,k̄ , Λ) on the schematic Hecke stack
+
+
Hksch
=
L
G\L
G/L
G
by
Proposition
6.7
and
Section
A
for
the
comparison
with sheaves on schematic
k̄
G,k̄
k̄
k̄
v-stacks. It carries moreover a monoidal structure given by convolution ?.
17If Λ = Λ [`−1 ] as in (6.2), then we require the pullback to arise as the ` localization of a perfect complex over Λ .
0
0
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6.4. Over OC . Let f : X → Spec(OC ) be a scheme of finite presentation over OC and denote by j the inclusion
Xη ,→ X of the generic fiber. In [HS21, Theorem 1.7], Hansen and Scholze prove that the pullback functor
(6.20)

j ∗ : D(X, Λ) → D(Xη , Λ)

restricts to an equivalence between f -ULA and fη -ULA objects. In the setup of diamonds, the argument for
full faithfulness is the same as was explained to us by Scholze, and it consists of proving the adjunction map
A → Rj∗ j ∗ A is an isomorphism.
Lemma 6.11. Let X be a small v-sheaf over Spd(OC ) representable in locally spatial diamonds, compactifiable
and of finite trascendence degree. Let A ∈ D(X, Λ) be ULA for the structure map to Spd(OC ). Then A →
Rj∗0 j 0∗ A is a isomorphism, where j 0 : Xη → X and j : Spd(C) → Spd(OC ) denote the inclusion of generic
fibers.
Proof. By hypothesis j 0∗ A is ULA with respect to Spd(C). In particular, by [FS21, Proposition IV.2.19] the
map
j 0∗ A ⊗LΛ Λ ∼
(6.21)
= RH om(DXη / Spd(C) (j 0∗ A), Rfη! Λ)
is an isomorphism. Since j 0 is an open immersion j 0∗ = Rj 0! and DXη / Spd(C) (j 0∗ A) = j 0∗ DX/ Spd(OC ) (A) as
follows from [Sch17, Theorem 1.8.(v)]. We get
Rj∗0 j 0∗ A ∼
= Rj∗0 RH om(j 0∗ DX/ Spd(OC ) (A), Rfη! Λ)
∼
RH om(DX/ Spd(OC ) (A), Rj∗0 Rfη! Λ)
=
∼
RH om(DX/ Spd(O ) (A), Rf ! Rj∗ Λ)
=

(6.22)

C

the result now follows from the identity Λ = Rj∗ Λ and double duality for ULA sheaves.



In particular, a fη -ULA object A comes from a f -ULA object if and only if Rj∗ j ∗ A is f -ULA.
Below, we prove essential surjectivity for HkG,OC , the Hecke stack over Spd OC . For hyperspecial parahoric
G, this is [FS21, Corollary VI.6.7]. Before doing this, recall that hyperbolic localization allows us to define again
a constant term functors
CTP : D(HkG,OC , Λ)bd → D(Gr0G,OC , Λ)bd .
(6.23)
By [FS21, Proposition IV.6.12], there is a natural equivalence
CTP ◦RjG,∗ ∼
(6.24)
= RjM,∗ ◦ CTP ,
with jG , jM denoting the inclusion of the respective generic fibers. Now, we can probe integral ULA objects.
Proposition 6.12. Consider the inclusion of Hecke stacks j : HkG,C → HkG,OC . There is an equivalence
(6.25)

j ∗ : D(HkG,OC , Λ)bd,ula → D(HkG,C , Λ)bd,ula ,
whose inverse functor is Rj∗ .

Proof. Suppose A ∈ D(HkG,C , Λ)bd,ula , it suffices to prove Rj∗ A ∈ D(HkG,OC , Λ)bd,ula . Let B denote the
pullback of A to GrG,OC , which by definition is ULA. By smooth base change, Rj∗ A pulls back to Rj∗ B (here
we implicitly use [FS21, Proposition VI.4.1]). By [FS21, Theorem IV.2.23], we must show
(6.26)

p∗1 D(Rj∗ B) ⊗ p∗2 Rj∗ B → RH om(p∗1 Rj∗ B, Rp!2 Rj∗ B)

is an isomorphism. Let K denote the cone of this map. By assumption, and since j = Rj , this map is
an isomorphism on the generic fiber. Consequently, K = i∗ L for some L ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd and the inclusion
i : HkG,k̄ → HkG,OC . We may use the conservativity result Proposition 6.4 to prove L = 0. This reduces us
to proving that CTB (Rj∗ A) = Rj∗ CTB (A) is ULA for all Borel subgroups SF̆ ⊂ B ⊂ GF̆ . Now, the fixedpoint locus Gr0G,OC of the action induced by B is ind-representable by a locally finite type scheme over OC of
relative dimension 0. We call this scheme X and let h : Xη → X the inclusion of generic fibers. By inspection,
D(Gr0G,OC , Λ) ∼
= D(X, Λ) and D(Gr0G,C , Λ) ∼
= D(Xη , Λ). In particular Rj∗ ∼
= c∗X Rh∗ RcXη ,∗ with notation as in
[Sch17, Section 27]. By [HS21, Theorem 1.7], Rh∗ preserves ULA objects, which allows us to conclude the same
holds for Rj∗ .

∗

!

6.5. Nearby cycles. We can now look at the nearby cycles functor
ΨG := i∗ Rj∗ : D(HkG,C , Λ)bd → D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd ,

(6.27)

Arising from the diagram
j

(6.28)

i

HkG,C −
→ HkG,OC ←
− HkG,k̄
of geometric fibers inclusions of the integral Hecke stack.
Proposition 6.13. The functor of nearby cycles lies in a natural equivalence
CTP [deg ] ◦ ΨG ∼
= ΨM ◦ CTP [deg ],
P

that is, it commutes with shifted constant term functors.

P

(6.29)
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Proof. Without the shift, this is a direct consequence of [FS21, Proposition IV.6.12]. Using Theorem 5.2, this
also shows that CTP ◦ΨG is supported on the open and closed sub-v-sheaf F`M,k̄ ⊂ F`0G,k̄ . So the shifts agree
by definition.

Surprisingly, this commutativity property delivers us a lot of control on the values assumed by ΨG on the
Satake category.
Corollary 6.14. Nearby cycles ΨG restrict to a functor
D(HkG,C , Λ)bd,ula → D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd,ula

(6.30)

and, if G is furthermore special parahoric, then it even restricts to
Sat(HkG,C , Λ) → Sat(HkG,k̄ , Λ)

(6.31)

between the Satake categories.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.6 and Proposition 6.9.



Let us examine the nearby cycles ΨG (Sat(V )) applied to a Satake object Sat(V ) ∈ Sat(HkG,C , Λ) correspondb Λ -representation V with µ as its highest weight. Given an F -Borel B ⊂ G, the commutativity of
ing to a G
Proposition 6.13 yields
 M
CTB [degB ] ΨG (Sat(V )) =
V (λI ) · λI ,
(6.32)
λI

b Λ -representation is regarded as a TbI -representation by restriction. Here, we use that (by
where now the G
Λ
construction) the constant term functor corresponds via geometric Satake to restriction of representations, see
[FS21, Section VI.11]. In particular, we get:
b Λ -representation V with highest weight µ, the compactly supported cohomology groups
Corollary 6.15. For a G

Hlc Sk̄,w ∩ F`G,k̄,w , ΨG (Sat(V ))
(6.33)
vanish for all l ∈ Z unless F`G,k̄,w ⊂ AG,k̄,µ .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.12.



We are now finally ready to compute the special fiber of the local model.
♦
Theorem 6.16. There is an equality A♦
G,µ = MG,µ,kE as sub-v-sheaves of F`G,kE .

Proof. By specializing the orbit of µ under the finite Weyl group, it is easy to see that A♦
G,µ is contained in
the special fiber of MG,µ . By Corollary 6.15, it is thus enough to prove that for a maximal stratum in MG,k̄,µ
bΛ enumerated by w, we have Hlc (Sk̄,w ∩ F`G,k̄,w , A) 6= 0 for some l ∈ Z and for A := ΨG (Sat(V )) for some G
representation V with highest weight µ. Using induction on µ, we may and do assume that w lies in the open
♦
complement of the closed union of MG,OC ,λ for all λ < µ. Indeed, if λ < µ, then A♦
G,λ ⊂ AG,µ . By Lemma 5.3,
our Borel subgroup SF̆ ⊂ B ⊂ GF̆ can always be chosen such that w is an isolated point of the attractor F`+
G,k̄,w
so that H∗c (Sk̄,w ∩ F`G,k̄,w , A) = H∗ ({w}, A) =: Aw is the stalk of A at w.
Consider X = MG,OC ,µ ×Spd OC U where U denotes the analytic locus of the open unit ball D♦
OC . Let
g : XC ,→ X be the inclusion of the generic fiber. Let K denote a completed algebraic closure of k((t)). We
may choose a Spd(K)-valued point w of X that lies over w. It suffices to prove Aw is not identically 0. Since
U is smooth over Spd OC , the smooth base-change theorem and our inductive assumption on w allows us to
compute
Aw = (Rg∗ Λ[h2ρ, µi])w ,
(6.34)
where V is chosen to have weight multiplicity 1 at µ. Since XC , X and K ♦ are locally spatial diamonds, we
may compute the right-side term site-theoretically. Letting l := −h2ρ, µi, we have
Hl (Aw ) = limW H0 (WC , Λ)

(6.35)

where W ranges over étale neighborhoods of w in X. By Remark 4.15 and openness of X → MG,OC ,µ , the
generic fiber XC is dense in X which proves that the above expression does not vanish.

6.6. Centrality of nearby cycles. In the classical theory, say, over function fields, it is known that nearby
cycles on Hecke stacks give central perverse sheaves on partial affine flag varieties, see [Gai01]. Centrality holds
true in our context as well:
Proposition 6.17. For every A ∈ D(HkG,C , Λ) and B ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ) with bounded support, there is a canonical
isomorphism
ΨG (A) ? B ∼
(6.36)
= B ? ΨG (A)
in D(HkG,k̄ , Λ).
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Proof. We can repeat the proof of [Zhu14, Proposition 7.4] in our context:
Similar to [FS21, Definition/Proposition VI.9.4], we work with the convolution integral Hecke stack
(6.37)

1 ,...,Ik
HkI;I
→ (Spd O)I ,
G

+
where I = I1 t . . . t Ik is a finite partitioned index set. It parametrizes G-bundles E0 , . . . , Ek over BdR
together
with isomorphisms of Ej−1 and Ej outside the reunion of the divisors ξi for all i ∈ Ij . We fix I := {1, 2} and
drop it from the notation. There are three ordered partitions {1} t {2}, {2} t {1} and {1, 2}, leading to the
diagram of v-sheaves:
{1},{2}

HkG

|Spd OC

m

{1,2}

HkG

n

|Spd OC

p

{2},{1}

HkG

|Spd OC

(6.38)

q
HkG,OC × HkG,k̄

The diagram arises by base change along the map Spd OC → (Spd O)2 induced by the divisor π = 0 in
the second coordinate. The maps m, n are the natural projections given by remembering E0 and E2 , and are
ind-proper, as one sees by pulling back to the convolution affine Grassmannian, combine Theorem 4.9 with
the proof of [SW20, Proposition 20.4.1]. The maps p, q are given by sending (E0 , E1 , E2 ) to the ordered pair
((E0 , E1 ), (E1 , E2 )), respectively ((E1 , E2 ), (E0 , E1 )), and are pro-(cohomologically smooth) because L+
O G → Spd O
is so. More precisely, one passes to a bounded part and factors the action of L+
G
through
a
congruence
quotient.
O
Furthermore, the maps m, n are convolution maps in the special fiber and induce isomorphisms over the
generic fiber such that (6.38) commutes. The commutativity yields a canonical isomorphism by using adjunctions
Rmη,∗ p∗ (A  B) ∼
(6.39)
= Rnη,∗ q ∗ (A  B),
η

η

which will induce the desired isomorphism (6.36) upon applying the nearby cycles for the family HkG |Spd OC .
Indeed, since (Rj∗ A)  B is ULA by Proposition 6.12 and [FS21, Corollary IV.2.25] for outer tensor products, it
is still ULA after cohomologically smooth pullback along p, q and proper pushforward along m, n (here, we use
that the support of A, B is bounded). Thus, (6.39) canonically extends integrally yielding (6.36) after restriction
to the special fiber.

{1,2}

The following would be a natural reinforcement of the previous proposition to also preserving perversity. For
schemes, nearby cycles always preserve perversity [HS21, Lemma 6.3]. In our setting, this is not immediate and
would transport Gaitsgory’s central functor [Gai01] to the p-adic context.
Conjecture 6.18. For every A ∈ D(HkG,C , Λ), the Λ-flat central sheaf ΨG (A) ∈ D(HkG,k̄ , Λ)bd,ula is perverse.
By a combination of Corollary 6.14 and Proposition 6.17, we know that Conjecture 6.18 holds true whenever
GŎ is special parahoric. Also, using the representability in Theorem 1.1 and a comparison with schematic nearby
cycles (see [Sch17, Proposition 27.6.]), the conjecture holds true whenever µ is minuscule. In general, we lack
tools to verify Conjecture 6.18 – shifted constant terms appear to be insufficient – but one still expects some
form of Artin vanishing to hold in this very particular context of the Hecke stack.
7. Minuscule means representable
Our goal in this section is to prove the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture on minuscule18 local models [SW20,
Conjecture 21.4.1] as stated in Theorem 1.1. Its main feature is the representability part, see [Lou20, Conjecture
IV.4.18], which we verify without any assumption on the prime p or the pair (G, µ), thereby showing the existence
sch ♦ ∼
of weakly normal projective OE -schemes Msch
G,µ with natural, equivariant isomorphisms (MG,µ ) = MG,µ in all
cases.
As for their geometry, we show under Assumption 1.9 and Assumption 1.13 that the special fiber is given by
Acan
G,µ , in particular reduced and even weakly normal. This implies the geometry part of the Scholze–Weinstein
conjecture under those assumptions, see [Lou20, Conjecture IV.4.19].
Recall that our strategy for representability involves specializations triples. Since explicitly calculating the
specialization map seems very hard, we need to consider convolutions of local models, so as to partially resolve
MG,µ and understand their integral sections better.
7.1. Convolution. We continue to denote by F/Qp a complete discretely valued field with ring of integers O
and perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0. Fix a completed algebraic closure C/F , and a connected
reductive F -group G with parahoric O-model G. Also, we fix an auxiliary maximal F̆ -split F -torus S ⊂ G
whose connected Néron model S embeds in G, see [BT84, Proposition 5.10], and denote by T its centralizer
with connected Néron model T ⊂ G. Additionally, we fix an auxiliary F̆ -Borel TF̆ ⊂ B ⊂ GF̆ .
When proving the representability of the v-sheaf local models, it is not difficult to reduce to the case that G is
the Weil restriction of a split group, see proof of Theorem 7.21. In this case, it will be helpful to partially resolve
18Recall that this is sharp, due to the theory of Banach-Colmez spaces, see Proposition 4.8.
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the local model via convolution. We recall that the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian admits the following
convolution variant
+
+
e . . . ×Gr
e G := LO G ×LO G · · · ×LO G GrG → Spd O,
GrG ×
(7.1)
which, in terms of torsors, parametrizes successive modifications of G-torsors together with a generic trivialization of the last. It admits natural closed sub-v-sheaves
(7.2)

e . . . ×M
e G,µn ,
MG,µ• := MG,µ1 ×

for any sequence µ• = (µ1 , . . . , µn ) of BC -dominant coweights µi of TC , after base change to Spd OE , where E
is the reflex field of µ• . We will still call them (convolution) local models for simplicity. More precisely, denote
+
by M^
G-torsor over MG,OC ,µi . Then
G,OC ,µi the preimage in LOC G of MG,OC ,µi ⊂ GrG,OC , which is an L
OC

MG,OC ,µ• = M^
G,OC ,µ1 ×

L+
O G
C

··· ×

L+
O G
C

+

(7.3)

LO G
C
M^
MG,µn .
G,OC ,µ2 ×

This presentation is not “minimal” in the following sense: Namely, given a contracted product X × Y in any
topos and a normal subgroup N ⊂ H acting trivially on Y , then the natural map
H

X ×H Y → X/N ×H/N Y
is an isomorphism. Hence, in (7.3) we may replace L+
OC G by some sufficiently large congruence quotient, and
accordingly the torsors M^
G,OC ,µi by their pushforwards to these congruence quotients. Let us note that the
multiplication
MG,OC ,µ• → GrG,OC
has image MG,OC ,|µ• | with |µ• | := µ1 + . . . + µn , and can therefore be regarded as a (partial) resolution of the
latter. Regarding the structure of the convoluted local models, we can record the following.
Lemma 7.1. The convoluted local model MG,µ• is a proper, flat p-adic kimberlite over Spd OE with topologically
dense generic fiber.
Proof. In order to prove that MG,µ• is a proper flat p-adic kimberlite, we must first show that this proper
+
v-sheaf is v-formalizing. Replace the universal L+
OC G-torsors by the corresponding WOC G-torsors, see [Gle20,
Definition 2.2.14] and denote by Mfor
G,OC ,µ• the corresponding convolution. The natural map
(7.4)

Mfor
G,OC ,µ• → MG,OC ,µ•

is an isomorphism because both v-sheaves are qcqs and have the same geometric points, compare with [Gle20,
Proposition 2.2.27]. It is now easy to show that it is formally separated and formally adic, with representable
special fiber, see Proposition 7.2. Via projection to the first factor we have a map
(7.5)

MG,OC ,µ• → MG,OC ,µ1 ,

^
which splits after pullback to M^
G,OC ,µ1 into the projection of the product MG,OC ,µ1 ×Spd OC MG,OC ,(µ2 ,...,µn ) .
+
Hence, after replacing LOC G (and hence M^
G,OC ,µ1 ) by a sufficiently large congruence quotient, we can deduce
that MG,OC ,µ• has dense generic fiber by induction on n, Proposition 4.14 and preservation of closures under
open maps.

From now on, we will always consider sequences of minuscule dominant coweights µ• = (µ1 , . . . , µn ) whose
sum
|µ• | = µ1 + · · · + µn
(7.6)
is still minuscule. Basically, this means that the support of each µi lies in disjoint irreducible components of
the Dynkin diagram. We say that a coweight is tiny if it is minuscule and its support is contained in at most
one irreducible component.
Proposition 7.2. Both fibers of MG,OC ,µ• → Spd OC are representable. More precisely, we have isomorphisms
♦
♦
♦
∼
MG,OC ,µ• |Spd C ∼
× · · · × FG,C,µ
,
= FG,C,µ
= FG,C,µ
•
1
n

and also

(7.7)
(7.8)

MG,OC ,µ• |Spd k̄ ∼
= A♦
G,µ• ,
e . . . ×A
e G,µn .
where on the right we mean the convolution AG,µ1 ×

Proof. The description of the generic fiber via convolution is formal, and it is formal (using Theorem 6.16) that
♦
MG,OC ,µ• |Spd k is the convolution of the A♦

G,µi . Using Lemma A.3 this convolution identifies with AG,µ• .
>i,♦
We are aiming to carefully write down certain “minimal” Gad,O
-torsors Mtor
G,OC ,µi → MG,OC ,µi for some
C
>i
associated smooth connected groups Gad,OC , such that
>1,♦
Gad,O

Mtor
G,OC ,µ1 ×

C

··· ×

>i−1,♦
Gad,O
C

Mtor
G,OC ,µi ×

>i,♦
Gad,O

C

··· ×

>n−1,♦
Gad,O
C

Mtor
G,OC ,µn

>i
recovers the convolution local model MG,OC ,µ• . We begin by introducing the group schemes Gad,O
.
C

(7.9)
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Lemma 7.3. Let µ>i = µi+1 + · · · + µn and let G>i
ad,C be the quotient of GC by the intersection of all conjugates
of Pµ−>i . Then, G>i
acts
faithfully
on
F
.
G,C,µ
>i
ad,C
>i
>i
Furthermore, if we let Gad,O
be
the
unique
fppf quotient19 of Gad,OC with generic fiber G>i
ad,C , then Gad,OC
C
acts on MG,OC ,µ>i , and its fibers are smooth, affine, connected with trivial center.
Proof. The claims on G>i
ad,C follow from Lemma 7.1. The smooth group scheme quotient with the asserted
properties obviously exist, due to [BT84, Proposition 1.7.6], and it clearly inherits connected fibers. The
generic fiber is clearly adjoint: apply semi-simplicity of Gad . However, it is more delicate to show that the
special fiber is adjoint.
Assume without loss of generality (Proposition 4.16) that G = ResF 0 /F G0 is an adjoint F -simple group with
0
G absolutely simple, and F 0 a finite field extension of F . Let G 0 be that parahoric over F 0 associated with G.
Then, a simple calculation reveals that
0
G >i = ResAi /OC GA
,
(7.10)
i
where Ai is the finite OC -algebra obtained as the image of OF 0 ⊗O OC in the product of those copies of C
indexed by the support of µ>i . Indeed, this smooth connected group scheme has the desired universal property
and its special fiber is adjoint by [CGP15, Proposition A.5.15 (1)]. (Notice that the reducedness hypothesis is
superfluous for calculating the center.)

Now, we come to the definition of the torsors.
+
>i
♦
Definition 7.4. The v-sheaf Mtor
G,OC ,µi is defined as the pushforward to (Gad,OC ) of the natural LOC G-torsor
M^
G,OC ,µi over MG,OC ,µi .

One might expect, just like in Theorem 7.21, that these torsors have natural algebraic models over the ring
of integers of some reflex field and this will be an integral part of our strategy. Since the fibers are relatively
easy to understand by the Demazure resolution, we now focus on the behavior over a certain GOC -semi-orbit.
Recall that for any λ ∈ W0 ·µ, where W0 is the Weyl group of (G, S), the induced point [λ] : Spd C → GrG,C,µ
uniquely extends to a point [λ] : Spd OC → MG,OC ,µ by properness of v-sheaf local models.
Definition 7.5. Let M◦G,µ ⊂ MG,µ be the unique sub-v-sheaf whose base change M◦G,OC ,µ ⊂ MG,OC ,µ to
Spd OC is given by the finite (non-disjoint) reunion
[
♦
M◦G,OC ,µ =
GO
· [λ].
(7.11)
C
λ∈W0 ·µ

We recall that the elements λ ∈ W0 · µ are the rational conjugates of µ in X∗ (T ) and correspond to the open
Schubert orbits in the µ-admissible locus, see the discussion after Definition 3.11. Also, it is easy to see and
left to the reader that the definition of M◦G,µ does not depend on the choice of the auxiliary maximal F̆ -split
F -torus S ⊂ G whose connected Néron model S embeds in G. The stabilizer of rational conjugates [λ] is actually
representable and well behaved.
Lemma 7.6. Let Pλ− be the flat closure in GOC of the repeller parabolic Pλ− ⊂ GC defined by λ. Then
♦
(1) Pλ−,♦ is the GO
-fixer of λ inside MG,OC ,µ .
C
−
(2) Pλ → Spec(OC ) is smooth affine with connected fibers.

Proof. By topological flatness, it is clear that Pλ−,♦ fixes λ. For dimension reasons, the special fiber of Pλ− is
equal to the fixer in GOC of λI in the affine flag variety F`G,k̄ , which in particular shows that the special fiber
of Pλ− is connected. Having described the special fiber of Pλ− , we see that all (K, K + )-valued points of the
♦
GO
-fixer of λ inside MG,OC ,µ actually belong to the closed subgroup Pλ−,♦ , so it necessarily lies in that closed
C
subgroup.
It suffices now to verify smoothness20 of Pλ− . By [BT84, Corollaire 2.2.5], we can do this by restricting to
the flat closures of a-root groups of Pλ− with respect to the (non-maximal) split torus SC . Using the structure
of Ua ⊂ G defined over O, we see that this amounts to check that the morphism
ResB/A A1 → ResC/A A1

(7.12)

induced by a surjection B → C of finite free A-algebras is a smooth cover. Indeed, the a-root group of Pλ−
decomposes scheme-theoretically as a product of fibers of such morphisms.

>i,♦
♦
We want to uniquely characterize the left GO
-equivariant right GO
-torsor
C
C
tor
◦
Mtor,◦
G,OC ,µi := MG,OC ,µi ×MG,OC ,µi MG,OC ,µi .

(7.13)

For this, we use the following abstract statement.
19Beware that the morphism of parahoric group schemes G → G
ad is not always an fppf surjection.
20Observe that the conjugation action of λ on G does not always extend to G
C
OC , so we are not in the presence of a repeller

subgroup.
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Lemma 7.7. Let X be any topos, and let J, A ∈ X be group objects. Let Z := J/P be an orbit for J.
(1) The groupoid of left J-equivariant right A-torsors T over Z is equivalent to the groupoid of right Atorsors S over a terminal object equipped with a morphism of groups ϕT : P → AutA (S), with equivalence
given by sending a T to the fiber S := T1·P of 1 · P ∈ Z with its action by P .
(2) If P is self-normalizing, then for each left J-equivariant right A-torsor f : T →Z each morphism σ : T →
T , which is equivariant for J and A, is automatically a morphism of left J-equivariant right A-torsors,
that is, f ◦ σ = f . If furthermore ϕT has trivial centralizer, then σ = id.
Note that if S is trivial, then AutA (S) ∼
= A.
Proof. For (1), it suffices to note that an inverse is given by sending a pair (S, P → AutA (S)) to the contracted
product J ×P S. For (2), one notes that by A-equivariance σ descents to an J-equivariant morphism of Z. As
P is self-normalizing, this morphism must be the identity.

>i,♦
♦
We can therefore conclude that the left GO
-equivariant GO
-right torsor Mtor,◦
G,OC ,µi is governed by certain
C
C
morphisms of groups
>i
Pλ♦i → (Gad,O
)♦
C

(7.14)

for all rational conjugates λi of µi by applying Lemma 7.7. In our situation, the generic fiber of
is
quite well-understood, and thus we will apply the following general result describing extensions of a given left
equivariant right torsor.
Mtor,◦
G,OC ,µi

Lemma 7.8. We use the notation of Lemma 7.7. Furthermore, let Y ∈ X be any object, and denote by a
subscript (-)Y the base change to Y . Assume that Te → ZY is a left JY -equivariant right AY -torsor with
e ϕ e : PY → AutA (S)).
e
associated tuple (S,
Then the groupoid of pairs of a left J-equivariant right A-torsors
Y
T
∼
e
T over Z with an isomorphism TY = T identifies with the groupoid of following data: S an A-torsor over a
e and a morphism of groups ϕ : P → AutA (S) such that ϕY
terminal object of X, an identification γ : SY ∼
= S,
e induced by γ.
agrees with ϕTe under the identification AutAY (SY ) ∼
= AutAY (S)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 7.7.



In our case, the A-torsors Se ∼
= AY ×Z , S ∼
= AZ we are interested in are trivial, and the morphism A(X) → A(Y )
e ) ⊂ Te (Y ) we get thus an
is injective. Then ϕ is determined by γ (and ϕTe ), and after fixing a section z ∈ S(Y
injection from isomorphism classes of pairs (T , TY ∼
= Te ) to A(Y )/A(X) by sending (T , TY ∼
= Te ) to the class of
−1
z yY ∈ A(Y )/A(X), where y ∈ S(X) ⊂ T (Y ) is any section. If ϕTe has trivial centralizer, the groupoid of such
pairs is equivalent to the groupoid of left J-equivariant right A-torsors T over Z, which are isomorphic to Te
over Y (but we do not fix such an isomorphism).
♦
>i
Applying these considerations to the orbits in M◦G,OC ,µi with its left GO
-equivariant right Gad,O
-torsor
C
C
tor,◦
tor
MG,µi having generic fiber FG,µi ,C , we need therefore to
•
•
•
•

fix base points over OC in the orbits in M◦G,OC ,µi ,
tor,♦
fix C-points λ̃j ∈ FG,C,µ
lying over the generic fibers of the chosen base points in M◦G,OC ,µi ,
i
◦,tor
find sections yj ∈ MG,OC ,µi (OC ) lying over the chosen base points in M◦G,OC ,µi ,
>i
calculate the difference of yj−1 λ̃j ∈ G>i
ad,C (C), which yields the desired n classes modulo Gad,OC (OC ).

The first point is easy as we can take the [λ] : Spd OC → M◦G,OC ,µi with λ running through the rational Weyl
+
group conjugates of µi . For the second point, we can fix a (suitable) uniformizer ξ ∈ BdR
(C) and consider the
tor,♦
images of the λ(ξ) ∈ LG(C) in FG,µi ,C . To state the outcome, we have to make the following definition.
Definition 7.9. Let ν ∈ X∗ (T ). The different δG (ν) is the class in T (C)/T (OC ) of
Y
σ
ν σ (πE
− πE ),

(7.15)

σ6=1

where F ⊂ E ⊂ C is the reflex field of ν, πE ∈ OE some uniformizer and σ varies over the non-trivial cosets in
the quotient GalF /GalE of the absolute Galois groups.
[
[
For a uniformizer πE ∈ OE for a finite field extension E/F , contained in C, we denote by πE
∈ OC
a chosen
n
[
[
sequence of compatible p -roots of πE . Recall that ξE := πE − [πE ] ∈ WOE (OC ) maps to a uniformizer of
tor,♦
+
BdR
(C). We can now define the λ̃ as the images of λ(ξF ) ∈ FG,C,µ
(C) for any λ ∈ W0 · µi .
i
>i
◦
Proposition 7.10. The v-sheaf Mtor,◦
G,,OC ,µi is the unique left GOC -equivariant right Gad,OC -torsor over MG,OC ,µi

tor,♦
>i
with generic fiber isomorphic to FG,C,µ
determined by the images of δG (λ) in G>i
ad,C (C)/Gad,OC (OC ) for λ ∈
i
W0 · µi (and the above choices for the λ̃’s).
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Proof. Let us fix some λ ∈ W0 · µi . Consider the morphism
(7.16)

T 0 := ResE/F Gm → G

of algebraic groups induced by λ as follows: compose its Weil restriction T 0 := ResE/F Gm → ResE/F TE with
the norm map ResE/F TE → T . Note that λ : Gm,E → GE can be reconstructed from this composition by
restricting its base change to E to the first factor. Set T 0 := ResOE /O Gm . We will now construct a section
y ∈ LO T 0 (OC ), whose image in GrG is the section [λ], and then calculate y −1 λ̃ ∈ LT (C) as necessary.
[
For this we claim that the element ξE = πE − [πE
] becomes a unit after inverting ξF = πF − [πF[ ], thus
[
0
giving rise to an element y ∈ Gm (WOE (OC )) ⊂ LO T (OC ). Indeed, let P (X) = X d + a1 X d−1 + . . . + ad be
the minimal polynomial of πE over F , which is Eisenstein as E/F is totally ramified. Then the norm of ξE in
[
WOF (OC
) equals
(7.17)

[
[ d
[ d−1
P ([πE
]) = [πE
] + a1 [πE
]
+ · · · + ad .

Reducing modulo ξF , this element certainly vanishes because
≡
= πE modulo ξF . On the other
[
[
[
hand, P ([πE
]) is clearly a primitive element of degree 1 inside WO (OC
), as ad ∈ πF O× . Hence, P ([πE
]) and ξF
generate the same principal ideal, see [BS19, Lemma 2.24].
Let us now consider the generic fiber of the point y. For this we must pass to
Y
σ
BdR (C) ⊗F E =
BdR
(C).
(7.18)
[
[πE
]

[ ]
[πE
]

σ

Here, notice that we are conjugating the natural E-structure on the corresponding factor of the right side by σ.
+
σ
Then the coordinate of ξE for σ 6= 1 is a unit in BdR
(C) which reduces modulo the uniformizer ξF to πE
− πE .
As for its coordinate on the σ = 1 factor, it must be a prime element, because so is the norm in BdR (C), as
seen in the previous calculation. We can conclude that the generic fiber of the section y maps to λ, and that
λ̃−1 y is δG (λ).

The remark below will not be needed in the continuation.
Remark 7.11. Inspecting Proposition 7.10, one sees that Mtor,◦
G,OC ,µi is representable by a smooth OE -scheme.
−,♦
>i,♦
Indeed, the defining maps ϕλ : Pλ → Gad,OC are naturally algebraic over a finite unramified extension of E
and so are their integral models by [BT84, Proposition 1.7.6]. The considerations after Lemma 7.8 then furnishes
an algebraic space, and it is a scheme because it is a torsor over a scheme under an affine group scheme.
7.2. Specialization maps. The aim of this subsection is to characterize the specialization map. We are going
to see that it is already determined by the semi-orbit. In the following, we consider all pairs (G, µI ) where G
is a parahoric O-model of some reductive
P F -group G, I some finite index set and µI = (µi )i∈I is a sequence of
minuscule coweights in GC such that i∈I µi is still minuscule (and so are all subsums). Morphisms of such
pairs (G, µI ) → (G 0 , µ0J ) are given byPmorphisms of O-group schemes G → G 0 , surjections of sets pr : I  J
such that, for all j ∈ J, the image of i∈pr−1 (j) µi in G0C lies in the conjugacy class of µ0j . This generalizes the
functoriality considered in Proposition 4.16. We denote (G, µI ) also by (G, µ• ) if the index set I is understood.
Theorem 7.12. The specialization morphisms for all pairs (G, µ• ) as above
(7.19)

spG,µ• : |FG,C,µ• | → |AG,k̄,µ• |
are the only functorial collection of continuous and spectral maps, whose restrictions to
with the natural maps.

M◦G,OC ,µ• (OC )

agree

Proof. We are going to uniquely determine the values taken by spG,µ• on the subset FG,µ• (K) for a cofinal set
of finite extensions K/F given by those Galois extensions that split G. This characterizes the map spG,µ• by
continuity with respect to the constructible topology. Indeed, FG,µ• is a smooth rigid space defined over E, see
[Gle20, Theorem 1.4.35.].21
Having fixed a Galois extension K/F splitting G, we are however allowed to enlarge the parahoric group G
in order to compute these values. In particular, we may and do assume that G = ResK/F H, where H = GK
is a split reductive group. Refining µ• so that every element in the sequence is tiny allows us to conclude that
every K-valued point of FG,µ• extends to an OK -valued point of the semi-homogeneous M◦G,µ• by Lemma 7.13
below.

Lemma 7.13. Suppose K/F is Galois, G = ResK/F H and all µi ∈ µ• are tiny. Then, we have an equality
M◦G,µ• (OK ) = FG,µ• (K)

(7.20)

of sets induced by the natural morphism.
21If µ is not minuscule it is not true that Q̄ -points of Gr
p
G,µ are dense for the constructible topology. Indeed, Bialynicki-Birula
maps give a bijection between Q̄p -points.
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Proof. Let us assume first that K = F . Then G = H is a parahoric model of a split reductive F -group and the
right side can be given by the Iwasawa decomposition
[
FG,µ (K) =
H(OK ) · λ,
(7.21)
λ

see [BT72, Proposition 4.4.3]. Now, obviously the points of the form λ extend to integral points of M◦H,µ , due
to the splitness assumption, and thus the same holds for its H(OK )-orbits.
Now, consider an arbitrary finite Galois extension K/F . We get the result immediately for tiny coweights,
as the G(OK )-action on MG,µ is via the parahoric subgroup H(OK ) ⊂ H(K). In general, we use this to show
the claim by an inductive procedure. Suppose one is given an element (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ FG,µ• (K), such that each
tor
>i
of the representatives xj ∈ FG,µ
(K) lies in Mtor,◦
G,µj (OK ) for j < i. Now note that xi is in the G (OK )-orbit of
j
Mtor,◦
G,µi (OK ), due to the n = 1 case and the fact that the OC -section of Proposition 7.10 descends to OK , see
also Remark 7.11. So we may replace it in the expression, and now the assumption holds for all j < i + 1. After
finitely many steps of this iteration, we get the claim.

Remark 7.14. It follows by inspecting the proof of Theorem 7.12 that in order to compute the specialization
mapping, it is enough to consider Weil restrictions of split groups and their Iwahori models, see Assumption 7.16.
Remark 7.15. He–Pappas–Rapoport [HPR20, Conjecture 2.12] conjecture that, for any fixed pair (G, µ), there
is at most one flat projective OE -scheme equipped with an GOE -action having the correct fibers, identified Gequivariantly. This is much stronger than Theorem 7.12 above, since it makes no reference to convolution or
functoriality. Our approach is inspired by their conjecture in applying equivariant methods to pin down the
specialization map.
7.3. Comparison isomorphisms. In this subsection, we use our work from the previous ones to establish
certain comparison isomorphisms between (at least some of) our local models and those that have appeared
elsewhere, see [PZ13, Lev16, Lou19, FHLR22]. During this subsection, we shall work under the following:
Assumption 7.16. Given a pinned split simple adjoint group (H, TH , BH , eH ), let G = ResK/F H with K/F
an arbitrary finite extension, with K0 /F being the maximal unramified subextension. Also let I be the standard
Iwahori model with respect to the chosen pinning.
sch
In order to prove Theorem 7.21, we need to compare MI,µ to certain candidates NI,µ
constructed in
[FHLR22, Definition 4.7], which are variations on the work of Levin [Lev16]. Here, I is a O[[t]]-lift of I along
t 7→ π, obtained by taking restriction of scalars along an ad hoc lift O[[t]] → O0 [[u]] of O → OK of the dilatation
of H ⊗ O0 [[u]] along BH ⊗ O0 concentrated in the u-divisor, see [PZ13, Theorem 4.1] and [MRR20, Definition
2.1, Example 3.3]. The various lifts O[[t]] → O0 [[u]] defined in [FHLR22, Subsection 2.2] are given by choosing
uniformizers and lifting Eisenstein polynomials over O0 in such a way that they remain separable Eisenstein
over both k0 [[t]] and K0 [[t]].
One has a schematic Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian Grsch
I defined in terms of power series rings, classifying
sch,+
I-torsors over R[[t − π]] trivialized over R((t − π)), and admitting uniformization via loop groups Lsch
I.
O I/LO
sch
The generic fiber is equivariantly isomorphic to the schematic affine Grassmannian GrG over F , see [FHLR22].
So we get an embedding FG,µ ⊂ Grsch
G |Spec E for a minuscule coweight µ.
sch
Definition 7.17. The OE -scheme NI,µ
is defined as the absolute weak normalization of the flat closure of FG,µ
sch
sch
inside GrI,OE . For a minuscule sequence µ• of dominant coweights, we set NI,O
as the convolution product
E ,µ•

sch,tor
>i
sch
of the NI,O
. We define the IO
-torsor NI,O
by pushing forward the universal Lsch,+
OC I-torsor under the
E ,µi
C
C ,µi
natural projection.
sch
The NI,µ
are normal OE -schemes by [FHLR22, Theorem 4.10], so their formation commutes with base change
to OC . They also come with transition morphisms

(7.22)

sch
sch
NI,O
→ NĨ,O
,
C ,µ
C ,µ̃

which are closed immersions, where Ĩ is a further O[[t]]-lift defined with respect to the extension K̃/K/F , see
[FHLR22, Corollary 2.10], and µ̃ is the image of µ in G̃. In what follows, we shall simply say they are functorial
in (I, µ).
sch
Our next goal is to compare the v-sheaves associated with NI,O
to MG,OC ,µ• . We start by recording
C ,µ•
what happens in the generic fiber.
Lemma 7.18. There are unique equivariant isomorphisms
N sch,tor |Spec C ∼
= F tor
I,µ

G,C,µi

for each term µi of the sequence µ• . They yield canonical equivariant isomorphisms
N sch |Spec C ∼
= FG,C,µ
I,µ•

functorially in (I, µ• ).

•

(7.23)
(7.24)
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Next, we need to take care of the special fiber:
Proposition 7.19. There are unique equivariant isomorphisms

perf
sch,tor
∼
NI,µ
|
= Ator
Spec
k̄
I,µi ,k̄
i

(7.25)

for each term µi of the sequence µ• . They yield canonical equivariant isomorphisms

perf
sch
∼
NI,µ
|
= AI,µ• ,k̄
Spec
k̄
•

(7.26)

functorially in (I, µ• ).
Proof. Set I 0 = I ⊗ k[[t]], a standard Iwahori model of the connected reductive group G0 = Resk0 ((u))/k((t)) H. By
sch,perf
[FHLR22, Theorem 4.10], we have NI,µ,
= AI 0 ,µ0 ,k̄ . Hence, the statement above is just a generalization of
k̄
Lemma 3.15 to convolution products.
Let w ∈ W̃ be an element such that F`I,k̄,w ⊂ AI,µi ,k̄ and choose a Demazure resolution πẇ : DI,k̄,ẇ →
F`I,k̄,w . We have to compare the following pullback square
tor
DI,
k̄,ẇ

tor
πẇ

(7.27)

pF`

pD

DI,k̄,ẇ

F`tor
I,k̄,w

πẇ

F`I,k̄,w

with its equicharacteristic counterpart. The bottow arrow was dealt with in Lemma 3.15 and the second
paragraph there applies verbatim to comparing the left arrow. We claim that these suffice to recover the
remainder of the diagram.
Note that the vertical arrows affine morphisms, so they can be written via relative spectra, i.e. we have
tor
DI,
= Spec(pD,∗ ODtor ) and F`tor
I,k̄,w = Spec(pF`,∗ OF`tor ). On the other hand, we know that πẇ,∗ OD = OF` ,
k̄,ẇ
tor
so the same equality holds for πẇ by flat base change, as the vertical arrows are perfectly smooth. But this
means pF`,∗ OF`tor = πẇ,∗ pD,∗ ODtor , just as asserted.
Next, we show that the isomorphisms constructed above are unique. Without torsors, this has been verified in
Proposition 3.10, so any automorphism respects the orbit part F`◦,tor
I,w . So we only have to verify the conditions
of Lemma 7.7 on centralizers of the transfer homomorphism ϕw . In this case, it is given by
int(w−1 ) : L+ I ∩ wL+ Iw−1 7→ w−1 L+ Iw ∩ L+ I.

(7.28)

We see that the image of the right side in
contains the image of
where B ⊂ G is the flat closure of
some Borel B ⊂ G. However, inspecting the description of Ik̄>i given in Lemma 7.3, we see that the centralizer
must be trivial: indeed, it is contained in Tk̄>i , which itself decomposes as a product of groups indexed by
positive simple Sk̄>i -roots a, acting faithfully on the corresponding a-root groups.
Finally, we must show that the isomorphisms just constructed are functorial with respect to (I, µ• ). This
is easy for I, by uniqueness of equivariant automorphisms. As for µ• , we appeal to Proposition 3.2 and the
calculation of Picard groups in Theorem 3.8 and Remark 3.9 to recover the Stein factorization of the proper
surjection
AI,µ• → AI,µ .
(7.29)
In equicharecteristic, the Stein factorization is already AI 0 ,µ0 due to Zariski’s connectedness theorem applied
sch
to NI,O
. Therefore, we get a new equivariant surjection AI 0 ,µ0 → AI,µ , which becomes the identity after
C ,µ
composing with the isomorphism AI,µ ∼
= AI 0 ,µ0 of Lemma 3.15, by the uniqueness proved in Proposition 3.10.

(Ik̄>i )perf

Bk̄perf ,

The last comparison involves the semi-orbits.
Proposition 7.20. There are unique equivariant isomorphisms
sch,◦,tor ♦
(NI,O
) ' M◦,tor
I,OC ,µi
C ,µi

(7.30)

for each term µi of the sequence µ• . They yield canonical equivariant isomorphisms
sch,◦
(NI,O
)♦ ' M◦I,OC ,µ• ,
C ,µ•

(7.31)

compatibly with those of Lemma 7.18 and Proposition 7.19 in the obvious sense.
Proof. We have already identified the generic fibers of these v-sheaves, see Lemma 7.18. By Lemma 7.8,
we reduce to calculating Spd OC -valued points of the left side torsor and compare their residue to that of
Proposition 7.10. The resulting isomorphism will then reduce to the expected isomorphisms over Spd k obtained
in Proposition 7.19, by uniqueness of equivariant automorphisms.
Now, we repeat the same calculation of Proposition 7.10, that already went back to Zhu, see [Zhu14] and
[Lev16, Proposition 4.2.8]. Here, we work with the power series loop group Lsch
OC T in the setting of [FHLR22,
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Subsection 2.2]. After refining µ• , we may and do assume that each term µi ∈ µ• is concentrated in a single
component of the Dynkin diagram of G. There is a natural map
ResO[[u]]/O[[t]] Gm → T

(7.32)

induced by λi via taking the norm of restriction of scalars. Hence, we may and do assume that T =
ResO[[u]]/O[[t]] Gm . Note that here O[[u]] is a finite O[[t]]-algebra, where u satisfies here an Eisenstein–Teichmüller
type polynomial
un + a1 (t)un−1 + · · · + an (t) = 0
(7.33)
in t based on some fixed choices of uniformizers πK for K and π for F , see [FHLR22, Subsection 2.2]. Now, we
claim for any σ ∈ GalF , the element σzu = u − σπK is a unit in OC [[u]][zt−1 ] with zt = t − π. Notice that its
norm in OC [[t]] equals
n−1
n
P (t) = σπK
+ a1 (t)σπK
+ · · · + an (t)
(7.34)
which is the product of zt with a unit of OC [[t]]. Indeed, we calculate the value P (π) = 0, also of the first
×
derivative P 0 (π) ∈ OC
and apply the Taylor series inside C[[t]]. Finally, we notice that σzu reduces to the unit
τ πK − σπK for all τ 6= σ of GalF /GalK of the semi-field C[[u]][zt−1 ], and to a prime element in the factor indexed
by σ due to norm considerations. The desired claim has been shown.

7.4. The Scholze–Weinstein conjecture. In this subsection, we finally prove the Scholze–Weinstein conjecture, see Theorem 7.21 and Theorem 7.23 below.
We start by adressing the representability problem as in [Lou20, Conjecture IV.4.18], which is one half of
[SW20, Conjecture 21.4.1]. Recall that F/Qp is a complete non-archimedean field with perfect residue field k,
G is an arbitrary (connected) reductive F -group, µ is a dominant coweight of GC and G an arbitrary parahoric
O-model of G.
Theorem 7.21. Let µ be minuscule. Then, there is a unique (up to unique isomorphism) flat, projective and
weakly normal OE -model Msch
G,µ of the E-scheme FG,µ endowed with a GOE -action for which
∼
Msch,♦
G,µ = MG,µ ,

(7.35)

♦ ∼
♦
prolonging FG,µ
.
= GrG,µ equivariantly under GO
E
sch,♦
Proof. First of all, let us work under Assumption 7.16. We know that the geometric fibers of NI,O
and
C ,µ
MI,OC ,µ are uniquely equivariantly isomorphic by Lemma 7.18, Proposition 7.19. By uniqueness, this commutes
with the Galois action, so it descends to the fibers over Spd OE .
Furthermore, thanks also to Proposition 7.20, Theorem 7.12, and Remark 7.14, we know that the specialization maps
sp : FG,µ (C) → AI,µ (k̄),
(7.36)
sch,♦
arising respectively from the p-adic kimberlite MI,OC ,µ and NI,O
must coincide. By continuity for the
C ,µ
constructible topology, we obtain an equivariant isomorphism of specialization triples:


sch,♦
sch,♦
∼
NI,E,µ
, NI,µ,k
, spNI,µ
(7.37)
sch
= MI,E,µ , MI,µ,kE , spMI,µ
E

associated with v-sheaves over Spd OE . Observing that both v-sheaves satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.36,
we may directly appeal to it in order to get a necessarily equivariant isomorphism
sch,♦ ∼
NI,µ
= MI,µ .

(7.38)

Now maintain the part of Assumption 7.16 that refers to G, but suppose G is now an arbitrary parahoric
model such that I → G. We get a v-cover
MI,µ → MG,µ
(7.39)
and, paralelly, a scheme-theoretic projective cover
sch
sch
NI,µ
→ NG,µ

(7.40)

by virtue of [FHLR22, Section 4.2]. Therefore, it is enough to verify that the v-sheaf-theoretic equivalence
relations coincide along the left side identification.
By construction, this reduces to Ikperf -equivariantly compare the surjection
AI,µ ∼
= AG,µ

(7.41)

to the one obtained in equicharacteristic. This is entirely similar to what was done in Lemma 3.15 and Proposition 7.19, so we omit it.
Finally, suppose that G is arbitrary. Thanks to Proposition 4.16, MG,µ is isomorphic to MGad ,µad after base
change to Spd OE , and decomposes into products, hence we may assume G is simple and adjoint. We can find
a locally closed immersion
G → G̃,
(7.42)
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where G̃ is a parahoric model of a Weil-restricted split form of G, which was treated in the previous paragraph.
Since we have an inclusion MG,µ ⊂ MG̃,µ̃ , it now suffices to take the absolute weak normalization of the flat
closure of FG,µ inside the scheme-theoretic local model attached to (G̃, µ̃).

Remark 7.22. Let us explain how representability can be proved for classical groups without resorting to the
characterization of the specialization map found in Theorem 7.12. Indeed, for those groups we can directly
understand the v-sheaves Mtor
G,µi by embedding them in a similar torsor attached to Weil-restricted PGLn .
Those had been studied already by Pappas–Rapoport, see [PR05, Proposition 5.2], and a careful analysis of the
map in [SW20, Proposition 21.6.9] reveals that all proposed definitions coincide. The result follows by v-descent.
We have found certain finite type OE -schemes Msch
G,µ representing MG,µ , but we still do not know a lot about
the geometry of its special fiber, which is the second part of [SW20, Conjecture 21.4.1], see also [Lou20, Conjecture IV.4.19]. We recall the canonical deperfection Acan
G,µ of the µ-admissible locus introduced in Definition 3.11
and Definition 3.14.
Theorem 7.23. Under Assumption 1.9 and Assumption 1.13, the special fiber of the OE -scheme Msch
G,µ of
Theorem 7.21 is uniquely GkE -equivariantly isomorphic to the canonical deperfection of the µ-admissible locus:
Msch |Spec k ∼
(7.43)
= Acan
G,µ

In particular,

Msch
G,µ

E

G,µ

is normal, Cohen–Macaulay and has a reduced, weakly normal, Frobenius split special fiber.

Proof. During the proof of Theorem 7.21, we already saw that the algebraic local models Msch
G,µ are actually the
sch
NG,µ
constructed in [FHLR22, Definition 4.7] by a variation on the techniques of Pappas–Zhu [PZ13], Levin
[Lev16] and also the third author [Lou19, Lou20]. For this, we may pass to a finite unramified extension of
sch
F , so G is quasi-split and residually split, so that NG,µ
is defined (under Assumption 1.9). Then, it embeds
in a local model associated with a Weil-restricted split group, confer [FHLR22, Corollary 2.10] (this is where
the Assumption 1.13 comes from). We conclude under the given hypothesis that the Msch
G,µ are indeed normal,
Cohen–Macaulay and have a Frobenius split special fiber by [FHLR22, Theorem 4.10]. Indeed, the special fiber
sch
of NG,µ
is reduced equal to an equicharacteristic admissible locus Acan
G 0 ,µ0 , which equivariantly identifies with
can
AG,µ by Lemma 3.15.

Remark 7.24. More generally, we may incorporate in Theorem 7.23 the additional cases found in [Lou19,
Lou20] in order to get the statement of Theorem 7.23 in slightly bigger generality, see Theorem 1.1. We leave
the details to the reader.
To conclude, let us only use Theorem 7.21 –and not resort to the construction of local models in [FHLR22]–
in order to study the geometry of the special fiber of Msch
G,µ .
sch
First of all, we know that the perfection of MG,µ,kE equals AG,µ by Theorem 6.16 and fully faithfulness of
♦ on perfect schemes, see [SW20, Proposition 18.3.1]. By the weak normality property and Lemma 7.6, we
sch,◦
conclude that Msch
G,µ admits a smooth open subscheme MG,µ descending
[
Msch,◦
GOĔ /Pλ− ,
(7.44)
G,O ,µ =
Ĕ

λ

compare with the argument in [Ric16, Corollary 2.14]. It follows that we have a natural morphism
sch
Acan
G,µ → MG,µ,kE .

(7.45)

The following conjecture is then the full p-adic coherence conjecture:
Conjecture 7.25. The map (7.45) is always an isomorphism.
In order to prove this in the very few cases left, see Assumption 1.9 and Assumption 1.13 and Remark 7.24,
we envision the following steps. First, one should remove Assumption 1.9 from Theorem 3.16. Then, it would
suffice to show that (7.45) is a closed immersion, removing also Assumption 1.13. This property can be verified
after mapping to some suitable larger Acan
. In particular, we see that both steps take place entirely in the
G̃,µ̃
special fiber.
Alternatively, we can give a purely v-sheaf-theoretic criterion for Msch
G,µ,kE being reduced:
sch
Lemma 7.26. Suppose (M\
G,OC ,µ /x̄ )η is connected for every k̄-valued point x̄ of AG,µ . Then MG,µ,kE is
geometrically reduced. Under Assumption 1.9, Conjecture 7.25 holds.
sch
Proof. By Proposition 2.38, we know that Msch
G,µ is normal. In particular, MG,µ,kE is S1, but it must also be
can,◦
R0, as it contains a smooth dense open AG,µ . So Serre’s criterion for reducedness furnishes the claim. As for
identifying the special fiber with Acan
G,µ as per Conjecture 7.25, we appeal to Theorem 3.16, which computes the
dimension of the vector spaces of global sections of ample line bundles.


Finally, let us also mention the following conjecture, arising from [FHLR22], on the singularities of Msch
G,µ :
Conjecture 7.27. The local model Msch
G,µ has pseudo-rational singularities.
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8. The test function conjecture
Throughout this section, we let F/Qp be a finite field extension with ring of integers O and finite residue
field k of cardinality q. We fix an algebraic closure Q̄p , an embedding F ,→ Q̄p and denote by Γ = Gal(Q̄p /F )
the absolute Galois group of F with inertia subgroup I. Let G be a reductive F -group with parahoric O-model
G.
√
√
bΛ o Γ
Furthermore, fix a square root q, an auxiliary prime ` - q and put Λ = Q` ( q). We let L G = G
be the Langlands dual group viewed as a pro-algebraic Λ-group scheme. Each algebraic representation V of
L
G furnishes, by choosing a quasi-inverse to the geometric Satake equivalence, a semi-simple perverse Λ-sheaf
√
+
Sat(V ) of “weight zero” on the BdR
-affine Grassmannian GrG → Spd F . Here q is needed to define a square
root of the `-adic cyclotomic character used when Tate twisting irreducible perverse sheaves supported on
components of GrG of odd parity to be of “weight zero”. More precisely, for a dominant coweight µ defined over
F , we have

Sat(Vµ ) = iµ,∗ jµ,!∗ ΛGr◦µ h2ρ,µi
,
(8.1)
2
jµ

iµ

where Gr◦G,µ → GrG,µ → GrG and Vµ is the irreducible representation of L G of highest weight µ. Every simple
object is of this form, up to taking a finite Galois orbit of µ’s and tensoring with simple Λ-local systems on
Spd F of weight zero (corresponding to irreducible representations of Γ factoring through a finite quotient).
As in Section 6.5, we consider the functor of nearby cycles
ΨG := i∗ Rj∗ (-)|Spd Cp : D(HkG , Λ) → D(HkG,k̄ , Λ),

(8.2)

where HkG,Cp −
→ HkG,OCp ←
− HkG,k̄ are the inclusions of the geometric fibers.
j

i

Lemma 8.1. For every finite dimensional algebraic L G-representation V , the sheaf of nearby cycles ΨG (Sat(V ))
naturally defines an object in the category
bd
Dcons [Γ\Hksch
(8.3)
G,k̄ ], Λ
of constructible Λ-sheaves with bounded support on the v-stack [Γ\Hksch
G,k̄ ] where Γ denotes the associated group
v-sheaf and the action on the schematic Hecke stack Hksch
is
induced
by the quotient map Γ → Gal(k̄/k). In
G,k̄
n
+
particular, the cohomology sheaves R ΨG (Sat(V )), n ∈ Z define Lk̄ G-equivariant, constructible Λ-sheaves with
bounded support on F`G,k̄ equipped with an equivariant continuous Γ-action as defined in [SGA73, Exposé XIII]
compatibly with the L+
G-action.
k̄
Proof. The group Γ is identified with the group of continuous automorphisms of Cp over F . Since the geometric
fiber inclusions i and j are Γ-equivariant, we obtain maps of v-stacks
[Γ\j]

[Γ\i]

HkG = [Γ\HkG,Cp ] −−−→ [Γ\HkG,OCp ] ←−−− [Γ\HkG,k̄ ],

(8.4)

and define the Galois equivariant nearby cycles functor [Γ\ΨG ] := [Γ\i] R[Γ\j]∗ (-) in analogy to (8.2). Consider
the quotient map v : HkG,k̄ → [Γ\HkG,k̄ ]. We claim that the map v ∗ [Γ\ΨG ](Sat(V )) → ΨG (Sat(V )) induced by
base change is an isomorphism.
Note that we can not apply the base change theorem directly because j is not quasi-compact and Γ is only
profinite. Instead, we apply constant term functors, which commute with arbitrary base change: By finite étale
descent, we may and do assume that G is quasi-split and residually split, so that every F̆ -Borel descends to F .
Using the conservativity of constant term functors, see Proposition 6.4, we see again as in Proposition 6.12 that
the equivariant integral extension R[Γ\j]∗ Sat(V ) is ULA over [Γ\ Spd OCp ]. In particular, so is its pullback to
Spd OCp , which implies by Proposition 6.12 that it equals Rj∗ (Sat(V )|Spd Cp ). Restricting to geometric special
fibers implies the claim.
It formally follows from Proposition A.5 and the construction of derived categories of Λ-sheaves that the
comparison functor (A.3) induces an equivalence
∼ D([Γ\Hk ], Λ)bd
D([Γ\Hksch ], Λ)bd =
(8.5)
∗

G,k̄

G,k̄

under which constructible sheaves correspond to ULA sheaves, see Proposition 6.7. Note that both properties are
preserved and detected under the functor v ∗ , respectively its schematic counterpart. Therefore, [Γ\ΨG ](Sat(V ))
naturally defines an object in the category (8.3) and its underlying sheaf is ΨG (Sat(V )).
For the final statement on the comparison with [SGA73, Exposé XIII], we reduce to the case where Λ is
a finite ring by the construction of categories of `-adic sheaves, see also (6.2). Then, for any qcqs k-scheme
X, the category of abelian Λ-sheaves on (Xk̄ )ét equipped with a continuous Γ-action as in [SGA73, Exposé
XIII, Définition 1.1.2] embeds fully faithfully into the category of abelian Λ-sheaves on [Γ\Xk̄ ] inducing an
equivalence on full subcategories of constructible sheaves. Applying this to closed subschemes X ⊂ F`G implies
the lemma.

For every Φ ∈ Γ, we define a function Hksch
G (k) → Λ by the formula
X

Φ
τG,V
(x) := (−1)dV
(−1)n trace Φ | Rn ΨG Sat(V )x̄
n∈Z

(8.6)
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whenever V is irreducible and extend the definition to general V by linearity. Here, dV = h2ρ, µi with µ being
the highest weight of V . So the sign (−1)dV in (8.6) only depends on the parity of the connected component of
GrG that supports Sat(V ).
Φ
Lemma 8.2. For every finite dimensional algebraic L G-representation V and every Φ ∈ Γ, the function τG,V
naturally lies in the center of the parahoric Hecke algebra H(G(F ), G(O))Λ .

Proof. Lang’s lemma together with an approximation argument [RS20, Lemma A.3] implies that H1ét (k, L+ G)
Φ
vanishes, so Hksch
G (k) = G(O)\G(F )/G(O). As the function τG,V is supported on finitely many double cosets, it
lies in H(G(F ), G(O))Λ . Centrality follows from Proposition 6.17 and the usual sheaf function dictionary. 
On the other hand, the theory of Bernstein centers defines another function: Namely, for every choice of lift
Φ
Φ ∈ Γ of geometric Frobenius, we let zG,V
be the unique function in the center of H(G(F ), G(O))Λ that acts on
every smooth irreducible G(O)-spherical representation π over Λ by the scalar


trace sΦ (π) V ,
(8.7)
b I o Φ]ss /G
b I is the Satake parameter for π with respect to Φ constructed in [Hai15].
where sΦ (π) ∈ [G
Theorem 8.3. For every finite dimensional algebraic L G-representation V and every choice of lift Φ of geometric
Frobenius, there is an equality
Φ
Φ
τG,V
= zG,V
(8.8)
of functions in the parahoric Hecke algebra.
Proof. As both sides of (8.8) are additive in V , we may freely assume that V is irreducible, and even further
that V |GoI
is irreducible: otherwise both sides in (8.8) are zero (hence, equal) by elementary considerations,
b
see [HR21, Lemma 7.7].
Fix a maximal F -split torus A ⊂ G whose Néron model embeds in G and a regular cocharacter λ : Gm → A.
Then λ induces a minimal F -Levi M , respectively F -parabolic P in G. Denote by M ⊂ P their flat closures in
G. Then the constant terms morphism [Hai14, Section 11.11] induces an injective morphism on the centers of
the parahoric Hecke algebras
ctP : Z(G(F ), G(O))Λ ,→ Z(M (F ), M(O))Λ .
As in [HR21, Lemma 7.8, Equation (7.15)], one checks the formulas


Φ
Φ
Φ
Φ
ctP τG,V
= τM,V
|L , ctP zG,V = zM,V |L ,
M

M

(8.9)
(8.10)

c o Γ is viewed as a closed subgroup of L G. The second formula in (8.10) is straight forward.
where L M = M
The first formula in (8.10) is based on the isomorphism
CTP [degP ] ◦ ΨG ∼
= ΨM ◦ CTP [degP ] : Sat(HkG , Λ) → Dcons ([Γ\F`M,k̄ ], Λ)bd ,

(8.11)

see Proposition 6.13, using that CTP [degP ] corresponds to the restriction of representations V 7→ V |L M under
the geometric Satake equivalence [FS21, Section VI]. (We note that the sign (−1)dV in (8.6) appears when
comparing CTP [degP ] and ctP under the sheaf function dictionary, see also [HR21, Lemma 7.2].)
Hence, we reduce to the case where G = M is a minimal F -Levi, so anisotropic modulo center, and V |GoI
b
is irreducible. Let MG,V be the v-sheaf theoretic closure of the support of Sat(V ) in GrG , a finite reunion of
MG,µ for µ ranging over the highest weights of V . The proof of [HR21, Lemma 7.13] is based on Iwahori-Weyl
group combinatorics, hence applies to show that MG,V has only a single Spd k-valued point xV . As Φ lifts the
geometric Frobenius, we can apply the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula to ΨG Sat(V ) viewed as an object
in Dcons ([Γ\F`G,k̄ ], Λ)bd to compute


trace Φ | ΨG Sat(V )xV = trace Φ | H∗ (F`G,k̄ , ΨG Sat(V ))
(8.12)
Since Rj∗ (Sat(V )|Spd Cp ) is ULA by Proposition 6.12, the latter cohomology group is Γ-equivariantly isomorphic
to
H∗ (GrG,Cp , Sat(V )) = H∗ (GrG∗ ,Cp , Sat(V )),
(8.13)
where G∗ is the unique quasi-split inner form of G. We note that there is a canonical identification L G = L G∗
so that on Satake categories Sat(HkG , Λ) ∼
= Sat(HkG∗ , Λ) by [FS21, Section VI]. Let G ∗ denote the parahoric
corresponding to G (necessarily, an Iwahori) and MG ∗ ,V the associated v-sheaf local model. On the other hand,
Φ
we know [Hai14, Proposition 11.12.6] that zG,V
is supported at xV with value
X
Φ
zG,V
(xV ) =
zGΦ∗ ,V (x).
(8.14)
x∈MG ∗ ,V (Spd k)

Now assuming the test function conjecture for the pair (G ∗ , V ), that is, assuming zGΦ∗ ,V = τGΦ∗ ,V , we can apply
the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula again to see that (8.14) equals the trace of Φ on (8.13), up to the sign
Φ
Φ
(−1)dV . So zGΦ∗ ,V = τGΦ∗ ,V implies zG,V
= τG,V
.
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Hence, we reduce to the case where G = G∗ is quasi-split. Now, the minimal Levi M = T is a maximal torus,
so (8.10) reduces us to the case where G = T is a torus and G = T its connected locally finite type Néron model.
Without loss of generality, we assume that V |TboI is irreducible. Evidently, T is anisotropic modulo center so
that both functions τTΦ,V , zTΦ,V are supported at xV . Using (8.12), the ULA property of Rj∗ (Sat(V )|Spd Cp ) and
H0 (GrT,Cp , Sat(V )) = V , we see

τTΦ,V (xV ) = (−1)dV trace Φ | V
(8.15)
which equals zTΦ,V (xV ) because dV = 0. This finishes the proof.



Lemma 8.4. Theorem 8.3 implies Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Let µ be a conjugacy class of geometric cocharacters in G. Denote by E ⊂ Q̄p its reflex field with
maximal unramified subextension E0 /F . Their rings of integers are denoted by OE ⊃ OE0 with residue fields
kE = kE0 and absolute Galois groups ΓE ⊂ ΓE0 . For every Φ ∈ ΓE and x ∈ GrG (kE ), there is an equality


E0
trace Φ | ΨG,OE Sat(Vµ )x̄ = trace Φ | ΨG,OE0 Sat(IE
(Vµ ))x̄ ,
(8.16)
E0
b o ΓE of the G
b o ΓE -representation Vµ and Sat(Vµ ), Sat(I E0 (Vµ )) the correwhere IE
(Vµ ) is the induction to G
0
E
sponding Satake sheaves on GrG |Spec E , respectively GrG |Spec E0 . Indeed, (8.16) follows from the commutation
of nearby cycles with proper pushforward applied to the finite morphism GrG |Spd OE → GrG |Spd OE0 , noting
that it induces the induction of representations on Satake categories.
E0
Now, we apply (8.16) to the pair G0 := GOE0 , Vµ,0 := IE
(Vµ ) and any choice of lift Φ ∈ ΓE ⊂ ΓE0 of
geometric Frobenius to obtain
τGΦ0 ,Vµ,0 = zGΦ0 ,Vµ,0 .
(8.17)

The left hand side of (8.17) is equal to the function from Theorem 1.2 by (8.16) and so is the right hand side
of (8.17) by a similar equality [Hai18, Lemma 8.1] for inductions of representations along the totally ramified
√
extension E/E0 . That the function (8.17) takes, after multiplying by ( qE )h2ρ,µi , values in Z independently
√
of the choice of ` 6= p, qE and E ,→ Q̄p follows from [HR21, Theorem 7.15] where the statement is verified
for the semi-simplified version of the right hand side of (8.17) without any assumptions on (G, µ). The same
arguments apply here.

A. Étale cohomology for v-stacks on schemes
In this section, we extend some parts of [Sch17, Section 27] to v-stacks on perfect schemes, see also [Wu21,
Appendix A]. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let X be a perfect scheme over k, and let X ♦
be the associated v-sheaf from Section 3.1 (under the tilting equivalence), that is, if Spa(R, R+ ) is an affinoid
perfectoid space over Spa(k, k) and X affine, then
(A.1)

X ♦ (Spa(R, R+ )) = X(Spec(R)),

while for X general X is the analytic sheafification of the presheaf Spa(R, R ) 7→ X(Spec(R)). We note that
the functor (-)♦ does depend on k.
b ét , Λ) be the left-completed étale derived ∞-category
Fix a torsion ring Λ with p ∈ Λ× . We let D(X, Λ) := D(X
of X, see [Sch17, Section 27]. By [Sch17, Section 27] there is a morphism
♦

+

(A.2)

cX : (X ♦ )v → Xét
of sites (even to the proétale site of X), and the induced functor of ∞-categories
c∗X : D(X, Λ) → D(X ♦ , Λ)

(A.3)

is fully faithful, [Sch17, Proposition 27.2.]. In general the functor
is not essentially surjective, for example,
on topological spaces |X ♦ | → |X| is surjective, but very often not injective.
The functor c∗X enjoys many compatibilities. If f : Y → X is a map of schemes, then c∗X ◦ f ∗ ∼
= (f ♦ )∗ ◦ c∗X
∗
L ∗
∗
L
∼
and cX (A) ⊗Λ cX (B) = cX (A ⊗Λ B), see [Sch17, Proposition 27.1.]. If f : Y → X is separated perfectly of finite
type, then c∗X ◦Rf! ∼
= Rf!♦ ◦c∗X , see [Sch17, Proposition 27.4.]. As we now justify c∗X also preserves ULA-objects.
c∗X

Proposition A.1. Let S be a qcqs perfect scheme in characteristic p, and let f : X → S be a separated perfect
scheme perfectly of finite presentation over S. Let A ∈ D(X, Λ) such that A is ULA with respect to f . Then
c∗X A is ULA with respect to f ♦ , and c∗X DX/S (A) ∼
= DX ♦ /S ♦ (c∗X A) for the Verdier duals.
Proof. As in [HS21, Section 3], we let CS denote the 2-category whose objects are schemes over S as in the
hypothesis, and where morphisms from X to Y are given by objects in D(X ×S Y, Λ). Given two maps
A ∈ HomCS (X1 , X2 ) and B ∈ HomCS (X2 , X3 ), we define their composition A ∗ B ∈ HomCS (X1 , X3 ) by the
formula
∗
∗
A ∗ B := Rπ1,3! (π1,2
A ⊗LΛ π2,3
B).
(A.4)
By [HS21, Proposition 3.4, Definition 3.2], the object A ∈ HomCS (X, S) is ULA with respect to f if and only if
A is a left adjoint in CS . Analogously, let CS ♦ denote the category considered in [FS21, Section IV.2.3.3.]. By
[FS21, Theorem IV.2.23.], the object c∗X A ∈ HomCS (X ♦ , S ♦ ) is ULA with respect to f ♦ if it is a left adjoint
in CS ♦ . Now, we observe that the functors c∗X can be promoted to a functor of 2-categories c∗ : CS → CS ♦
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by the rule c∗ X = X ♦ and c∗ (A) = c∗X×S Y (A) for A ∈ HomCS (X, Y ). Here, we use that c∗ commutes with
the required operations by [Sch17, Propositions 27.1, 27.4]. But functors between 2-categories preserve the
adjunctions between 1-morphisms which finishes the proof as the right adjoints are given by Verdier duals. 
We move on to study stacks. Let Ani be the category of anima (also called spaces, ∞-groups or Kan
complexes). By left Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding
SchPerf k → Fun(SchPerf op
k , Ani),

(A.5)

we can extend22 the functors D(-, Λ), D((-)♦ , Λ) using ∗-pullbacks and the natural transformation c∗(-) to contravariant functors D(-, Λ), D((-)♦ , Λ)Kan on Fun(SchPerf op
k , Ani) with values in symmetric monoidal stable
∞-categories, sending colimits to limits. More concretely, if a functor (also known as, higher prestack)
op
X∼
(A.6)
= colimXi ∈ Fun(SchPerf , Ani)
k

i

is written as a colimit of representables, then
D(X, Λ) ∼
= lim D(Xi , Λ)
i

(A.7)

and similarly for D(X♦ , Λ)Kan . By [Sch17, Proposition 27.2] and [BN19, Lemma B.6] (more precisely, its proof
of 1.), the natural transformation
c∗X : D(X, Λ) → D(X♦ , Λ)Kan
(A.8)
is fully faithful. Note that at this moment the right hand side is not the left completed derived étale category
of some (higher) v-stack “X♦ ” on Perf k , but depends on X and is defined abstractly (therefore, we have added
the superscript Kan).
Assume now that X is a stack (in 1-groupoids) with representable diagonal such that there exists a v-cover
by a perfect scheme X → X. Then
X∼
(A.9)
= colim∆op X •/X
with the colimit of the Čech nerve of X → X taken in Ani-valued v-sheaves on SchPerf k . Using [HS21, Theorem
5.7], we get
D(X, Λ) ∼
(A.10)
= lim D(X •/X , Λ).
∆

Indeed, by definition

D(X, Λ) ∼
= lim D(U, Λ)
U →X

(A.11)

where the limit is taken over all perfect schemes with a morphism to X, and thus
=
∼
=
∼
=
∼
=
∼
=

D(X, Λ)
limU →X D(U, Λ)
limU →X lim∆ D(U ×X X •/X , Λ)
lim∆ limU →X D(U ×X X •/X , Λ)
lim∆ D(X ×X X •/X , Λ)
lim∆ D(X •/X , Λ),

(A.12)

where the first isomorphism comes from [HS21, Theorem 5.7] applied to the covering X ×X U → U , the
second isomorphism just commutes two inverse limits, and the last two isomorphisms use that D(-, Λ) sends (by
definition) colimits to limits and that colimU →X U ×X X n/X ∼
= X n/X .
♦,•/X
Let X
be the simplicial v-sheaf obtained by applying the functor (-)♦ to X •/X . Now assume additionally
that the projection maps in X ♦,•/X are v-covers, and let X♦ be the colimit of X ♦,•/X in v-stacks on Perf k . Then
X♦ is a small v-stack with well-defined D(X♦ , Λ), and actually the v-stackification of Spa(R, R+ ) 7→ X(Spec(R)).
By [Sch17, Proposition 17.3], we can conclude that
∼ lim D(X ♦,•/X , Λ).
D(X♦ , Λ) =
(A.13)
∆op

Moreover, note that there exists a canonical morphism
D(X♦ , Λ)Kan → D(X♦ , Λ),

(A.14)

which probably need not be an equivalence in general, but whose composite with c∗X is still fully faithful.
In general, it need however not be true that for a v-cover Y → X of (perfect) schemes the map Y ♦ → X ♦
is a v-cover of small v-sheaves.
Example A.2. Let C be a perfect, non-archimedean field over Fp , and fix a pseudo-uniformizer πC ∈ C. Let
Z := { n1 | n ∈ N} ∪ {0} ⊂ [0, 1]

(A.15)

with its subspace topology, which is profinite. We consider the space of continuous functions
X := Spec(C 0 (Z, Cdisc )),

(A.16)

22We take care of the set-theoretic issues by fixing a suitable cardinal, large enough to allow all the examples that we are
interested in.
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where Cdisc is the field C equipped with the discrete topology. Note that |X| ∼
= Z. For n ∈ N, let gn , hn : Z →
Cdisc be the locally constant functions with
(A.17)

m
gn (1/m) = 1/πC
, hn (1/m) = 1

for m ≤ n and gn (z) = hn (z) = 0 otherwise. Let
(A.18)

Yn ⊂ A1X = Spec(C 0 (Z, Cdisc )[T ])

be the vanishing locus of hn T − gn . Then Yn+1 ⊂ Yn , and we can set Y := limn Yn which is a v-cover of X.
Indeed, each Yn is a v-cover, and inverse limits of v-covers between affine schemes are v-covers. More concretely,
each map Spec(V ) → X with V a valuation ring must factor through a (closed) point of X, and then it suffices
to see that Y → X is surjective (it is bijective over X \ {0}, and A1Cdisc over 0).
We claim that Y ♦ → X ♦ is not a v-cover. Set R := C 0 (Z, C) (now C given its valuation topology), and
+
R = C 0 (Z, OC ). The canonical map C 0 (Z, Cdisc ) → R defines a map
(A.19)

S := Spa(R, R+ ) → X ♦ ,

which does not v-locally factor through Y ⊂
Indeed, assume that S → S is a v-cover with S affinoid
0
♦
♦
and S → Y a lift of S → X . Then the image of S 0 → Y ♦ ×X ♦ S ⊂ A1,ad
must factor through some
S
quasi-compact subset. But over each point zn := 1/n ∈ Z ∼
= |S| with n ∈ N, we have that Y ♦ ×X ♦ {zn } is the
1,ad
n
point 1/πC
∈ A1,ad
this set of points does not lie in a quasi-compact open.
zn , and in AS
♦

(A1X )♦ .

0

0

Adding (perfect) finite presentation such examples cannot occur.
Lemma A.3. If f : Y → X is a (perfectly) finitely presented map of perfect schemes and v-cover, then
f ♦ : Y ♦ → X ♦ is a v-cover.
Proof. The functor (-)♦ preserves open covers, so we may assume that Y → X are affine. In this case, a
(perfectly) finite presented v-cover is a cofiltered limit of v-covers between (perfect) affine schemes of (perfect)
finite presentation over Spec(k), see [BS17, Lemma 2.12]. As f is of (perfectly) finite presentation, we may
assume that f is the base change of a v-cover between (perfect) affine schemes of (perfect) finite presentation
over k. The functor (-)♦ preserves fiber products, and base changes of v-cover of v-sheaves on Perf k are again
v-covers. Thus, we may reduce to the case that Y, X are of (perfect) finite presentation over k. Then the
statement follows from [Gle20, Proposition 2.2.9].

We get the following consequence.
Lemma A.4. Assume X, Y are v-stacks on SchPerf k with representable diagonal of perfectly finite presentation,
and that X, Y admit a (perfectly) finitely presented v-covers by a perfect schemes, which are of (perfect) finite
presentation over Spec(k). Let X♦ be the v-stackification of the functor Spa(R, R+ ) 7→ X(Spec(R)) on Perf k ,
and similarly for Y. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of v-stacks.
(1) Then the canonical morphism
D(X♦ , Λ)Kan → D(X♦ , Λ)
is an equivalence, and the composite (still denoted

(A.20)

c∗X )

∗

cX
D(X, Λ) →
D(X♦ , Λ)Kan ∼
= D(X♦ , Λ)

(A.21)

is fully faithful.
(2) The functors c∗X ◦ f ∗ , (f ♦ )∗ ◦ c∗Y are naturally isomorphic.
∼ [Spec(k)/H] for some perfectly finitely presented group scheme H over k, then the functor
(3) If X =
D(X, Λ) → D(X♦ , Λ)

(A.22)

is an equivalence.
Proof. We prove the first point. From the assumptions on X♦ we can conclude that the morphisms U → X of
perfectly finite presentation such that U is of perfectly finite presentation over k are cofinal among all maps
V → X with V a perfect scheme. In particular, in the definition of D(X♦ , Λ)Kan one can replace the limit over
all V 0 s with a morphism to X by the limit over all U 0 s with morphism to X. Using Lemma A.3 and the same
argument as for D(X, Λ), we can then conclude that D(X♦ , Λ)Kan ∼
= D(X♦ , Λ). Fully faithfulness follows from
∗
fully faithfulness of cX . The second point follows by expressing the categories as limits over ∆ by choosing
v-covers X → X, Y → Y of perfectly finite presentation with X, Y of perfectly finite presentation over k, such
f
that X → X → Y factors over Y → Y. For the last point, we note that D(Spec(k), Λ) ∼
= D(Spa(k, k) , Λ) as
both identify naturally with the derived category of Λ-modules, see [FS21, Theorem V.1.1]. Computing both
sides via the Čech nerve of the covering Spec(k) → [Spec(k)/H], the statement follows from [BN19, Lemma
B.6].
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We want to apply the results of this appendix to the schematic Hecke stack. Thus, assume that O is a
complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k, G a parahoric group scheme over O with generic fiber G
and F`G = Lk G/L+
k G the partial affine flag variety for G as in Section 3.2. Let
+
+
Hksch
G,k := [Lk G\Lk G/Lk G]

(A.23)

♦
be the (schematic) Hecke stack where the quotient is taken in v-stacks on SchPerf k . Then HkG,k := (Hksch
G,k )
is the small v-stack on Perf k considered in Section 6. We denote by
bd
bd
D(Hksch
G,k , Λ) , D(HkG,k , Λ)

(A.24)

the categories of objects with bounded support.
bd
bd
Proposition A.5. The categories D(Hksch
are equivalent.
G,k , Λ) , D(HkG,k , Λ)

Proof. Consider a closed substack
sch
[L+
k G\X] ⊂ HkG,k

(A.25)

with X ⊂ F`G a closed L+
k G-stable subscheme, that is, a union of Schubert varieties. By the argument of [FS21,
Proposition VI.4.1], the vanishing of the cohomology of the affine line over k implies that
∼
D([L+
k G\X], Λ) = D([H\X], Λ)

(A.26)

for any perfectly finitely presented quotient H of L+
k G by some congruence subgroup whose action on X is
trivial. By Lemma A.4, we have, abusing notation, a natural fully faithful functor
c∗[H\X] : D([H\X], Λ) → D([H\X]♦ , Λ) ∼
= D([H ♦ \X ♦ ], Λ),

(A.27)

and we claim that this functor is an equivalence. We prove this by induction on the number of Schubert strata
contained in X. Let i : Y ⊂ X be a closed H-stable (perfect) subscheme with non-empty open complement
j : U → X, for which [H\U ] is a disjoint union of classifying stacks for closed subgroups of H. By Lemma A.4,
we have
D([H\U ], Λ) ∼
(A.28)
= D([H ♦ \U ♦ ], Λ),
and by induction induction hypothesis
D([H\Y ], Λ) ∼
= D([H ♦ \Y ♦ ], Λ).

(A.29)

Let us note that as in [Sch17, Section 27] the functors c∗[H\X] , c∗[H\U ] , c∗[H\Y ] admit right adjoints Rc[H\X],∗ ,
Rc[H\U ],∗ , Rc[H\Y ],∗ , and it suffices to see that Rc[H\X],∗ is conservative. It is formal that
[H\j]∗ ◦ Rc[H\X],∗ ∼
= Rc[H\U ],∗ ◦ [H\j]♦,∗ ,

(A.30)

where [H\j] : [H\U ] → [H\X] denotes the morphism induced by j. More precisely, there exists a natural
morphism from the left hand side to the right hand side, and it suffices to see that the morphims induced on
the left adjoints is an isomorphism. If T → [H\X] is a v-cover with T → Spec(k) of morphism of schemes of
finite type, then it suffices (by Lemma A.3) to prove the statement on the isomorphism of left adjoints after
pullback to T ♦ . Here, the functor c∗T on the étale derived categories is induced by a morphism of topoi, and
then (A.30) follows by general base change to open subtopoi.
Let A ∈ D([H\X]♦ , Λ) such that Rc[H\X],∗ (A) = 0. Then we deduce [H\j]♦,∗ (A) = 0 because Rc[H\U ],∗ is
♦,∗
an equivalence. In particular, A ∼
(A). Now note that
= [H\i]♦
∗ [H\i]
[H\i]∗ ◦ Rc[H\Y ],∗ ∼
= Rc[H\X],∗ ◦ [H\i]♦

(A.31)

as follows by adjunction from [H\i]∗ ◦ c∗[H\X] ∼
= c∗[H\Y ] ◦ [H\i]♦,∗ . We can conclude that
[H\i]∗ Rc[H\Y ],∗ ([H\i]♦,∗ A) = 0,

(A.32)

which implies [H\i]♦,∗ (A) = 0 because [H\i]∗ is conservative and Rc[H\Y ],∗ an equivalence. This implies that
A = 0 as desired.
The equivalence c∗[H\X] is natural with respect to inclusions X → X 0 of H-stable subsets, and morphism
∗
H 0 → H of quotients of L+
k G (which act trivially on X). More precisely, from c[H\X] we get an equivalence
+
♦
♦
∼
D([L+
k G\X], Λ) = D([(Lk G) \X ], Λ)

(A.33)

using [FS21, VI.4.1], and then we can pass to the colimits of both sides along closed L+
k G-stable subschemes of
bd
bd
F`G . Then the left hand side is D(Hksch
,
Λ)
while
the
right
hand
side
is
D(Hk
,
Λ)
.

G,k
G,k
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